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ABSTRACT 

Using the resonant bar technique, the decrement and modulus of higl:1 

purity, oxygen-free. silver singl,e crystals (p 293°K/p 4.2°K ;: 2500) have 

been measured (at roughly 25 kc) over the range from 4° to 100°K at 

-8 -5 various strain amplitudes between 10 and 10 o The addition of 40 ppm 

of oxygen or less to high purity silver reduces the internal fridion 

over most of this temperature range by almost two orders of' magnitude. 

It further appears that oxygen can be removed from silver in a completely 

reversible manner by annealing in vacuo at sufficiently high temperatures. 

Such treatments not only restore the initial high damping level but also 

the temperature and strain amplitude dependence characteristic of the 

oxygen-free material. The kinetics of the desorption of oxygen in a 

6 -6 vacuum of about X 10 torr have been followed at temperatures between 

870° and 1000°K by measuring the changes in the decrement and modulus 

with time in a crystal initially containing about 4o ppm oxygen. It is 

found that the decrement recovers in at least two separate stages_, one 

having an activation energy of 0.67 ± 0.06 eV and the other an activa-

tion energy of 2.6 ± 0.4 eV. The presence of oxygen also results in a 

relaxation peak at 365°~, whi~h is not present in oxye;en-free silver. 
I 

A theory is developed whic:h relates the relaxation to -Ll1e d.r.::tg,o;-.Ln1'; ();L' 

j,nterstJ.titl.l oxygen pinning points by moving dislocation. From the 
' 
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interpretation of these results, the magnitude of the attractive 

interaction between oxygen and dislocations is estimated to be 

0.25 ± .o4 eV. The addition of ox;nr,en, since it effectively elimin

ates dislocation contributions to the internal fr:Let:i.on and mod11l1u;, 

proves of value in interpreting the observed behavior of high purity 

oxygen-free silver. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Internal friction generally refers to the disaipa-

tion of the mechanical energy o£ a vibrating solid which 

takes place even when the solid is completely isolated 

from its surroundings. The study o£ this internal con-

version o£ mechanical energy to heat might then be expec-

ted to provide useful infor~ation about the structure o£ 

the solid, if the process giving rise to the dissipation 

can be identified. A number of sources of internal fric-

tion in metals have been recognized for some time and were 

finally put on a firm phenomenological basis by Zerier1 in 

19q8, prominent examples being the thermoelastic effect and 

the stress-induced ordering of solute atoms. As early as 

19qO Read2 recognized that the motions o£ dislocations rc-

present a considerable and perhaps the major source of 

internal friction in metals'. With the development of dis

location theory3- 5 , a theoretical basis was later provided 

£or the interpretation of dislocation contributions to in-

tarnal friction. 

Internal friction phenomena were comprehensively 

reviewed by Nowick6 in 1953 and since have been the subject 

of a number o£ later reviews?-ll¥ In particular, the re

view by Niblett and Wilks10 was concerned with dislocation 

contributions to the internal friction in metals. Dislo-

cation contributions to the internal friction in metals can 
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. 10 11 be broadly grouped into three categor1es ' 1) Penl(s in 

the decrement as a :function o:f temperature which presumably 

correspond to relaxation processes involving dislocations; 

2) an amplitude-independent, :frequency and temperature de-

pendent 'background' component or components; J) an ampli-

tude-dependent component which depends on temperature but 

is at most only slightly :frequency dependent. A brie:f de-

scription o:f the internal :friction phenomena associated, 

directly or indirectly, with dislocations in metal crystals 

as well as some of the theoretical models advanced to ex-

plain them :follows. 

In the :first category, the most obvious :feature of 

the internal :friction of deformed or even lightly handled 

·materials is the appearance of a peak (or peaks) at low 

temperatures (T <. 200°K). Such peaks were :first observed by 

Bordoni12 in several :f.c.c. metals and later by others in 

b lJ d h 14 1. 1 . . . t 1 15 .c.c. an .c.p. m~ta s, as wel as 1n 10n1c crys a s • 

All the experimental evidence indicates that these low 

temperature peaks, which are loosely termed Bordoni peaks, 

arise :from a relaxation process in which dislocations play 

an essential rolew Much o:f the interest in the Bordoni 

peak, both exper:i,.mental and theoretical, arises from the 

possibility that the experimentally observed activation 

energy :for the peak may, through a suitable theoretical 

model, be related to the magnitude o:f the Peierl's stress16 

in a given material. This possibility was considered in a 
j 
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general sense by Bordoni12 , and a quantitative model was 

£irst proposed by Mason17. Mason considered the thermal 

activation of the entire fr•e length of dislocation lying 

between pinning points across the Peierl's barrier into 

th~ adjacent potential trough to be the activated process. 

However, the large shift of peak temperature predicted by 

this model was not subsequently observed in experiment, 

18 and Seeger proposed a more detailed model for the acti-

vation prosess. In Seeger's model the free length of dis-

location moves over the Peierl's barrier by the thermal 

activation o£ a relatively short segment o£ dislocation 

followed by the lateral motion of the end configurations 

(kinks) of the segment under the applied stress. Seeger 

has shown that the kink pair is stable and will separate 

under the applied stress only if the kink separation is 

greater than some minimum value, d •t• The barrier which cr1. 

must be overcome by thermal activation is then approximately 

the sumo£ the Peierl's energy o£ the segment, d ·t• and cr1. 

the energy required to form two half-kinks. The activation 

energy,£or the Bordoni peak 0 H8 , is then 

HB = Wp dcrit + Uk (I-1) 

where \vp is the Peierl* s energy per unit length, and Uk is 

the energy required to form a kink. The considera~ion o£ 

the thermal generation of kink pairs in detail. by Donth19 

has led to a more refined theory20 which has been able to 

account quantitatively for most of the experimental £acts 
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relating to the Bordoni peak. Further refinements of the 

Seeger-Donth theory, in particular the influence o£: kink 

21 . 22 23 motion , kink-k1nk interactions , and internal stresses 

on the relaxation process, which have been considered in 

an attempt to explain the remaining discrepancies between 

theory and experiment have not been entirely successful. 

Of the various other mechanisms 24 proposed to 

account for the Bordoni peak, the kink diffusion theory o£ 

Brails£ord25 an~ the dislocation-dipole reorientation 

26 theory o£ Gilman appear on the basis of present experi-

mental evidence to be as reasonable, at least qualitatively, 

as ~he Seeger-Donth theory. 

Unlike Seeger, who considered a kink to make the 

transition £rom one .Peierl's valley to the next over a 
' ' 

large distance compared to the interatomic spacing, 

Brails£ord25 has assumed th~t kinks are abrupt, and that the 

transition is made in a distance of the order of one atom 

spacing along the dislocatione Brailsford then shows that 

the thermally•activated lateral motion of such abrupt kiru{S 

under an oscillating stress leads to internal friction of 

the relaxation type~ Again, in contrast to the Seeger-

Donth treatment~ the kink diffusion model makes use of the 

dislocations which do not lie along close-packed directions 

(i.~., those which contain a number of intrinsic or built-

in kinks)~ 
' ' 
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Gilman26 has noted that a prominent Coature o£ the 

structure oC deformed materials is the existence oC edge

dislocation dipoles (debris dipoles), which consist oC two 

dislocations oC opposite sign on separate glide planes. 

Such a configuration has two positions oC stability, sep

arated by an energy maximum, for which the line between 

the pair makes an angle of 45• with the slip direction. 

Small segments of the pair can reorient from one stable 

position to the other by thermal activation and thus lead 

to a relaxation type internal t'riction. 

All three of the above theories are possible dis

location relaxation mechanisms in plastically strained 

solids, and all depend primarily on intrinsic properties 

of dislocations themselves. The configurations required by 

each theory, i.e~, close-packed dislocations, non-close 

packed dislocations, and dipoles, are all known to exist in 

deformed materials. It is possible that all three mech

anisms may contribute to anelastic behavior in a single 

material, although not necessarily in comparable strengths. 

As regards the Bordoni peak, only t'urther refinement of 

both theory and experiment can lead to any positive iden

tification as to the mechanism responsible in any given 

material. 

In the temperature range between 100°K-J00°K 

Hasiguti 27 has observed several additional peaks in the 
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internal friction of a large number of metals immediately 

following deformation, which appear from his work to be 

relaxation peaks. From the annealing behavior and activa

tion energies observed, Hasiguti 28 has concluded. that dis-

locations associated with point defects are responsible 

for the peaks and has proposed a model which is based on 

the motion of dislocation ldnks. which are trapped by point 

defects, and which leads to a relaxation type of internal 

friction. Observations of internal .friction peaks in this 

temperature range have not been widespread, possibly due to 

the rapid annealing reported at room temperature. 

In deformed b.c.c. metals with interstitial im-

purities an internal friction peak is observed in the temp-

erature range 100°C-500°C. It is apparent that the presence 

of both interstitial impurities and dislocations are re-.. 

quisite for the observation2 9-..3l of the peak which is 
' 

usually referred to as the cold-work peak (C\VP).. The acti-

vation energy for the peak, in all systems investigated, is 

about 0.5 eV higher than the activation energy for bulk 

diffusion of the interstitial which causes the CWP. Of the 

several theories9' JO ... J4: advanced to explain the CWPv only 

the more recent theories of BooneJl and of SchoeckJO appear 

to be adequate to account for the experimental observations 

on the peak. Boone and Wert35 have proposed that the stress 

induced relaxation of ordered interstitia~ clusters in the 
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immediate vicinity of dislocations gives rise to the CWP. 

Since a detailed treatment of such a model would involve 

both the size and assumed geometry of the clusters, this 

theory is necessarily only qualitative. Schoeck30 , on the 

other hand, has proposed a detailed atomistic model £or the 

C\VP, in which the relaxation arises f'rom the motion o'£ 

dislocations which, in order to move, must drag bound in-

terstitial impurities with them. 

A detailed theory o£ internal friction which falls 

into both the second and third categories was given by 

Granato and L«cke36 (G-L) in 1956. Their model, which is 

based on earlier ideas put forth by Koehler37 , assumes that 

dislocations in a metal are pinned by impurities (point 

defects) with an average spacing L and by the nodes of the c 

dislocation network with a spac~ng ~· Under a small alter-

nating stress the dislocati.on segments bow out between 

pinning points and their motion, which is damped, is like 

that o£ a vibrating string and has a resonance character. 

For most crystals this dislocation resonance is o£ the order 

of 100 me; at much lower frequencies Granato and LUcke have 

shown that the decrement due to the bowing out o£ loops is 

( I-2) • 

where It is an orientation factor relating the applied 

stress to the resolved shear stress on the slip plane; ~, 

the applied angular frequency; B, the damping constant; 
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C, the dislocation line tension; ..A.. , the dislocation 

density; .c1 0 = 8Gb
2

/ 7r 2 c 
the average loop length, is 

G, the shear modulus; and L, 

1/L = 1/Lc + 1/LN. 

Since the motion o£ the bo~ing loops under an applied 

stress results in an additional non-elastic strain, a 

modulus def'ect is also present and is given, according to 

G-L, by 

(I .... J) 

As the stress is f'urther increased, a point is reached at 

which the f'orce on some pinning point within a network 

length LN' arising f'rom the dislocation line tension, ex

ceeds the binding f'orce b~tween this point and the dis

location. Since the t"orce exerted on a pinning point is 

proportional to the length of' adjacent loops, breakaway 

occurs t:or all pinning points within the network length, 

and the dislocation then bows out with a length ~· As the 

stress is decreased, the l 1oops, now of: length LN' collapse 

until they are repinned. This, then, results in a closed, 

static hysteresis loop every half'-cycle, and thus gives 

rise to an additional amplitude-dependent, but f'requency

independent, contribution to the internal f'riction. By 

assuming a constant LN and a Poisson distribution in Lc 

corresponding to a random impurity distribution along the 

dislocation line, G-L obtain 
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where 

(I-5) 

and 

(1T/4bRE) F I L • . m c 
(I-6) 

In the above expressions, b is the lattice constant, R is a 

resolved shear stress £actor, and F is the maxiumum bind
m 

ing force between a dislocation and an impurity pinning 

point. The degree to which this theory has been substan-

tiated by experimental observations is discussed in detail 

10 . )8 
by Niblett and Wilks , and by Gordon • In particular, 

the L 2 , L 4 relation between ( ll E/E) I and L!I has been well 

verified39, 40 , and the dependence o£ ~H on £ 0 given by 

( I-4) has been observed in a gr·eat number of experiments. 

More recently tne vibrating string model has had consider-

able success in explaining the annealing response of A 
I 

in neutron irradiated copper41 • The major discrepancy 

between theory and experiment is that the frequency depenn• 

dence of ~I predicted by Eq. I-2 has not been observed at 

frequencies below 100 kc. This discrepancy may be due in 

part to the fact that at lower frequencies thermal depinning 

may cause the effective loop length to increase42 • 

A somewhat different view o£ the role played by 

impurities with respect to internal friction arising from 
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dislocation motion has been given by Weertman and Sal

kovitz43 and Weertman44 •45. This theory applies the Mott

Nabarro theory46 of' solid solution hardening to the motion 

of: dislocations under an·alternating stress. In this view 

impurities give rise to a stress f'ield with a wavelength 

~= b/c~, where b is the atomic spacing and c is the atomic 

f'raction of' impurities. Under an applied stress, dialo-

cation loops can overcome the smallest of' the barriers 

presented by the stress f'ield and thus move a distance of 

the order of' ~ • For an alternating stress their motion is 

hysteretic and f'or small amplitudes leads to an internal 

f'riction43 ot the f'orm: 

(I-7) 

whereJl is the dislocation density, and ~ is the Cottrell 

misfit parameter. The model thus leads to an amplitude and 

f'requency independent contribution to the internal f'riction. 

In the past there has not been a great deal of' experimental 

support f'or this view; in particular, the internal friction 

is usually much more sensitive to the concentration of' point 

defects than Eq. I-7 would indicate. More recently, how-

. 47-49 h f d . ever, several 1nvestigators ave oun some exper1-

mental support f'or certain f'eatures of this model. 

At high temperatures most metals exhibit an internal 

friction which rises exponentially with temperature. The 

experimental observations can be roughly separated into two 

I 
I ', 
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groups. The observations which fall into the first group 

are characterized by relatively high activation energies, 

of the order of 1-2 eV, and an inverse frequency dependence. 

Theoretical explanations for this type o:f internal friction 

can generally be described in terms o:f the thermal activa-

tion of dislocations over internal stress, barriers. The 

exponential temperature dependence and inverse frequency 

dependence are then readily explained as the result of a 

very long relaxation time Cor the acti.vated process. Dis

location climb45 , vacancy production at dislocation jogs50 , 

vacancy creep of subgrain boundaries51 , and the formation 

of jogs by the mutual intersection o:f dislocations5 2 • 5J 

have all been considered as the activated process. The wide 

range of activation energies observed, 0.8-2.1 eV in copper, 

for example, suggest that a n~ber o:f thermally activated 

processes may contribute t~ the internal friction at high 

temperatures. 

The second group comprises those observations for 

which the apparent activation energy is considerably smaller 

(of the order o:f a few tenths of an eV). There is also 

some evidence that this internal friction is independent of 

8 frequency • Mason
8 •54 has named this type of internal 

:friction "temperature activated hysteresis" and has pro-

posed a model in which the internal friction arises from 

the exchange of energy between adjacent vibrating dislocation 
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loops when their mutual pinning point is momentarily lost. 

The observed activation energy is then the binding energy 

between the dislocation and the pinning defect. A similar 

interpretation of these relatively low activation energies 

can also result from a consideration o~ the effects of 

temperature on the models, proposed by Granato and LUcke36 

and \veertman and Salkovitz 4.3,. described previously. The 

effect of temperature on such models has been treated by 

Leibfried5 5, Teutonico, Granato and LHcke56 , and Friedel57 

from somewhat different points of view. 

This completes our not-so-brief account of the ex-

pected phenomena and some of the interpretations advanced 

for them. We would like now to present some considerations 

pertin,ent to the present investigation. 

The present investigation was undertaken as part of 

a program to study the influence of oxygen on the mechanical 

properties of silver and dilute silver alloys58- 60 • There 

is evidence that oxygen, which is believed interstitial in 

. 61 62 silver (the activation energy for diffus1on is 0.5 eV ' 

as compared to values of ""'2 eV for substitutional solutes) 

interacts strongly with dislocations as well as with im

purities63 and vacancies64 ~ The addition of oxygen to 

silver thus provides one of the few systems with a face-

centered cubic structure in which the interaction of inter-

stitial impurities with dislocations can be studied. 

' ... 

/ 
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Body-centered cubic metals, c~ntaining interstitial 

impurities have been studied extensively, and it has been 

found that the binding energy between dislocations and in

terstitial impurities (O.J-0.5 eV) is considerably greater 

than that estimated for substitutional impurities (0.1 to 

0.2 eV). The increased bind~ng of interstitials to dis

locations in the b.c.c. structure arises from the fact 

that the disto~tions produced by interstitials have lower 

symmetry than the lattice and thus introduce a stress field 

with a shear as well as a hydrostatic component. In 

addition, the magnitude of the distortion arising from the 

presence of an interstitial is generally larger than that 

arising fr6m a substitutional impurity. On the othe~ hand, 

in the close-packed f.c.c. structure the only interstitial 

site (the octahedral position) large enough to accommodate 

an impurity has the same SY,mmetry as the lattice. Further

more, for silver the misfit of a neutral oxygen atom in 

this site is comparable to the misfit (-10%) of typical 

substitutional impurities. On this basis alone, we would 

not then expect oxygen to be more effective than an equi

valent concentration of substitutional impurity in re

stricting the motion of dislocations in silver. 

Experimentally, however, it is observed that oxygen 

has a much more pronounced effect on the mechanical pro

perties of silver than substitutional impurities. It has 

: ' •.. -,~ ,, 
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been found , for example, that the addition of as little 

as 100 ppm of oxygen to silver raises the yield stress of 

silver single crystals by about a factor of three and also 

results in the introduction of a sharp yield point. Fur

thermore, it has been observed59 that the 'background' in-

ternal friction at _,. 1 cps is lowered by more than an order 

of magnitude by the addition of only .30-50 ppm 0 2 • The ex

perimental results for other metals and the theories pro-

posed to account for these results indicated that the use 

of internal friction might provide useful information 

concerning the interaction of oxygen with dislocations in 

silver. 

Of the various internal friction phenomena, it is 

apparent that the amplitude-independent 'backgro\md' and 

the amplitude-dependent damping. will be most sensitive to 

the addition of impurities or point defects. In particular, . 
interpretations of experiments on aluminum65, lead66 , and 

copper67, 68 in terms of the theory of Granato and LUcke 

for the amplitude-dependent component indicated it might be 

possible to obtain an estimate of the binding energy of 

oxygen to dislocations by making such measurements over a 

wide temperature rangew Since oxygen is quite mobile in 

silver, this would require that the measurements be made at 

temperatures well .below room temperature. Additional in-

formation on the interaction between oxygen and dislocations r"-, 

•;· ' :·-. ',. 
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might al~o be expected from a study of the 'background' 

internal friction during the addition or removal of oxy-

gen. Such measurements would have to be made at rela-

tively high temperatures. 

The primary objective of this investigation, then, 

is to determine what effect, if any, the addition of oxygen 

has on both the amplitude-independent and amplitude-depen-

dent components of the internal friction of: silver over tho 

temperature range from 4°K to 1000°K. Since a survey of 

the literature revealed that the relatively f:ew measurements 

which had been made on silver were concerned with grain 

boundary relaxationa69-7l in polycrystaline material or 

with various relaxation peaks observed below room tempera

ture in deformed samples72-75, thisnecessarily involves 

the measurement of these same quantities in oxygen Cree 

silver. In addition, it was anticipated that measurements 

of this type might make it possible to obtain a quantita-

tive estimate of the strength of the interaction between 

oxygen and dislocations. 

A secondary objective of the investigation concerns 

the possibility of using oxygen, as irradiation-produced 

point defects have been used, to pin or otherwise restrict 

the motion of: dislocations, thus providing a tool which can 

aid in interpreting the internal friction phenomena assoc-

iated with dislocations in silver. 

"-• ,.,.., ,.t ,·•u .... ," 
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In order to carry out these investigations an 

apparatus has been designed and constructed to moasuro tho 

iniernal friction and Young's modulus over the temperature 

range from 4•Kto 1200•K. The resonant bar technique6 has 

been employed because it is particularly suited for moas- · 

urements over a wide range o_£ str~in amplitude. To avoid 

thermoelastic or grain boundary relaxation effects, single 

crystal specimens vibratirig in a longitudinal half-wave 

mode have been employed. An electrostatic drive is utilized 

since this permits measure~nents to be made ovor a wide 

temperature range without the necessity of attaching other 

materials to the specimen. Because of the strong chemical 

affinity o£ oxygen to metallic impuri:ties, silver of the 

highest purity available has been used, and extreme care has 

been taken to insure that contaqtination does not occur in 

the process of spec~men preparation. A description o£ the 

apparatus arid the experimental procedures followed in the 

preparation, mounting, and measurement of samples is given 

in Part II .. 

Throughout this paper, the logarithmic decrement, 

~ , will be used as a measure of the internal friction. 

This quantity is defined by 

~ = ln (A I An+l.) :Ill dW I 2W (I-8) n 

where A and A 
n+l n are successive amplitudes of a body 

oscillating in free decay, dW is the energy dissipated per 
r .... "', 
r ,• 

I 
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cycle, and \v is the energy stored in the body. fj is re-

lated to the width of the resonance response curve of a 

specimen driven in forced oscillation by 

(I-9) 

where f 2 and f 1 are the frequencies at which the amplitude 

of vibration has fallen to 1/2 of its maximum at the res-

onant·frequency f. These relations are valid when the 
m 

damping is small and independent of amplitude, and must bo 

modified otherwise6 . They may, however, be used as a good 

approximation provided the amplitude dependence is not 

very great, as was the case in the present experiments. 

Since internal friction arises from the fact that 

real materials do not exhibit perfectly elastic behavior, 

the measured elastic modulus is always lower than the true 

elastic modulus by an amount AE. This difference is termed 

the modulus defect .and is expres.sed as the ratio AE/E. 

Most theories for the internal friction also lead to ex

pressions for AE/E and, thus, as Nowick6 emphasized, 

simultaneous measurements of both ~ and AE/E are of im-

portance in comparing theory and experimente In accord 

with the experimental observations, we have separated ~ 

into two components ~I and ~H and have taken AI equal to 

the value of decrement at low strain amplitudes so that we 

can write 

(I-10) 
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A similar notation is also used for llE/E, viz. 

(I-ll) 

The results of the measurements are presented in 

Part III. In Part IV the results for pure silver and the 

inf'luence of oxygen are discussed and compared to other 

eA~erimental results, primarily for copper and aluminum, 

and, where possible, interpreted on the basis of current 

theories of internal f'riction. 

/' 

J 
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II. EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS AND PROCEDUHES 

A. APPARATUS 

1. General Description. As mentioned previously, 

measurements are made on specimens vibrating in the hal£-

wave extensional mode. The specimen, in the £orm o£ a 

rectangular bar, is supported vertically between two kni£e 
I 

edges at the center, or nodal plane. The decrement is 

determined either by measuring directly the decay o£ £ree 

vibrations or by determining the width of the resonance 

response curve in forced oscillation. 

An electrostatic drive76 and an FM detection system 

are employed to excite and measure, respectively, the 

specimen vibrations. Both drive and detection are accomp-

lished at one end o£ the specimeti by the use of simple 

filter networks to separate the ·respective signals. This 

combination, £irst used by Bordoni72 and later by others77 - 7 9, 

has two obvious advantages: !)nothing is attached to the 

specimen which could af£ect the measurements or possibly 

restrict the temperature range over which the decrement can 

be measured, and 2) only one end of the specimen is utilized 

thus greatly simpli£ying the design o£ the apparatus. The 

only major disadvantage is the precise alignment necessary 

for obtaining the required range of strain amplitudes. 

~ith the present apparatus decrements as low as 
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lxl0-7 and as high as 5xl0- 2 can be measured at strain 

amplitudes frorn.5xl0- 9 to lxl0-5 . However, the product 

of decrement and the strain amplitude is limited to a 

-8 value of approximately lxlO by the nature of the 

electrostatic drive syste1n. This is discussed in more 

detail in part B, section 5· 

A feature unique to this apparatus is the wide 

( 2°K to 1200°10 temperature range which can be covered 

without remounting the specimen. This was made possible 

by using two separate electrode assemblies of basically 

similar design, one being employed with a furnace for 

measurements between. J00°K and 1200°K, and the other '~i th 

a cryostat for measurements from 2°K to J00°K. The speci- ~. 

men holder was interchangeable in the two assemblies, thus 

allowing the speci.,men to be traqsferred without being de-

mounted from the knife edg~.supports. 

2. Specimen Holder and Electrode Assembly. W'ith 

the electro~~atic drive and FM detection system, the 

driving force and detection sensitivity are both in-

versely proportional to the square of the specimen-elec-trode 

spacing. It is des~rable, therefor~, to: 1) operate at 

as small a spacing as possible, 2) maintain this spacing 

constant, and J) keep the support losses negligibly small 

over a wide temperature range. The first requireme~t can 

be met only by precise alignment of the specimen and 
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electrode and the second by allowing for external ad

justment of ~he spacing. In order to satisfy the third 

requirement without sacrificing the first two, tho as

sembly was made as rigid as possible, taking care to in

sure that any apparatus resonances were far removed from 

the desired 10-~0 kc operating range. 

(a} Specimen Holder. A sketch showing construc

tion details of the specimen holder is given in Fig. l, 

and a photograph of a mounted specimen in Fig. 2. The 

holder is made of Type JOL.l stainless steel and is threaded 

for installation in either of the two electrode assemblies. 

The holder is slotted to accomodate the knife edges, which 

are held rigidly in contact with a hold-down ring by a 

pair of set screws. Positive alignment of the holder ldth 

respect to the electrode assembly is accomplished by the 

use of flat parallel ground. alignment surfaces. 

In the original design, the knife edges were also 

made of J04 stainless steel with a ~5° blade angle. The 

edges were machined straight to within 0.001 in. and had 

a maximum edge thickness of 0.001 in. It was found, how-

ever, that specimens tended to loosen in these knife 

edges on being raised to high temperatures. Increasing 

the initial penetration of the knife edges into the 

specimen from 0.0005 in. to 0.0015 in. resulted in re

crystallization in a narrow band (1/16-in. wide) at the 
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knife edges, and, in most cases, some l~osoning still 

occurred. 

The diff'iculty was eventually traced to the dif'f'cr

ential thermal.· expansion between the JOL.~;SS knife edges and 

the 1/8-in. thick silver specimen, which amounts to about 

0.001 in. over the temperature range £rom J00°K to 1000°K. 

· To overcome this problem it was decided to make the knif'e 

edges out of' a material with just slightly loss thermal 

expansion than the J04SS holder, thus. c<;>mpensating for the 

higher expansion of' the silver specimen. Type JlOSS 

f'illed this need admirably, giving 'less than 0.0001 in. 

differential expansion over the' specimen width from 4•K to 

1000°K. At the same time, the blade angle was reduced to· 

25°, and a precision edge was ground to within 0.0002 in. 

with a maximum edge thickness.o£ 0.0002 in. This was done 

in order to reduce the deformation caused when the blades . 

are f'orced into the sp~~imen during mounting. The result-

ing knif'e edges proved very successful in eliminating 

loosening as well as recrystallization. Complet~ly satis-

f'actory mounting was accomplished with an initial blade 

penetration of 0.0005 in. 

{b) Electrode Assembly. The design of' the electrode 

assembly is similar to that used by Fine80 • A schematic 

diagram of' the electrode assembly and support tube used in 

the high temperature apparatus is given in Fi~. J. The 

~· .- ', _., ._ . ~~-
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assembly used f'or low temperature measurements dif'fers 

only in minor details, such as in the design of' the 

support used for the specimen holder. The electrode is 

held in an insulated holder which is incorporated in a 

flanged, water-cooled head. Provision is made f'or micro-

meter adjustment of the vertical position of the electrode 

as well as for tilting the electrode to secure optimum 

alignment with respect to tho specimen. The electrode, 

the electrode holder, and the support tube are fabricated 

from Type J04SS, while the head assembly is of brass. 

The electrode itself consists of ~ 1/2 in. dia. 

x 1/B in. thick disc having a i in. long shank ~1ich is 

press fitted into a 5/16 in. dia. x 1/32 in. wall tube. 

The upper end of this tube is press fitted into an insul-

' 
ating (Lava-A) sleeve in the electrode holder. The vertical 

position of the electrode is adjusted by a standard micro~ 

meter head which can be read to the nearest 0.0001 in. A 

slotted key together with a ring and collar assembly, 

which couples the upper end of the electrode holder to the 

micrometer shaft, gives the electrode a 1 in. vertical 

travel without rotation. A vacuum tight seal is provided 

by a double 0-ring groove in the water-cooled head. 

Electrical connection is made through a braided copper wire, 

insulated with ceramic beads, which is brought out of the 

system through a Stupekof'f seal. 



In the unit employed for high temperature meas

urements, the support tube for the specimen holder con

sists of a 1~ in. dia. x 0.065 in. wall stainless steel 

tube approximately 16 in. long, which threads into the 

brass head. The lower end is also threaded to accom

modate the specimen holder, and the -threads are polished 

to eliminate sticking. 

A platinum/platinum-10% rhodium thermocouple is 

introduced through a Stupekoff seal in the brass head. 

The thermocouple wires, insulated and supported by two

hole alundum spaghetti, are brought down the inside wall 

of the support tube. Just above the specimen holder the 

wires are bent so that the thermocouple junction is 

positioned close to (i.e., within 1/8 in.) but riot in 

contact with the specimen. 

Near its lower end, the electrode passes through 

a close fitting polished alundum collar which is supported 

horizontally by three set screws threaded into the support 

tube. Adjustment of the relative positions of the three 

set screws allows the collar to be positioned off center 

by as much as 1/8 in. in any direction. This makes it 

possible to apply a slight tilt to the electrode in order 

to correct for any misalignment of the specimen. 

In the low temperature apparatus the J04SS support 

tube is 1 in. in diameter and 30 in. long with a 0.028 in. 
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wall. Vertical alignment of the electrode is provided 

by a 1 in. long Teflon collar, which fits snugly into 

the support tube and is attached to the electrode ncar 

the lower end. The upper end of the support tube is 

silver soldered into a brass collar which threads into 

the electrode assembly. The lower end is silver soldered 

into a heavy-walled copper can 2 in. in diamdcr and 5 in. 

long into which the specimen holder is threaded. Af'ter 

the specimen is installed, a vacuum tight seal is made 

by soldering a copper lid to the base of the can with 

Woods metal. Two 1/8 in. dia. holes were drilled approx-

imately 1/2 in. deep into the upper portion of the can 

to accommodate the Au-2.1%Co/Cu thermoco~ples used to 

measure the temperature. The b.eads of these thermocouples 

w·ere imbedded in small copper junctions which f'it snugly 

into the 1/8 in. dia. holes. This allowed the thermo-

couples, which change calibration when heated above about 

J0°C, to be removed during soldering. Good thermal con-

tact between the copper junction and the specimen can is 

obtained by securing the junction with a set screw. 

J. Vacuum Furnace. To carry out the high temp-

erature measurements, the electrode assembly was inserted 

in an evacuated stainless steel tube equipp~d with water-

cooled flanges; this tube, in turn, was surrounded by a 



resistance wound Curnace. The high temperature electrode 

assembly described above mated with the upper Clange, and 

a connection to the vacuum system_was made atthe lower 

~lange. This arrangement and some oC the details o~ the 

~urnace construction are shown schematically in Fig. 4. 

The 18 in. long ~urnace was supplied with three 

independent windings on a J~ in. ID alundum tube. The 

central winding, which was 12 in. long, was of Kanthal 

while the two end windings were of Nichrome. The latter 

were approximately 4 in. long and hence they overlapped 

the center winding by approximately 1 in. at either end. 

Preliminary measurements oC the vertical temp• 
'· 

erature gradients showed that, while these could be 

eliminated by a suitable adjustment oC the power in the 

end windings, the gradients were quite sensitive to the 

power adjustment. Since the planned experiments included 

warmup runs over the range Crom room temperature to 800°C 

or 900°C, as well as runs at constant temperature, addi-

tional thermal ballast was needed. This was provided by 

placing a copper sleeve (1/2 in. thick x 16 in. long) in-

side the alundum furnace tube. Subsequent measurements 

showed that the temperature gradient could be reduced to 

within 1•c over a central 8 in. length with on1y crude ad-

justment ··of the power input to the end windings. However, 

the furnace now had .. a high thermal inertia which proved 
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somewhat disadvantageous in maldng rapid changes of 

temperature. 

Chrom,l-alumo~ thermocouples placed at tho center 

of each of the three windings near the outer surface of 

the copper sleeve were u~ed for control purposes. Because 

of the large thermal mass of the sleeve, a simple on-off 

controller of the ~oving vane type, together with an 

Xactlifte modulator in series with the control thermocouple 

(to artificially shorten the control cycle), was found to 

provide better control than more ~ophisticated proportional 

controi systems. For periods up to 24 hours the temper

ature remained constant within ±0.5°C; control within 

±l.5°C could be achieved for periods up to two weeks. The 

end windings were supplied with power continuously, the 

settings being manually adjuste~ every 25•c to 50°C to the 

optimum values determined by the previous gradient meas

urements. 

The controller used, namely a Brown type K pyro

meter, was modified by the addition of a clock drive to 

the control point setting. This made it possible to sweep 

continuously through the temperature range from 50°C to 

800°C at a rate of about J0°C per hour. 

The vacuum system consists of a 2Y.I in. oil diffusion 

pump backed by a 5 cfm Duo-seal forepump. The diffusion 

pump is trapped using a liquid nitrogen reservoir equipped 

\ 



with an automatic fill. A gate valve and roughing mani

fold allow the system to be pumped from 1 atm. to 10-5 

mm Hg in approximately 10 minutes. Typical pressures ob-

6 -6 tained were xlO mm Hg at 750°C with a sample in place 

-6 and 2xl0 mm Hg at room temperature. 

Originally, it was planned to carry out anneals in 

an inert atfuosphere in the hope that the rate of evapor-

ation of silver from the sample might not be too excessive 

at temperatures up to 900°C. To provide pure, dry helium 

for this purpose, as well as for use as an exchange gas, 

a helium purification train was constructed, ~1ich consists 

of three components in the following sequence: 1) a mo-

lecular sieve-type drying unit operating at tank pressure, 

2) a titanium furnace operating at Boo•c, and J) a liquid 

nitrogen cooled silica gel trap. Provision for storing the 

purified helium was also made. However, it was found that, 

although the actual loss of silver from the sample was 

negligible, deposition of silver on the electrode surface 

prevented measurement of specimens l..rhich had been held 

above 750°C :fur even short periods. This then determined 

the high temperature limit (1000°K) for measurements on 

silver. 

Cryostat. A 4 in. ID stainless steel liquid 

helium Dewar, obtained from Cryenco, formed the basis of 

the cryostat. The construction of this Dewar along with 

./ 
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various modifications which were made is illustrated in 

Fig. 5. The inner 4 in. ID x )6 in. long chamber is 

double ~alled and vacuum insulated over the lower 2~ in~ 

The inner wall is o:f stainless steel while the outer wall 

in contact with the liquid nitrogen reservoir is of copper. 

The upper 12 in~ long section is fabricated from single 

l'l'alled 0.015 in. thick stainless steel. A Styrofoam plug 

with a central opening large enough to accommodate tho 

2 in. diameter specimen chamber is inserted in the upper 

thin-l'l'alled portion to prevent its collapse when evacuating 

the chamber. 

The entire ch~mber is suspended from the top of the 

25 liter capacity outer Dewar by a stainless steel collar 

which is tapped and supplied with an 0-ring groove to 

accommodate a 1/2-in. thick bras~ cover flange. This 

flange was machined to pro~ide an 0-ring seal for the . . 

electrode assembly. It was also equipped with vacuum 

tight heater and thermocouple :feed-throughs as well as 

:fittings :for :filling and evacuating the inner Dewar. 

A Nichrome heater, approximately 8 in- long and 

capable o:f supplying up to 100 watts, is placed inside 

the inner Dewar in order to provide a means for controlling 

temperature and the warmup rate. This heater is wound in 

the :form of a J in. diameter helix on a threaded nylon 

:frame which rests on the bottom of the inner chamber. 
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\vhon positioned in the cryostat, the bottom of tho speci

men chamber is located 1~ in. above ~he base of tho inner 

Dewar and is centered with respect to the hoator coil. 

With the specimen chamber installed, approximately 

two Titers of liquid helim were required to cool the 

cryostat from 78°K to 4°K and an additional ono lite~ to 

cool the transfer tube. The usual practice was m trans-

fer approximately five liters in all so that, after equ~

librium was established, the helium level was approximately 

2 in. above the top of the specimen chamber. Under these 

conditions the specimen chamber could be maintained at 

4.2°K for more than 24 hours if desired. The temperature 

could be lowered to approximately 2°K by pumping on the 

inner Dewar with a mechanical pump. 

In making a warmup run, the usual procedure was to 

reduce the temperature to 2,°K and start the warmup with the 

pump running by supplying power to the heater. \Vi th proper 

manual adjustment of the heater current, the warmup rate 

could be controlled at l0°K to l5°K per hour. lvhen tho 

last of the helium evaporated, usually somewhere between 

J0°K and 40°K, the pump was shut off and the pressure in 

the De\..rar was adjusted to ""'500 f' of He so as to maintain 

exchange bet\·leen the heater and specimen chamber. Under 

these conditions, the equilibria~ temperature of the spec-

imon chamber was 80°K. \varmup rates between .1.0°K nnd J0°h 

\ 
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per hour could also be maintained to J00°K by suitable con-

trol of the power input to the heater. 

Above liquid nitrogen temperature, accurate temper-

ature control could be achieved by using the output of the 

Au-2.1%Co/Cu thermocouple to monitor the power supplied by 

tho heater. Control to within O.l°K for a 24 hour period 

was acc~nplished using a L~eds and Northrup type G pro-

portional control system. If desired, such long term 

temperature control could be obtained dO\fll to temperatures 

ot: about 55°K by pumping on liquid nitrogen placed in the 

inner Dewar. 

5. Electronic Measuring Equipmenl· A block dia-

gram of the equipment used for excitation, detection, and 

measuring is given in Fig. 6. The dotted lines in the fig-

ure indicate alternate signal routes. In part, tile present 

t d th d b . . t. t . 77-79 sys em an ose us• y prev1ous 1nves 1ga·ors are 

quite similar, the main differences being in tho uwthods 

employed in·the'measurernent of: the damping. 

Three requirements governed the choice or design of 

the components: 1) low noise level, 2) ease and &ability 

of calibration, and J) linarity of response. The first re-

quirement ~as essential if measurements were to be carried 

out at low (-lo-8 ) strain amplitudes. It was also antici-

pated that the measurements would extend over long periods 

of time and that a large number of individual measurements 
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would be made. Hence, from the standpoint of convenience, 

it '"as considered desirable to eliminate, insofar as pos-

sible, frequent recalibr'ation or tedious correction of 

the raw· data. In the description that follows only those 

features which are unique to the present system or which 

were designed to circumbent some experimental difficulty 

will be described in detail. 

(a) Excitation. A General Radio lJOlB beat fro-

qucncy oscillator, capable of supplying up to 50 volts 

ID1S to the specimen, was employed as the source of the 

drive signal which was applied between the specimen and 

electrode through a low pass filter. In order to provide 

the necessary frequency sweep, a clock motor and a ten 

turn Helipot were coupled to a linear (±0.1 cycle) fre-

quency vernier on the oscillator by means of gear trains. 

A fixed DC bias across the ~elipot yielded a DC signal 

proportional to the position of the vernier, which covered 

a 200 cycle frequency range. Through a suitable choice of 

gears, this same arrangement could also be used to drive 

the main tuning dial so as to give a wider frequency s\"'eep. 

Tl\"O alternate methods were employed for exciting the 

specimen vibrations: 

(i) Pure AC Drive. The s±tnal from the 

oscillator is fed to an amplifier capable of supplying up 

to 650 volts ruts into the load presented by the low pass 
) 
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filter and the specimen. In this case, the vibrational 

frequency of the driving force acting on the specimen is 

twice that of the oscillator. This is because the driving 

force is proportional to the square of the potential bet

ween the specimen and electrode. 

(ii} DC Biased Drive. Up to 1000 volts 

DC bias obtained from batteries was applied across the 

electrode along with the AC signal available from the oscil

lator. In all cases in which this method of: excitation l'/as 

used, the ratio of: the DC to the RHS AC signal was greater 

than 20. Under these conditions the frequency of the driv

ing f:orce is that of the oscillator. The 1000 volt limit 

on the DC bias or peak AC signal corresponds roughly to 

the potential at which discharge occurs betl~een the speci

men and electrode in vacuum '~hen the normal gap of 0.001 in. 

is employed. 

(b) Detection. The specimen-electrode gap was in

corporated, through a high pass filter, in the tank circuit 

of a conventional 5 me electron-coupled Hartley oscillator, 

l'lhich is thus frequency modulated by the specimen vibra

tionso The signal is then amplitude limited and demodu

lated by a Foster-Seely discriminator. The discriotinator 

balance is indicated on a microammeter (.tlO.fa) coupled to 

the output by an audio filter. 

The audio signal, which is proportional to the 
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specimen amplitude, is amplified and fed through a 

Krohn-Hite JOO AB v~riable band pass filter. This :filter 

was usually set to give a 2 kc band width. The IU,lS value 

o:f the resulting ~ignal is measured with a Hewlett-Pocka~d 

400D VTVM. Details o:f th& response o:f the various co~po-

nents and noise levels are given in part B, sections 2 

and 5· 

(c) Measrirement of the Decrement and Resonant 

Frequency. As mentioned previously, both the resonance 

method and the decay method were utilized~ the :former for 

-4 decrements above about 5xl0 and the decay method for 

-4 measurements o:f jj. below 5xl0 • The resonance method can 

-4 . 
be used at damping levels as low as lxlO , and the decay 

-2 -4 method up to lxlO ; however, above about 5xl0 the roso-

nance method gives higher resol.ution. 

( i) The Resonance Hethod. The 400D VTVl'-1 

provides an AC output proportional to the scale reading 

on all ranges. This signal was amplified, rectified, and 

filtered to give a DC output proportional to the :full 

scale reading and linear down to 1% of full scale. In or-

der to tobtain this degree of linearity with the available 

10 volt RHS full-scale signal, a full wave bridge was con-

structed using Hoffman Uni-tunnel diodes lothich begin to 

conduct in the forward direction at less than 50 mv. Trial 

variation of the bridge load and the full scale input level 
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resulted in the desired linearity. 

This DC signal was applied to the Y-axis of an 

Electro-Instruments Model 500T X-Y recorder, while the 

X-axis was driven by tho oscillator Sl~eep. Use of the 

range switch on the VTVN then allowed the strain ampli

tude at resonance to be v~ried continuously without fall

ing below about 1/J of full scale on the VTVM. 

Once the initial calibration of the oscillator sweep 

and rectifier outputs had been made, all of the information 

(i.e., strain amplitude, resonant frequency, and resonance 

half-width) required is obtained by sweeping through the 

appropriate frequency range to record the resonance curve 

and measuring the oscillator frequency at any convenient 

point on the X-axis. The oscillator frequency is measured 

to the nearest 0.1 cycle by taking a 10-second count on a 

Hewlett-Packard Model 521C ~ounter. 

(ii) The Decay Hethod. Two additional 

pieces of equipment were built in order to make measure ... 

ments of'the damping in free decay, namely an amplifier 

with variable 0-20 db. gain (in 1/2 db. steps) and a decay 

gate. The amplifier provided a constant output to the de

cay gate for any desired strain amplitude (to the nearest 

1/2 db.). The circuit diagram of the transistorized decay 

gate is given in Fig. 7. Basically, it consists of upper 

and lower pulse height discriminators which are followed by 
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an anti-coincidence circuit. The latter is so designed 

that an output pulse is delivered only when the input pulse 
I 

height falls between the levels determined by the discrim-

inators. 

Both discriminators are continuously variable from 

1 v to 10 v. The unit operates satisfactorily from 5 kc 

to 100 ltc and shows little or no drift. Discrimination. is 

exiremely good with less than 1% change in signal required 

at either gate to go from "no count" to "full count." In 

operation the gates are usually set in the ratio e-~=0.606 

and, prior to decay, the sample amplitude is adjusted just 

above the upper gate. 

With the specimen vibrating at resonance at the de-

sired strain amplitude, the oscillator frequency i~ re-

corded as before. The counter input is then switched to 

the decay gate output, and ~he drive turned off by a re-

lay which also operates the external gate of: the counter. 

The counter then records the number of oscillations made 

by the specimen as its amplitude falls by e-~. If n is 

number of such counts, the decrement is simply l/2n. It 

was found, however, .that for values of the decrement of 

10-5 or lower, the above procedure was inconvenient. At 

these damping levels the resonance is less than 1 cycle 

wide which makes adjustment to resonance difficult, cspe-

cially when changing temperatures at 20°K to J0°K per hour. 

; I ''<:'"'. 
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Therefo:c-...; • a phase detector was constructed which, 

in conjunction with a voltage variable capacitor (Semi-

cap) installed in the oscillator, continuously muintained 

the specimen at resonance. A circuit diagra~n of this 

arrangement is given in Fig. 8. It should be pointed out 

that the operation of the phase detector depends on com-

paring the phase of the specimen signal to that of the 

driv~ oscillator and, hence, it can only be used with the 

DC biased drive method described above. The circuit oper-

ation is as follows: The reference signal from the Gen-

eral Radio BFO is first fed through a simple phase shift 

network to allow adjustment for phase shift in the 

apparatus. The output of the IN1305 transistor used for 

phase detection is amplified by a Philbrick P-2 solid 

state DC amplifier and applied across a type 6.8SC20 

semicap incorporated in the,tank circuit of the variable 

200 kc oscillator used in the BFO. A microammeter ( ± lOfa) 

in the output circuit provides a visual indication of de-

viation from balance. Since the circuit is capable of 

adjusting the.oscillator frequency by 50 cycles for a 0.1 

-LJ.: cycle deviation from resonance at decrements up to 10 , 

only intermittent manual frequency adjustments were re-

quired to keep the resonance within the control range. 



B. PROCEDURES 

1. Specimen Preparation and Handlirig. · Single 

crystals ot: both -(100)' and <111/' orientations were 

grown f'rom "oxygen free" 99.9999% silver• in high purity 

graphite crucibles by a modified Bridgman technique. At:-

ter a long high temperature anneal in argon, the crystals 

were caret:ully removed from the mold and eut to the do-

sired length by spark erosion. They were then given a 

light etch to eliminate any surface contamination, after 

which their weight and dimensions were measured. The 

specimens were then either stored under argon for :future 

use or transferred to a special mounting jig in which the 

crystal could be accurately aligned and mounted in the 

specimen holder. Throughout all of the above procedures 

elaborate precautions were taken to avoid contamination or 

def'ormation of the specimel'\s• For example, the specimens 

were never picked up by hand or treated in such a way that 

they were subject to a bending moment. They were allll'ays 

supported horizontally along their entire length when be-

ing mounted or otherwise handled, and, once mounted in the 

specimen holder, they were carried or transported in a 

vertical position. 

*Oxygen-free 69 ,grade silver supplied by Consolidated 
Mining and Smelting Co. of' Canada Ltd., Electronic 
Products Division, Spokane, Washington. Their analysis 
specit:ied less than 0.7ppm oxygen and approximately 
O.lppm Cu, Pb, and Bi as the only detectable impurities. 
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(a) Growth of Single Crystals. All melt-

ing and crystal growing operations were carried out under 

. -6 a dynam1c vacuum o£ approximately 10 mm Hg in tho-

roughly outgassod ultra-high purity graphite crucibles.• 

For this purpose tho crucibles were supported vertically 

inside a long Vycor tube which formed part of an induction 

heated zone molting unit. Stock material was first pre-

pared by casting the 69 grade Ag into bars of appropriate 

size and shape. Prior to casting, the graphite mol.d was 

outgassed~r several hours at l.)00°C with the charge sus-

ponded above by means of a winch. The charge, previously 

etched in hot dilute HNO.) to remove any surface contam

ination, was then lowered into the crucible and cast into 

l/4 in. x 1/8 in. x 5 in. long bars. The silver was held 

molten under vacuum for about 1/2 hour and then direction-

ally solidified by slowly raising the induction coil. 

The resulting bars of silver, along with 2 in. long 

seed crystals of the desired orientations, were etched in 

dilute HN0
3

, washed, dried, and loaded into machined chan

nels in a previously outgassed split graphite crucibl.e. 

Crystals were then grown by passing a molten zone verti-

call.y through the charge at a rate of about 1. in. per hour. 

The seed crystals had been prepared in a simil.ar manner from 

*Suppl.ied by United Carbon Products, Bay City, Michigan, 
who speci:f'y less than 10 ppm total metallic impurities. 

/ 
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a suitably oriented spherical seed. Four single crystal 

bars 1/4 in. x 1/8 in. in cross-section and approximately 

12 in. long were grown simultaneously, two each of tho 

<111/ and <J.oo/ orientations. Seed orientations were 

selected so that the 1/4 in. wide surfaces o£ the crys

tals were parallel to {1101 in both cases. The orien

tations were subsequently checked by the standard Laue 

back reflection technique and found to lie within ±2° o£ 

the desired orientations. 

Before being cut to appropriate length, the as-

grown crystals were annealed in high purity argon for 5 

days at 900°C and furnace cooled at 20°C pe~ hour to room 

temperature. This was accomplished by placing the graph-

ite crucible containing the crystals in a fused quartz 

tube which was subsequently outgassed to lxl0-7 lllll1 Hg at 

.300°Ce flushed and filled with Linde research grade argon. 
I . . 

The quartz container was then inserted in a vertical, re-

sistance-heated furnace in which the temperature gradient 

along the length of the specimens was maintained at less 

(b) Specimen Preparation. The annealed 

crystals were now transferred from the split mold to a 

slotted aluminum tray t:or cutting. This was done by gently 

placing the tray over the two crystals in one half of the 

mold and inverting both the tray and ntold as a unit. The 
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mold then was care~ully lifted off leaving the two 12 in. 

long crystals resting on the tray. Next, the crystals 

were slid gently into place against the alignment lips on 

either side o£ the tray, and Duco cement was applied to 

hold them :firmly in place. 

The tray containing the crystals was than inaortod 

in a machined track which was mounted in a· "Servornet" sparlc 

cutter. This track had previously been aligned so that it 

was precisely perpendicular to the cutting blades. Sever

al cuts were made simultaneously on the ~inest cutting 

range, three 2~ in~ long specimens suitable ~or the inter

nal :friction measurements being obtained £rom each bar. 

The original seeds and other sections removed were used 

£or orientation and residual resistivity measurements. The 

Duco cement was dissolved by immersing the tray and the 

crystals in acetone, and th~ specimens were then trans-

£erred to supporting slings ~ashioned £rom 0.001 in. thick 

Mylar sheet. Trans~er was accomplished by gently sliding 

the Mylar bet,~een crystal and tray. 

With the specimens now supported in tho Mylar 

slings, they are given a light etch in 50% cold HN0
3

; this. 

is followed by a hal~-hour rinse in distilled water and 

:finally by an acetone rinse. Af'ter drying, the crystals 

are weighed to within 0.05 grams.and placed on a traveling 

stage microscope, which is used to measure the specimen 



length to the nearest 0.0001 inch. The specimens are 

then stored, still supported in tho Mylar slings, in an 

argon-filled box or else mounted directly in the specimen 

holder. 

(c) Specimen Mounting Procedure. In order 

to mount the specimens in the kni:f'e edges with a minimum o:f' 

handling and still obtain tho precise alignment \V'hich is 

required, a special mountip.g jig was constructed. Apho

tograph of the jig is given in Fig. 9. Tho specimen holder 

itself' is located in a split collar in which the two op

posing micrometer heads, used to adjust the kni:f'e edges; 

are inserted. The vee blocks are o:f' Te:f'lon and serve to 

maintain the specimen axis accurately perpendicular to the 

alignment sur:f'aces on the specimen holder. Adjustment ot: 

the position ot: the crystal between.the knife edges to 

within 0.0001 in. is accomp,lished by using the micrometer 

at one end o:f' the vee blocks. 

Mounting is carried out as :f'ollows: A polished 

dummy steel specimen is placed in the vee blocks, and the 

specimen holder is rotated inside the collar until the 

knife edges are accurately parallel to the wide specimen 

dimension. The holder is then clamped in place by tight

ening down the collar. This done, the kni:f'e edges are tem

porarily retracted and clamped lightly in place against the 

holding ring with the set screws. The dummy is now removed 
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and the silver cryatal is tranDf'errod f'rom its Hylar slins 

to the vee block. Mter positioning the spocimon lvith tho 

end micrometer, the opposing micrometer heads aro now u3od 

to bring the knif'e blades up to the spocimon suri'aco until 

a dif'f'raction pattern is observed between tho spocimon and 

oither lmif'e edge. Tho kni:Ce odgos .-::;.ra thQn altorn.;:;.toly 

~djusted in 0.0001 in. stepa until each has boon udvancod 

by 0.0003 or 0.0004 in. Tho &at scrowo ho.lding tho lali:fo 

edges are then tightened and tho micromotors rotractcd. 

Finally, the jig is turned on ond into a vorticul position 

and tho specimen holder is curef"ully romovod ;from tho col-

lar and inserted in one o£ tho tw·o eloctrodo assomblio:.:;. 

2. Strain Amplitude C~libration. In this soctioL 

the method used to determine tho detection sensitivity, 

i.e., the output signal at the VTVM for a given spoci1non 

strain amplitude, will be d,ascribod and a calculution will 

be given of' the strain amplitude to be expected :Cor a giv-

en drive voltage~ For convenient reference, the symbo~s 

and units employed in this and the f'ollowing sections are 

listed below~ 

cg = specimen-electrodo capacitance ~~f') 

C 
0 

::: off'ective oscillator capaci tanco {ffJf) 

d = specimen-electrode spacing (em.) g 

L =specimen length (em.) 
.... 

A • cross-sectional nroa of end of spocimon (em-) 

fH = FM oscillator £rcquency (cps) 

., . ··~' ~ 



G • system g.11in 

vd a discrimin.:ltor output volto.""o ,o (volta) 

v :a voltage measured 
0 

at VTVH (rrus volto) 

~0 a maximum specimen strain amplitudo 

m = specimen mass (g~ams) 

g ~ specimen density (g/cc) 

V a drive voltage ~t cpcc.i:.wn (r.-.;z vol'c.:l) 
0 

f = specimen roson~~~ fr0~uoncy (cp~) 
m 

V D = DC bias bo·twoc~: . ...;[.h1Ci.i;~o•1. .::.nd oloctrodo ( vol tu) 

~ • logarit~~ic do~r~mon~ of spGcimon 

E = Young's modulus of spocimon 
m 

The maximum strain an;pl.i tude, which occurs at tho 

center of the specimen for the hal.f-wave extonaional modo, \ 

is given by 

6 0 :c Tf SL/L (II-l.) 

where SL is the displacemen:t o-£ tho end of ·tho .:>pocimon 

£rom its equilibrium position. 

can be regarded as a paral.lel plate capacitor 'Vli·th o.n n.roa 

aqua~ to the cross-sectional area o-£ the specimen (this 

assumption was verified by direct measurement), then 

c D 0.569 A/d g g (II-2) 

and 

(II-J) 

The frequency changou SfH, of tho FM oscillator 



is related by bC by 
g 

~c 1 c g 0 
... -2 

Equat~on (II-4) will be taken as the de~inition o~ C
0

• 

Noting that 

~L .. 

and substituting Eqns. (II-J) and (II-l:t) into (II-~) givo& 

€.0 a ( 1. 7 3 Ti AC 
0 

where the constant (f is do:fined by 

v 
0 

(II- 5 ) 

(II-6) 

The e~:fectivo oscillator cap&citanco, C , w~s do
o 

termined by measuring f'II with known capacitances ( ±..1%) ro-

p~acing the specimen-electrode gap, and ¥ was eva~uatod by 

measuring tho discriminator output, v 0 , as a :func~ion o:f 

:fH. Tho linear relationship, (II-6), was :found to hold . 
over a ::1:.100 kc rc.nge with 'I = O.J04 mv/cycle. Tho :fro-

quency o£ the FM oscillator could be tuned over a 500 kc 

range by means ot: a ten-turn Duo-dial coupled to tho t.ml~ 

capacitoro In operation the oscillator was tuned :for zero 

DC discriminator output, for lvhich t:H a 5. 005 e1c. 

A detailed calibration plot ot: the oscillator dial 

reading at balance vs. the lmown cape.ci tance across the 

specimen-electrode gap provides a quick means o:f cvalu~ting 

the specimon-eloctrode capacitance. Calibrations of thi3 

type, as well as determinations o:f C , wore curried out 
0 
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separately £or both electrode assemblies. Thus, with a 
I 

specimen o£ given length and cross-sectional ~ro~ mounted 

in the system, the strain amplitude calibratio~ is m~do 

by noting tho dial reading at bal~nco with tho electrode 

retracted, and then lowering tho eloctrode until bal~nce 

occurs at the dial reading corroaponding to tho dosirod 

value of C • 
g 

In order to provide an independent chock or ~ltcr-

nate calibration method, tha strain ampl.i tude expoctod 1..'or 

a given value o£ the damping w~s c~lculatod from tho moas-

ured drive voltage, V • The, equation of motion of tho 
0 

81 
specimen can be written 

E _??u(xyt) 
\ 2 
Qx 

::SCx-L/2) \r(t), (II-..7) 

where u(x,t) is tho displacement from equilibrium at time 

t o£ an element of the specii.mon located at position >.: '"i th 

respect to the center, (!"(t) is the stress applied at one 

end of the specimen and E is the effective modulus. For a 

simple harmonic driving stress, CY(t) = 

the boundary conditions 

u(O,t) .. ,o and Ou(x,t) 

·wt cr el. • and with 
0 

the steady state solution to equation (II-7) can be shown 

by tho usual method o£ sop~r~tion of v~riab~as and eizon-

function expansions to bo 
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where 

and 
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u(x,t) • ~ ReS A sin(a x)oi(A)t { 
n=O l. n· n } 

a • . ( 2n + l) Tr /L. 
n 

cr 1 L 
0 

(II-8) 

I:f' the driving :f'roquoncy is equal to that o:f' ono of tho 

normal &nodes , i. e. , 

~ 2 
a a E 

n 
{II-11) 

~d we allow for the presence o:f' damping
6 

by substitutinz 

. E 111 E (1 + i IJ./1f) ' 0 

Eq. II-8 becomos 

(II-12) 

u(x~t) = (7T~Iw! L ~)sin [ (2n+l)1Tx/L] .c.iin~t. (II-1,3) 

For tho fundamental mode (nuO) tho solution at roson.:;.nco is 

then 

(II-14) 

Since E:. (x, t) = du/{>x, tho maximum strain amplitudo is·· 

(II-15) 

We must no'"" oxpress \J in terms of' tho drive voltugo. Tho 
0 

stress at th~ end of the specimen for an applied volt~go, 

V, of angular :frequency l.t.b, is 

\J a v 2 I (9xlo4 >Brrd2 , 
g 

whore 

(II-l6) 



so that 

(XI-17) 

') 

It is seen thnt £or v0:0 tho dominant term is -V~cos2unt, 

whoroas, t:or V0 >>V
0 

tho tori~ 21[2'VDV
0

sinu.l.Jt proclomina-toa. 

Thus, t:or the pure AC drivo wo havo, in torrJ.s of moa:::;u:..~oJ. 

parameters, 

n"" = (8.77 x l0-6 )v2 c 2 I A2 • '\.Jo o g (XI-1.8) 

For any given spocin1on, Eqs. II-5 and II-J-5 can bo 

written in the ~orm 

(XI-1.9) 

and 

(II-20) 

where ~ and ~ are constants. which depend only on tho spec

imen dimensions and the :fixed parameters of: the systom, 

nrunoly, C and ¥. These expressions can bo combined to 
0 

give 

(II-21) 

The decrement was calculated periodically from this ex-

pression and compared with the measured decroQent to be 

sure that the system response had not changed. Agreomont 

l~ithin a :few per cent was generally obtained. The c~li-

brat ion was rechecked i:f" the calculated and moasurod 
I 
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values did not correspond within ± 4%. 

The long term stability o'£ the systom ro.sponso was 

found to be very good with the exception of tho variable 

band pass filter. The insertion loss o£ this unit was 

quite sensitive to small changes in the charactori.r;tics 

ot: tubes omployod and to the band pass settings. Thoro-

:Core, be£ore .each run the band pass l'l"aa adjusted Cor a 

consta.-..t insorti.on loss ot: 2 db. over a l kc wide rango; 

this corresponded to a 4-6 kc band width setting. 

). Temperature Measuromonfs. 

(a) High-Temperature Apn~r~~us. Tho out-

put of a calibrated Leeds and Northrup platinuru/platinwn-

10% rhodium thermocouple is recorded by a typo G Speedo-

max equipped with automatic cold _junction compensat,ion and 

having a full scale sensitivity of two millivolts. Tilis 

allowed tho thermocouple EMF to be read to the ne~rost 

1 pv, giving a sensitivity to temperature change of O.l°K. 

No differences within :t. 2f4V could be detected between tho 

recorded EMF and that measured with a potentiometer using 

a distilled water-ice bath reference. The calibrated out-

put of tho thermocouple agreed with tho stundard tables to 

The largest source ot: uncertainty in tho moasuro-

mont of the specimen temperature arises from tho £act that 
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the thermocouple is not in actual contact with the speci-

( -6 men. On continuous heating or cooling in vacuum ~10 mm 

Hg) at about J0°K per hour it was established, by hystor-

es:j.s measurements, that the specimen temperature lags bo-

hind or 1eads that o£ the thermocouple by approximately 

1.5°K. Below about 500°K the temperature lag in vacuum 

wa.• zome\that greater; hence,· in this range, a low pressure 

of 3o WQS used as an exchange gas. 

(b) Low Temperature Apparatus. The out

put o£ the calibrated Au-2.1%Co/Cu thermocouple, which 

measures the temperature o£ the copper specimen can, was 

displaye3d on the same recorder described above. This 

provided a sensitivity to temperature change o£ ±0.5°K 

between 2°K to 6•K, and better than ::t:0.05°K above l5°K. 

The thermocouple was calibrated.at the boiling points o£ 

He (4.2•K), H2 (20°K), and ~2 (78°K) using ice-distilled 

water re:f'erence bath as a standard. The measured outputs 

were compared with those tabulated by Powell et a~8~. It 

was :f'ound that good agreement with the published table was 

obtained £or each o£ the three calibration values when the 

corresponding tabulated values were multiplied by 97.47 

±0.01%. Using this conversion, a new table was then con-

structed :f'rom which thermocouple EMF could be converted 

directly to temperature. 

It is lcnown that the Au-2.1%Co alloy used is not 

.. 

\ 
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stable whon heated above about 325°K. Therefore, to avoid 

recalibration before or after each run, the thermocouple 

junction was never heated above this temperature; only 

rarely, in fact, was it warmed above 300°K. Nevertheless, 

it was recalibrated after a period of six months, and it 

was f'ound that the EMF at 4.2°K (with a o•c ref'erence) had 

changed by only 6 ;;.v out of' 9.6 mv. A trial warmup run 

w~s also made using a dununy silver specimen to which a 

second calibrated Au-2.l~Co/Cu couple was attached. \'lith 

approximately 20 jJ- of He exchange gas in the specimen 

chamber, no lag was observed between the temperature of 

the specimen and the can up to 40°K when the warmup rate 

was maintained at 20°K per hour. At the same warmup rate 

the lag was less than l°K in the range frozn 4o•K to 300°K~ 

Similar results were obtained from hysteresis measurements 

at temperatures above 8o•K. Hence, even without correc-

tiona for lag, the maximum uncertainty in the measurements 

of' the specimen temperature is believed to be only ±. 2°K. 

4. Operating Procedures. In most cases, the dec-

rement and the resonant frequency were measured as a f'unc-

tion of' time for several hours to as long as several days. 

after the specimen was mounted in the high temperature 

apparatus. This was done at various temperatures between 

room temperature and 15o•c in order to follow the so-called 

Kijster et"fect 1 the recovery of ~ and £' after deformation. 
0 
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The :first measurement could generally be made within about 

10 or 15 minutes after mounting at room temperature. At 

higher temperatures, the specimen did not reach equilib

rium until 10 to 20 minutes after it was inserted in the 

pre-heated :furnace, so that the :first measurement was made 

approximately 1/2 hour ~:f'ter mounting. 

Using either apparatus, the decrement could con

v ·miantl.y be· measured as a :function of' time, and hence 

temperature, during a continuous warmup or cooling run. 

The time corresponding to each measurement was determined 

to the nearest 0.1 minute using a digital clock which was 

synchronized with the strip chart on which the :furnace or 

cryostat temperatures were recorded. Generally, only 

about .30 to 40 seconds were required to measure both the 

decrement and the resonant frequency by either the decay 

or resonance methods. MeasJ.lrements-could, therefore, be 

made as close together as l/2°K, if' desired, even at warm

up rates of J0°K per hour. An exchange gas was used in 

all runs made in the l.ow temperature apparatus. ·Measure

ments o£ /j as a :function of the pressure o:f the exchange 

gas showed that acoustic radiation losses contributed less 

than lxl0-7 to the decrement at pressures up to 1000 f'. 

In the l.ow temperature apparatus, the FM oscillator 

:frequency, with the dectrode retracted, was independent o:f 

temperature over the whole range. However, in the high 

' ' 
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temperature apparatus the oscillator frequency decreases 

'~ith increasing temperature, probably due to changes in 

C associated with the temperature dependence of the di-o ' 

electric constants oC the insulators employed. Several 

dwnmy runs ,.,ere made, and the effect was found to be quito 

reproducible. Appropriate corrections could, therefore, 

be applied to the oscillator &&tting so as to maintain thG 

strain amplitude calibration during a continuous heating 

or cooling run. 

Measurements of the strain amplitude dependence at 

a fixed temperature were usually made starting at the low-

est amplitude and going on up to the,maximum attainable. 

The specimen was never excited at high amplitudes for more 

than 10 to 15 seconds during these runs. ~mmediately after 

the highest amplitude was reached (e.g. within 30 seconds) 

repeat measurement was made, at lower strain amplitudes to 

chock for any permanent changes or time-dependent effects. 

Measurements at close intervals of strain amplitude could 

be made over the en~ire range in approximately omhour. 

Oxidation treatments were carried out in the meas-

uring apparatus with the specimen in place. The crystals 

were saturated with oxygen under static conditions at 

oxygen pressures up to 1500 mm Hg and temperatures up to 

Bso•K. It was originally planned to make measurements of 

the decrement and resonant frequency during saturation as 



wall as during subsequent removal of the oxygen in a high 

vacuum. However, it was found that it was impossible to 

make measurements with oxygen in the sy.tem at tempera-

tures above approximately 500°K due to ionization. Thus, 

tho specimen could only be measured at close intervals of 

time during tho desorption process. 

5• Limits on Ranga ~nd Accuracy. 

(a) Temperature. The operating range of 

the apparatus, as designed, is from 2°K to about l200°K. 

However, as was pointed out earlier, the evaporation rate 

of silver is such as to preclude measurem~nts •t t~mpera-

tures much above lOOo•K. Although the absolute accuracy , 

of any single temperature measurement is ~2°K, the rela-

tive specimen temperatures determined during any individ-

ual. run are known to be bet,ter than :i. 0. 2°K. 

(b) Strain Amplitude. In evaluating the 

strain amplitude from Eq. II-5, the largest source of error 

arises from .the uncertainty in value chosen for C • It is 
g 

estimated that this quantity can be determined to within 

± 3~ so that the absolute accuracy of strain amplitudes 

quoted herein is ± 6%. However, relative strain amplitudes, 

such as are obtained during measurements of ~ as function 

o£ strain amplitude, are reliable to better.than 0.5%. The 

strain amplitude range which can be covered depends on the 
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noise level, the specimen-electrode spacing, and the value 

of the decrement at the highest strain amplitude used. It 

w~s found that reproducible measurements could not be made 

for signal-to-noise ratios less than five. This limited 

the lowest strain amplitudes obtainable with a 0.001 in. 

-8 gap to about 10 • However, on a few particularly wgll-

aligned specimens, measurements have been made at strain 

amplitudes as low as )xlo-9• As noted previously, the 

upper limit on the strain amplitude is usually determined 

by breakdown discharge across the specimen-electrode gap. 

For a 0.001 in.gap in a vacuum of the order of lxlo-5 this. 

occurs at -1000 volts. Consequently, the product Lle:. is 
0 

-8 limited to values less than about lxlO depending on the 

type· of drive used. 

(c) Decrement.. The precision w·i th which 

the decrement can be measured is better than :t 1% whon th~ 
' 

signal-to-noise ratio exceeds a value of 5. The figure 

± 1% represents the actual reproducibility of duplicate 

measurements by the resonance method or of successive meas-

urements by the decay method. In the range in which pre-

cise measurements could be obtained by both methods, agree-

ment between the two was generally within .±. 2%. However, 

if the decrement is markedly strain amplitude-dependent, 

the disparity in the two sets of measurements can be as 

high as 10". 
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It is difficult to determine experimentally what 

portion of tho measured decrement is due to support losses 

and what portion is contributed by the specimen itself'. 

However, it was found that the decrement of one silver 

specimen dropped from about jxlO-J to 5xlo-6 when it was 

saturated with oxygen at 4so•c while mounted in the appa-
. -6 

ratus. The value SxlO then represents an upper limit to 

·c~-.o e;;,ternn1
1

losses at 4so•c. Decrements as low as lxJ.o-6 

have been measured at low temperatures on an internaL,.: 

oxidized Ag-l%Mg specimen. Thus, for pure silver, which 

-4 exhibits minimulll damping values of 'V SxlO , we can safely 

assume that the external losses are negligible. If' we as-

sume that the external losses simply add to the specimen 

damping,· then, with the resolution of: ±1% obtained, any 

features greater than "'- lxl0-7 in the decrement of the 

oxygen-saturated material would have been visible. 
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III. RESULTS 

A. INTRODUCTION 

The results o~ this investigation have been assem

bled under six general headings: l)Time-depondant effects 

in 6-9's silver including a description o~ the annealing 

behavior at high temperatures; 2) the variation of the 

damping and modulus with temperature at low (""' 2xlo-8) 

strain amplitudes in oxygen-free 6-9's silver t'rom 4°.K to 

1000°K; J) the ef£ect o£ oxygen on the damping and modulus 

over this same temperature range; 4) the strain amplitude 

dGpendance of the damping at various t'ixed temperatures in 

o.xygon-:f'ree 6-9's silver and in 6-9's silver containing 

approximately 40 ppm oxygen; 5) the changes in the damping 

and modulus with time during oxygen saturation and during 

subsequent vacuum desorption at temperatures between 715°K . 
and l000°K; 6) miscellaneous observations which do not 

conveniently fit into any o~ the above categories. 

The logarithmic decrement, A , has been used 

throughout as a measure of the internal friction. Changes 

in the modulus are usually expressed directly in terms of 

the measured resonant frequency, f • However, in cases 
m 

where it is desired to compare the magnitude of the modulus 

change with the corresponding change in ~ , as a ~unction 

ot' strain amplitude, for example, the data are given in 

terms ot' the t'ractional change in modulus Ac/£. Since 
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the modulus is proportional to the square of the resonant 

frequency, A.E/E is simply related to the change in f by 
Ill 

~E/E = 2 fj f I f • m m 
(III-1) 

The results reported here comprise over 10,000 

separate measurements of the damping and resonant frequency 

on a total of six separate crystals. More than hal£ of 

these measurements·~ere made on a single specimen, Cor 

which data have been obtained over the entire temperature 

range in both the oxygen-free and oxygen-saturated condition. 

A summary of the measurements carried out on each crystal 

and the sequence in which they were made is given in 

Table I. 

The impurity contents quoted in the table for 

6-9's silver refer to the spectrographic analysis pro-

vided by the supplier along with the starting material. 

The crystals grown from this material have not been an-

alyzed directly. However, in order to obtain some in-

dication of the purity level, the residual resistivity ratio 

~273 oK 1q4. 2 oK was determined on the as-received material, 

on one of the vacuum cast rods from which the crystals were 

grown, and on a representative single crystal fro1n the same 

batch of specimen~ as those listed in Table I. These meas

urements were made by the eddy current decay method83. The 

observed resistivity ratios were q200 for the as-received 

silver ingot, 2500 for the vacuum cast rod, and 2600 for 
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the single crystal. Thus, it appears that only minor con-

tamination has been introduced by the melting and crystal 

growing operations~ 

It should be mentioned in this connection that tho 

measurement on the as-received material was made on an in-

got having a cross s-ection of approximately J/4-in.xJ/'!-in. 

for which the decay time at room temperature was consider-

ably longer than the "ring-time 11 ot: the coils employed; in. 

contrast, the other measurements were made using 1/~-in. x 

1/8-in. rods for which_the decay times at room temperature 

were only of the order of 1.5 to 2 times the ring-time. 

Consequently, the resistivity ratios obtained for the vac-

uum cast rod and for the single crystal definitely rcpra-

sent lower limits, and it is probable that the total im-

purity concentration does not exceed that of the original 

silver ingot by more than a'factor of two at the very most. 

Facilities for measurement of the oxygen content 

ware not available, and, considering the nature of the 

present experiments, it was felt that the effort needed to 

develop a suitable analytical technique would probably not 

be justified. For this reason, the oxygen concentrations 

quoted throughout this paper were calculated from the 

61 solubility data of Eichenauer and MUller , l'lhose results 

have recently been confirmed by Podgurski and Davias62 • 

All specimens ot: any one orientation, although ob~ 
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tc;.ined .from di:f:ferent bars, were actually grown :frorn por-

tions o:f the same seed crystal. In the tables and :figuroa 

which .follolr the same letter identification is applied to 

all crystals cut :from a single bar. All data·reported, 

with the exception o:f the strain amplitude dependence mea.a-

uroments at room temperature on specimen 12A, were obtained 

on <l:l/ Ol"iunted specimens. When 12A was annealed at 

high temperatures extensive recrystallization occurred, 

l~Thich prevented :further measurement. Previous examination 

of the <100/ specimens had shown them all to bo badly 

striated, i.e., these crystals generally contained several 

low-angle grain boundaries running parallel to the growth 

direction. _;rt is possible that a connection exists between 

these striations and the extent o:f recrystallization ob-

served. In any case, it was :felt that little would.bo loar-

ned concerning ~y possible'orientation dependence until 
\ 

<.100> specimens of perfection comparable ·to the < 111> 

specimens could be grown. 

B. TD1E-DEPENDENT EFFECTS 

The time-dependent phenomena reported below are o£ 

three general types: l) ~:ff'ects associated with excitation 

of the specimen at high strain amplitudes, 2) the recovery 

of the damping and modulus after mounting or transfer, and 

J) changes in the damping with time during cyclic annealing 
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at high temperatures. 

1. Efi'ect of Excitation at High Strain Ampl.itudos. 

Repeated checks have failed to reveal any pronounced time

dependent effects due to excitation at high (-5xl0-6 ) 

strain amplitudes in 6-9's silver, such as have been ob

served by other investigators in copper67 , a1uruinum65 , and 

lccd84 . An attempt was made, for exampl~. tn induce Duch 

-6 effects by al.lowing a specimen to oscillate at €
0 

:c 5xl0 

for nearly one hour at 4oo•K. During excitation, the damp-

ing at both the high and low amplitudes increased slowly by 

about 10~ and was observed to decay back to its original 

value in a few hours after excitation was discontinued. It 

was therefore concluded that time-dependent effects of this 

kind are not of major consequence and, indeed, cannot be 

conveniently,studied in the 6-9'~ silver. On the other 

hand, a pronounced time-dep~ndence was observed in measure-

ments made at 715°K on a specimen containing about 20 ppm 

oxygen. Since the damping in this crystal was essentially 

independent of strain amplitude below -lxl0-5 , the result 

was that the limit Ae.0 ~lO-B was reached almost immedi

ately after breakaway, and hence the time dependence could 

not be followed. 

2. Recovery after Mounting. In all specimens of 

6-9's silver the damping at low strain amplitudes was ob-

served to decrease, and the modulus, as indicated by the 
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resonant :frequency, to increase progressively with time 

after mounting. A similar ef'f'ect, although somewhat ro-

ducad in magnitude is observed on trans:ferring the speci-

men :from one apparatus to anothero The :first measurements 

a:fter mounting were usually obtained within 15-.30 minuten, 

and the recovery of the damping and modulus was then :fol-

lolrod :for periods up to three days at various temperatures 

from room temperature to about ,38o•K. A typical plot o:f 

the recoverabl.e part o£ the damping, fl.r(t) - LlrV.O~ and the 

change in resonant frequency during recovery, ~ f , at room m 

temperature is shown in Fig. 10. 1\ similar pl.ot of ~:Jt) 

- /J.r_(oo) vs. t at .377°K is given in Fig. 11. When the dif'

:f'erenca in the values ~I(t) obtained 12 hours apart was 

leas than .3%, the recovery was assumed completed and this 

value o:f ~ was taken as Llx<oo). · As can be seen :from these 

:figures, the recovery times are o:f the order o:f 50 hours 

The magnitude o:f this recovery e:f:fect was :found to 

vary considerably from specimen to specimen. Thus, the 

ratio o:f the initial v~lue of' the decrement to that mea~-

urad after recovery was essentially complete, ranged :from 

2 to 6 a:fter mounting and :from 1.5 to .3 after transfer. It 

also appears that, in addition to the initial relatively 

rapid decay of the mounting or transfer damage, a consider-

ably slower recovery process is taking place which leads to 
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a further reduction in the damping at room temperature by 

as much as a factor.o£ 50% after times o£ the order o£ two 

months. A summary o£ all observations o£ this type is 

given in Table II. It is considered significant that 

neither the specimen ~ontaining 40 ppm 0 2 , nor the 1~ Mg 

alloy crystal showed any measurable change in either the 

damping or modulus after mounting or transfer. 

Since the time dependence of' the recovery is o£ 

some interest, an attempt was made to fit the data to a 

variety of functional relationships (see Part IV-Section 

A). The data seem to be best represented by the Granato

Hikata relation8S, 

(III-2) 

The full lines drawn in Figs. 10 and 11 are plots o£ Eq. 

III-2 using the values o£ the constants o( and f listed in 

Table II. 

2. Annealing at Higher Temperatures. As the temp• 

erature is raised to about )20-J40°K, after first allowing 

the crystal to recover at room temperature, the damping is 

observed to decrease to a level approximately hal£ of the 

recovered room temperature value. This decrease was at 

f'irst attributed entirely to annealing but it was observed 

that, on subsequent cooling to room temperature, the damp• 

ing was always higher than the value obtained at the an

nealing temperature by about 20-50%. The results on several 
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specimens all show~d that the damping attains a minimum 

value somewhere between room temperature and the highest 

annealing temperature employed. The general trend was t:or 

the minimum to shift progressively to higher temperatures 
.I 

as the annealing temperature was increased. 

On further increasing the temperature, in steps of 

50°K-to l00°K, the damping is observed to rise monotoni-

cally. Holding at a given temperature t:or times of: t:rom 

2 to 15 hours generally resulted in only a small reduction 

in damping o£ the order o£ 10~. The equilibrium values ot: 

the damping obtained in three such runs on separate crys-

tals are shown as a t:unction ot: l/T°K in Fig• 12. The uv-

erage holding time at temperature t:or each of the runs is 

indicated next to the specimen number. As can be seen from 

the figure, the data are t:itted ·reasonably well by straight 

lines at high•r temperature~, indicating that the damping 

at high temperatures can be described by an Arrhenius-type 

relation 
-H/RT -c e (III-J) 

where C is a constant and H the activation energyo The 

values o£ H obtained from the slopes o£ the lines dral~ in 

Fig. 12 are 0.22, 0.25, and O.JJ eV/atom t:or specimens J4D, 

J4C, and 2JC respectively. Unfortunately, only the anneal-

ing run on specimen J4C could be continued beyond this 

point. It was not possible to carry out additional menu-

( ) 
·- ~" / 
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urements on crystal 23C because of extensive deposition o£ 

silver on the electrode at ~1100°K, while crystal J4D was 

severely damaged and misaligned when the electrode was 

accidentally brought into contact with it. 

Since annealing at fixed temperatures up to ~oooeK 

resulted in only relatively small decreases in the d~1ping, 

it l-tas decided to carry out a cyclic annealing treatment 

on specimen J4C in the region between 500°K and ~ooo•I<:. 
86 

This seemed of interest, because it has been observed by 

etch pit studies on copper that cycling of this kind re-

sults in a larger decrease in the dislocation density than 

can be produced by a long anneal at a fixed high tempera-

ture. The warmup run on specimen J4C was therefore inter-

ru~d at about 900°K, and the specimen was allowed to cool 

overnight to 550°K at roughly 40°K per hour. The values of 

~ measured during subsequent heating and cooling cycles 

are shown in Fig. 13 as a function of l/T°K. The full lines 

represent the measurements made on heating. In all cases 

the heating and cooling rates were maintained between J0°K 

and 40°K per hour w~ pauses oC about 2 hours being made 

every 50-100°K in order that equilibrium measurements could 

be obtained. The dashed line labeled (1) represents the 

initial warmup. On the curves labeled (2) and (J) measure-

mants were made as close together as every 4•K, while on 

, -~'\ later runs only the equilibrium points were measured. This 
I 
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cyclic annealing operation was discontinued when virtually 

identical results, reproducible to within ± 5%, were ob

tained on three successive cooling cycles, numbers (6), 

(7), and (8). From studies of this type the following ob-

sarvations have been made: 

1) The data for any one cycle can be represented 

as exponential in 1/T. The slope of log ~ vs. l/T°K 

(Fig. 13) appears to decrease slightly with each succeeding 

cycle. Even after as many as eight complete cycles, how

ever, the apparent activation energy, H, has only dropped 

from 0.25 eV to 0.22 eV. 

2) Good reproducibility is achieved in any given 

cooling and subsequent heating cycle up to about 875°K. 

This is true both when the temperature is changed continu

ousl.y or when the temperature is· varied in step-wise fash-

ion, and the crystal is held at each temperature for times 

as l.ong as 4 hours. 

J) After warming to temperatures above 875°K, tho 

damping is observed to d~crease with time, as indicated by 

the arrows in Fig. 13, and this annealing process sometimes 

continued for as long as 48 hours. For example, the an

nealing kinetics at lOOO~K a£ter cycle (J) are shown in 

Fig. 14, where the change in the decrement and the resonant 

are plotted as a 

function of the time, t, a~ter reaching 1000°K. 

'!.,. 

J 
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corresponds to the value o£ ~xmeasured a£ter t ~ 72 hours. 

Little can be said concerning the actual functional Corm 

o£ the time dependence since, as can be seen in Fig. lJ, 

considerable annealing has taken place be£ore reaching 

1000°K. Thus, neither the initial level o£ damping, nor 

the equivalent time at 1000°K are known. However, tho 

magnitude o£ the modulus change, 2 L) £/£, during alUleal

ing can be compared with the corresponding change in the 

decrement as is done in Fig. 15. The data appear to fall 

on a reasonably good straight line, and, since both scales 

in Fig. 15 are identical, the ratio o£ ~~(t) - ~~) to 

2 6 f /£ is nearly unity. This then would indicate that 

the annealing kinetics are the same £or both the modulus 

and decrement. 

4) A reasonably pronounced peak in the damping is 

observed at about 950°K on each cooling cycle. The nature 

o£ this peak is described in more detail in part C below. 

C. THE TEMPERATURE DEPENDENCE OF THE DAMPING IN 6-9's 
SILVER AT LO\</ STRAIN AMPLITUDES 

One o£ the primary objectives o£ this work was to 

obtain measurements over the whole temperature range on a 

high purity silver crystal in the annealed condition. Such 

measurements were actually carried out on specimen 34E. 

However, it is generally observed that the decrement is 

raised appreciably as a result o£ transfer, and does not 
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fully recover. We now believe that the low temperature 

measure1nents are really characteristic of very lightly 

deformed material. In fact, the present low temperature 

data on silver show a great similarity to previous meas-

urements on other f.c.c. metals which had been lightly 

deformed. The results obtained at low temperature may, 

therefore, correspond to a considerably different dislo-

cation structure than that prevailing in the well-annealed 

specimen measured at higher temperatures. 

The manner in which the low amplitude, -B £ 0 = .JxlO , 

decrement and the resonant frequency vary with temperature 

over the entire range investigated is illustrated in 

Fig. 16 for crystal .J4E. The low temperature measurements 

shown in Fig. 16 were made five days after transfer of the 

annealed crystal from the high temperature apparatus to the 

cryostat. Also plotted in.Fig. 16 ar~ the corresponding 

low temperature measurements on this same crystal after 
' 

saturating with oxygen at 820°K. Essential.ly the same 

general. behavior is exhibited in Fig. 17, which represents 

a composite of the l.ow temperature damping data on crystal 

.34D and high temperature measurements on crystal .J4C. 

For descriptive purposes the temperature range may 

be divided into four parts. 

1.. From liquid hel.ium temperatures 

to about 40°K the decrement increases nearly linearl.y with 

.-··· ;.:i.· 

( 
\ 
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temperature. Above this temperature it rises much moro 

rapidly, .reaching a plateau or broad maximum between 70°K 

and ll0°K. Superimposed on this characteristic background 

rise, a number of small poaks or irregularities are evi-

dent; these are in general accompanied by steps, which may 

represent possible modulus defects, in the frequency vs. 

temperature curve. A summary,o£ the various 'pe~<s 1 ob-

served in this temperature range in 6-9's silver is given 

in Table III. The damping is quite reproducible in this 

range, and the measurements show little or no scatter. 

An expanded plot o£ the data shown in Figs. 16 and 

17 and the results of additional measurements on other 

crystals in this same temperature range are given in Figs. 

19-21. Fig. 19 illustrates the overall reduction in ~I 

after successively longer anneals at room temperature 

£ol1owing mounting. As indicated, the upper and lower 

curves refer to crystal )4C measured a£ter 2 days and 8 

weeks o£·recovery at room temperature, respectively. The 

middle curve corresponds to crystal 2)C a£ter one week at 

room temperature and is included £or comparison. It ap

pears that room temperature annealing has reduced the level 

o£ the damping above about 70•K by a relatively greater 

amount than that below 70•K. Nearly all o£ the 'peaks' 

listed in Table III are evident in the uppermost curve of 

Fig. 19. An expanded plot of £ £or this run is shown in m 
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Fig. 20. Modulus steps corresponding to each of these 

1 perucs' can also be distinguished, the moat noticeable 

being those at 21°, 4J•, 82•, and 92°K. 

Fig. 21 shows the results o£ measurements of the 

modulus and damping on crystal J4E. This specimen h&d 

undergone the cyclic annealing treatment described previ

ously and was allowed to recover 5 days at room temperature 

after transfer. The low temperature damping spectrum is 

quite similar to that exhibited by crystal 2JC which had 

received a comparable room temperature anneal. 

2. 120°K - 300°K. At least four additional peaks 

at about 1J0°K, 170°K, 205°K, and 250°K are observed in 

this range (see Table III); however, the modulus data ex

hibit only an overall de£ect and separate, well-defined 

steps are not discernible. The measurements of lli in this 

range seem to be somewhat erratic with variations of the 

order o£ ± J% not uncommon. The points plotted in Figs. 16 

and 17, in £act, represent averages of 5 or more measure

ments within each 5• temperature interval. 

J. J00°K - 550°K. In this range Ll decreases mo

notonically with temperature and reaches a minimum at- 550°K 

as seen in Figs. 16 and 17. Certain irregularities in the 

damping are also evident. For example, on either heating 

or cooling several small spikes (these are described more 

fully in section G) were generally observed (see Fig. 17). 

·•.:;:~ ... 

/ 
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These spikes were not reproducible and were never obsorved 

on sweeping through the same temperature rango again• Thoy 

varied in width from as little as 5°K to 50°K. Morever, it 

was found that the background damping level was generally 

about 10~ higher when this temperature range was traversed 

on cooling as opposed to heating. 

4. 550°K - 1000°K. In this range the damping in

creases quite smoothly with temperature, and good reprodu

cibility is obtained on heating and cooling if times of 

order of 12 to 15 hours are allowed for equilibration. 

This is true, however, only when cycling is carried out 

within this temperature range. If the specimen is held be

low 550°K fo.r any length oC time, the damping values meas

ured on subsequent heating are invariably about 20% lower 

than would otherwise be obtained· i:f the specimen were never 

cycled below 550°K. 

A peak in damping is also observed at approximately 

950°K, and a broad bulge is o:ften found near 900°K which 

may correspond to still another peak. The damping be

havior at high temperatures is shown in detail in Fig. 22. 

In this particular cycle, the data points above 825°K were 

obtained in a single continuous heating and cooling run at 

33°K per hour. 

The following observations have been made concern

ing the 950°K peak: 
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~) It/is most pronounced when measurements are made 

on continuous coo~ing !'rom temperatures above about 975°K; 

2) the peak is o~~y s~ight~y in evidence when the 

measurements are made on continuous heating starting from 

a temperature we~~ below the peak; 

J) the peak is observed, a~though reduced in height, 

when equi~ibrium measurements (J-~2 hour ho~ding timeQ) are 

made either in ascending or descending order; 

4) tho peak height on continuous cooling does not 

appear to depend on the time ~pent at temperatures above 

5) the peak temperature was never observed to have 

shifted by more than a degree or two under any conditions. 

The characterization of the temperature dependence 

in this range is somewhat comp~ieated by the presence of' 

the peak. However, a ~fg A I vs. ~/T p~ot !'or al~ runs 

exhibit a reasonab~y ~inear portion in the range between 

6oo•K and 950•K as shown in Fig. ~J. This linear portion 

co1 .. responds to an apparent activation energy of' about 

0.22 eV. 

D. INFLUENCE OF OXYGEN ON THE DECREMENT AND MODULUS OF 

6-9's SILVER FROM 4•K TO )8o•K 

The results of' a low temperature run on crysta~ J4C 

after it was saturated with oxygen in the high temperature 

apparatus are presented in Figs. 23 and 24. Calcu~ation I 
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shows that this crystal contained about lJ:O ppm 0 2 at equi

librium (825°K-2 atm. o
2
). 61 In order to retain most of 

the oxygen in solution, the specimen was quickly withdrawn 

from furnace and allowed to cool in air. However, this 

procedure resulted in loosening and tilting of the specin1on 

~n the knife edges, thus necessitating that the crystal be 

removed and remounted before it could be measured. Prior 

'to remounting, the crystal was etched deeply in an ammoniun1 

hydroxide-H2o2 mixture, approximately 0.002 in. of silver 

being removed from all dimensions; the specimen was then 

remeasured and weighed and, as indicated in Table I, it waG 

also relabeled 34E. 

Referring to Fig. 23, the main features apparent in 

the damping spectrum of the oxygen-saturated crystal below 

l00°K are: l)A plateau extending from 4•K to l0°K, 2) a 

small peak at 42°K, ·and 3) ~ broader somewhat less pronoun-

ced peak at 75°K. However, compared to the damping in this 

same specimen in the oxygen-free condition (Fig. 21), the 

most striking difference is that the overall level of the 

damping has been reduced by more than two orders of magni-

tude. Furthermore, although the two peaks at 42°K and 

75°K seem to be present in oxygen-free silver (see Fig. 21) 

as well, the measurements on 6-9's silver do not show any 

indication of a rise in ~I at the lowest temperatures, 

such as is seen in the oxygen-saturated specimen. 
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Fig. 24 gives the details observed from l00°K to 

J00°K on a more compressed vertical scale. The three small 

rather narrow peaks at 140°K, 148•K, 160°K, and the complex 

peak structure which exists above 200°K are to be noted. 

To establish whether or not these features were reproduc-

ible six separate runs were made both on heating and cooling 

through this range; one of these runs was also carried out 

at a much higher strain amplitude, namely, -6 E 0 = 5xl0 • 

each run every feature of the .damping spectrum waa dupli-

On 

cated to the minutest detail. In the run made at the higher 

strain amplitude, the three small peaks remained unchanged 

in magnitude and temperature, although they were now super-

imposed on a higher backgroundo Above about 200°K, the high 

amplitude run coincided exactly with the previous run made 

at low amplitudes. This behavio'r is consistent with the 

observed strai.n amplitude dependence described i.n Part E. 

After this last series of measurements, the oxygen-

saturated specimen was transferred to the high temperature 

apparatus, and the measurements were extended to ~J80°K. 

A relatively narrow, well defined peak in the damping '~as 

observed at J65°K (see Fi.g. 16) and a corresponding modulus 

defect was also present. The observed modulus defect was 

consistent with that expected1 for a simple relaxation peak 

of the observed <6}~ = 2.6xl0-3) height. It is obvious 

from Fig. 16 that a peak of this magnitude could not have 
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been present in the oxygen-~ree state. 

Except in the vicinity o~ the peak near J65•K, th~ 

damping o£ the oxygen-saturated crystal at all tempera-

tures is at least two orders o~ magnitude lower than that 

o~ 6-9's silver. It appears, in ~act, as though the pres-

ence o~ oxygen has completely eliminated any dislocation 

contribution to the damping or modulus. I~ so, the modu-

lus o~ the oxygen-saturated material at low strain ampli-

tudes should actually represent or at least closely approx-

imate the true elastic modulus o~ silver. A large plot was 

there~ore made o~ ~2 vs. T, based mainly on the data obox 

tainod below J00°K. It was ~ound that the values o~ ~ 2 ox 

above 120°K, as well as the three measurements made at 

715°K, 770°K, and 820°K immediately a~ter saturation, all 

~ell on a good straight line, the deviation o~ any single 

point from this line being less than 2 cycles. An analy-
' 

tical expression was thus obtained ~rom which the value o~ 
' 

~2 could be calculated ~or temperatures above J00°K. This ox 

experession was then used to obtain the high temperature 

values of f shown in Fig. 16. Since it was felt that the . ox 

modulus data for J4E containing oxygen did approximate the 

2 2 2 true elastic modulus, the quantity (f - f ) I f then ox m ox 

represents the ~ractional dislocation contribution to the 

modulus. This quantity is shown for the frequency data o£ 

Fig. 16 in Fig. 18. 
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E. STRAIN AMPLITUDE DEPENDENCE 

Detailed measurements o'C the strain amplitude do-

-8 -5 p~ndence over the range Crom 10 to 10 were carried out 

on specimen J~D Crom ~·K to J00°K and on crystal J~C from 

J00°K to 1000°K. Similar measurements were made between 

4°K and J00°K on specimen J4E containing 40 ppm o'C oxygen, 

and on crystal J~C a'Cter saturating with oxygen (-20 pprxt) 

at 715°K. The results o'C these measurements are given in 

Figs. 25-28. 

The absence o'C any pronounced time dependent phen-

omena, as noted in part B, made it possible to per'Corm 

closely spaced measurements at high strain amplitudes. For 

the times (~10-20 seconds) involved in any one measurement. 

such small time-dependent e'C'Cects as were observed could be 

considered unimportant; No hysteresis e'C'Cects greater than 

a Cew per cent were observed on returning to low,strain 

amplitudes a'Cter measurements at the highest amplitude at-

tainable with the 6-9's silver specimens. Although the 

strain amplitude dependent damping in the well-annealed 

crystal (J~C) did show considerable scatter near room tern-

perature, this was neither systematic nor reproducible. 

The details o'C the observations can best be described sep-

arately Cor each o'C thG specimens examined. 

1) Specimen 340 - 4°K to J00°K. For this crystal, 

the strain amplitude dependence was determined at eight 

. .h!.. 
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temperatures spaced approximately 4o•K apart. Most of tho 

data obtained are presented in Fig. 25, although the meas

urements made at 155°K and 264•K have been omitted for the 

sake of clarity; the strain amplitude curves for these two 

temperatures are of essentially the same shape as that at 

210°K~ Obvious features displayed in Fig. 25 are the min-

imum observed in'all the curves, together with the lack of 

any well defined "breakaway" point corresponding to the o:n-

set of amplitude dependence. It also appears that two sop-

arate processes are contributing to the strain amplitude 

dependence. This is particularly evident in the curve ob-

tained at 210°K. Thus, it was found that all the strain 

amplitude curves could be resolved into three components: 

an amplitude independent background, ~ I' corresponding to 

the observed minimum, and two ad.ditional strain amplitudo 

dependent components, fJ. H, and IJ. H, both of which seem to 
I :Z. 6 

obey the Granato-LUcke relationship 3 

where c1 L and c2 L are constants independent of strain amp

litude. The justification £or such a separation as well 

as details concerning the method of analysis employed will 

be given below in Part IV-Section B. It might be mentioned, 

however, that both components appear to reach a maximum 

near l00°K. The behavior o£ both components as a function 

of temperature for various strain amplitudes can be seen 
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in Fig. 29. 

2) Specimen J4C - J00°K to 1000°~. ·Measuromcntu 

over this temperature range were made at approximately 50° 

to 100°K intervals. The strain amplitude dependence may 

be separated roughly into two regions, J00°K to 550°K and 

550°K to 1000°K, and is illustrated in Figs. 26 and 27 

:respectively. The curves shown in Fig. 26 could not be 

fitted successfully using the two component scheme de-

scribed above, and the data exhibit considerable scatter. 

Above 550°K the curves shown in Fig. 27 all reach an ampli-

tude independent plateau at high strain amplitudes. The 

damping level corresponding to this plateau is observed tq 

increase l'li th temperature up to about 750°K af'ter which it 

remains constant. At 1000°K the damping is amplitude in-

dependent, except £or the slight rise observed at very low 

strain amplitudes. 

J) Specimen J4E (40 ppm o2 ) - 4°K to J00°K. The 

strain amplitude dependence o£ the oxygen-saturated crys-

tal was studied at only a relatively £ew temperatures since 

the behavior, which is illustrated in Fig. 28, could not be 

characterized in any simple waye In addition, almost no 

amplitude dependence was observed above """'200°K. In con-

trast to the behavior o£ all the oxygen-£ree silver speci-

mens there is no indication of' a rise in Ll at the lowest 

strain amplitudes. As with pure material, however, the 

_., 'f.,"i!J ·- • -- -~ ---
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strain amplitude at which the decrement becomes amplitude 

dependent is nearly independent o~ temperature. 

F. KINETICS OF OXYGEN SATURATION AND VACUUM DESORPTION 

1. Saturation. As mentioned previously, changes 

in the damping could not be measured during saturation be-

cause ionization occurred in the specimen-electrode gap 

'~ith oxygen in the system. However, the ~ollowing obscr-

vations can be made: 1) exposure to oxygen for times of 

12 hours or less at 715°K causes a reduction in the damping 

o~ 6-9's silver, measured at this temperature, o~ more than 

two orders o~ magnitude, 2) this time is comparable to that 

required ~or oxygen to di~~use completely through the spec-

imen, according to calculations based on the dif~usion data 

o~ Eichenauer and Mtlller61 , and .J) the oxygen concentration 

needed to achieve this red~ction in ~I is less than 40 

ppm, as derived ~rom recent solubility data61 • 62 • These 

observations are based on measurements made in vacuo on 

crystal J4C immediately ~ollowing saturation at 715°K, 

770°K, and 820°K at 2 atm. o2 • In addition, during an 

attempt to make measurements at lower temperatures and 

pressures, the damping was observed to decrease by more 

than 25Yo a~ter only a JO minute exposure to lOOf o~ 0
2 

at 

600°K. The total amount o~ oxygen which could have been 

introduced under these conditions is calculated to be less 
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than 0.1 ppm. Thus it appears that only very small quan-

tities of oxygen are required at these temperatures to re-

duce the damping to very low levels. This conclusion is 

confirmed by the desorption studies reported below. 

2. Kinetics of the Recovery of the Damping during 

the Desorption of Oxygen in Vacuum. The initial experi

ments of this type were carried out on crystal J4C before 

it was remounted. It was found that after saturating with 

oxygen at 715°K the decrement measured immediately follow

ing evacuation of the system was ,;v lxl0-5 as compared to 

~2xl0-J before saturation. The damping remained at this 

low level for approximately 45 minutes, after which it in

creased rapidly (within <5 minutes) to about Bxlo-5 • Over 

the next JO hours the damping rose slowly but somewhat er-

. -4 . 
ratically to roughly lxlO • Tqe temperature was then 

raised at 50°K per hour to 770°K. During this heating 

period~ was observed to decrease to a value of- 2x10-5 

and then to remain sensibly constant at this level for sev-

eral hours. Again, the temperature was raised at ""'40°K 

per hour, this time to l000°K, and the specimen left over

night in a dynamic vacuum of -7xl0 - 6 mm Hg. The initial 

high damping level, characteristic of oxygen-free silver 

before saturation., was completely recovered after this 12-

hour vacuum anneal at 1000°K. The temperature was then 

cooled to 825°K in 50°K steps and it was found that previous 

_....c., :. :;_..;.;:;;,. ____ -_ 
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equilibrium measurements on crystal J4C in the oxygen-froo 

state were also reproduced within close limits. It thus 

appeared that oxygen could be added to silver in order to 

eliminate dislocation contributions to damping and modulus 

and then removed in a completely reversible manner by a 

vacuum heat treatment. It was at this point that the ape-

cimen (J4C) was resaturated with oxygen and cooled rapidly 

to room temperature. 

\fuen this crystal (now designated J4E) was eventu-

ally reheated to 1000°K and the oxygen pumped out, it was 

found that the decrement was nearly three times greater 

than the value measured (oncrystal J4:C) at the same tcmpor-

ature before saturating and remounting. This specimen was 

therefore cycled as described above (part C) in an attempt 

to reduce the damping. Although the behavior on cycling 

was similar in all respects to that observed previously, 

the final level of the decrement was still -1.5 times that 

originally obtained on 34Ce 

Since prolonged exposure of the apparatus to oxy-

gen at temperatures near 1000°K did not seem advisable, it 

was decided to carry out the kinetic studies by saturating 

at somewhat lower temperatures (i.e., 600°-700°K) and then 

desorbing the oxygen in a vacuum at temperatures between 

• 850•-1ooo•K. A standard annealing and saturation treatment 

*It l~as not possible to carry out desorption experiments at 
lol..rer temperatures because the l(inetics were much too slow, 
as it turned out. 
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·'"as adopted, viz., heating in vacuum (..,.7xl.0-6 mm Hg) at 

1000°K :Cor "'12 hours, slow c_ooling ( 4o•K per hour) to 

770°K, and saturation with oxygen :for 12 hours at 2 atm. 

pressure at 770°K; this treatment introduced approximately 

40 ppm o:f' oxygen into the crystal. Pumping '"as then sta:J;t

ed, and the temperature was raised rapidly (~2oo•K per 

hour) to the desired level, :following which ~ and :f were 
Ill 

measured at close intervals of' time. After each run below 

lOoo•K, the crystal was heated to 1000°K and held there 

for 12 hours to insure complete removal of' oxygen before 

beginning the next run. 

The results of' such kinetic measurements at 875°, 

900°, 925°, 975°, and 1000°K are shown in Figs. 30-35. 

Plots of log A vs. log t at 875 • K and 975 °K are shO\"ll in 

Fig. JO. As can be seen, the recovery o:f the damping as

sociated with the removal of oxygen :from the crystal appears 

to proceed by a multi-stage process. In Fig. JO the ini

tial level portion o:f the kinetic curve at 875°K has been 

designated stage I, the next step has been labeled stago II, 

and the :final recovery step, stage III. It is also possible 

that stage III actually corresponds to two separate stages. 

All three stages were visible at 875•, 900°, and 925°K, b~t 

at 975°K and 1000°K it appears that stage I and probably 

also stage II had already been completed before the first 

measurement could be made. In addition, a distinct break 

.. _-....~~· 
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seen in stage III at 875°K is only apparent as a slight 

Since the level of the damping at the end o£ any 

given stage is itself a £unction o£ the temperature, tho 

:fractional recovery o£ LJ I in stages II and III has boon 

normalized and the data at all temperatures are thus re-

plotted in Figs. Jl and 32 on a logarithmic time scale. 

The modulus data has been similarly analyzed and plotted 

in Figs. JJ and J4. An activation energy appropriate to 

stages II and III may then be determined £rom Figs. Jl-J 11 

using the method of cross-cuts 87. A sumr1;1ary o£ the essen-

tial results is given in Table IV. 

In all runs the damping was followed £or as long 

as possible at three strain amplitudes: -8 -7 JxlO , JxlO , 

-6 and JxlO , • In the oxygen-£reo ·condition the damping is 

nearly amplitude independent over this range; similarly, 

little amplitude dependence was detected at any stage of 

the oxygen removal process. In a duplicate run at 975°K, 

however, a separate peak in ~ was observed at each strain 

amplitude as time proceeded. The pealts corresponding to· 

each strain amplitude were well separated in time and oc-

curred in order, the peak at the highest strain amplitude 

being the :first to appear, etce This behavior can he seen 

quite clearly in Fig. 35. Associated with each pealt shown 

in Fig. J5 a step or defect was observed in tho frequency 
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vs. time curve for which the relationship ~HAX = Tl/2( .L\E/E) 

appears to hold. 

G. HISCELLANEO'(JS OBSERVATIONS 

1. Hul tiple Resonances. \vell defined multiple re

sonances had been observed in a number of (100> oriented 

specimens at high temperatures during some of the initial 

runs made with poor knife edges. These effects could all 

be traced eventually to loosening of the specimens in the 

knife edges, or in one case, to extensive recrystalliza

tion. A transient triple resonance was observed, however, 

in the temperature range between 260°K and 280°K in specimen 

Jl.tD which does not seem to be attributable to external 

causesG For example, the damping in this same crystal had 

previously been examined in detail without noticing any

thing ~nusual, and when the measurements were repeated im

mediately following the obs'ervance o£ the triple resonance 

they again £ailed to reveal any trace o£ this phenomena. 

During a continuous heating run, a small additional reso

nance appeared about 10 cycles below the specimen resonance; 

this additional resonance grew in amplitude with increasing 

temperature and was quickly followed by the appearance of 

a third resonance about 20 cycles below the main resonance. 

On raising the temperature £urther, a temperature was 

reached at which all three resonances became o£ equal 
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magnitude. Beyond this temperature the two higher fre-

quancy resonances were found to decrease in amplitude and 

finally disappear. The separation of the three resonances 

remained constant over the 20°K interval in which they 

occurred, while the frequency of the triplet shifted by 

approximately 100 cycles corresponding to the normal shift 

of' resonant f~equency with temperature. The decrement, as 

measured by the amplitude at a constant drive voltage, in-

creased smoothly, reaching a maximum at the temperature at 

,.,hich all three resonances were of equal magnitude, and 

then decreased smoothly to a value compatible with an ex-

trapolation of the data at lower temperatures. 

Multiple resonances which do not appear to be due 

to external causes have been reported by a number of other 

. t' t 23· 88 b t t t' f t 1 t' ~nves 1ga ors u as ye no sa ~s ac ory exp ana ~on 

has been offered for this phenomena. 

2. Peak at 42°K. The measurements reported above 

have revealed a peak in damping at about 42°K in both 6-9's 

silver and 6-9's silver containing 40 ppm of oxygen at a 

frequency of 27 kc. A peak at this temperature was also ob

served in the 1~ Mg-Ag alloy specimen (crystal 23 AM). The 

damping o£ the Mg-doped crystal as a function of temperature 

£rom 4•K to 100°K is plotted in Fig. 23 along with the cor-

responding data' for 6-9's silver containing 

The peak at 42°K (AM = 2xl0-5 ) is quite ax. 

oxygen (40 ppm). 

well resolved 
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and occurs on a well defined linear background. This run 

on the Mg alloy crystal was made one day after the speci

men was mounted. 

3. :Behavior below 10°K. In addition to the fea

tu~es describ~d earlier, the low temperature measurements 

have revealed: 

1) Indications of a peak at..v7°K in 6-9 1 s silver 

(specimen 34D- Fig. 15), together with 

2) a slight rise in the modulus below 7°k (3~D -

Fig. 16), and 

3) a rise in the damping at low· temperatures be

ginning near l0°K in silver containing 40 ppm of oxygen 

(3lJ:E - Fig. 23), which is absent in oxygen-free crystals 

of the same purity level. 

\ve would like to simply add at this point two additional 

observations. First, careful examination of the measure

ments made on the 1% Mg alloy (23C - Fig. 23) has failed 

to show any anomalous behavior in this temperature range. 

Second, a rise somewhat similar to that found in the oxy

gen-saturated silver, although considerably greater in 

magnitude, has been observed in an internally oxidized 

Ag-1% Jl.1g alloy. 

4. The Occurrence of Spikes in the Damping· durin~~ 

Hcatinr, or Cooling. During measurements in 6-9's silver, 

several spikes or sharp irregular peaks in the damping wore 

observed, as mentioned in section c. Such spikes have also 
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been observed in the temperature range from 8o•-Joo•K in 

an internally-oxidized 1% Mg-Ag alloy crystal. In this 

specimen the spikes were of the same order of magnitude 

(10-4 to 10-J) as those observed in 6-9's Ag. However, 

the background level in the internally oxidized alloy is 

only of the order of 10-5, and hence the spil{es represent a 

prominent feature of the damping spectr~m in this material. 

Some pertinent observations regarding the appearance of 

these spil{es on heating and cooling are as follows: 

1) The temperature at which the spikes occur is 

completely arbitrary and unpredictable; 

2) the spikes :frequently occur in groups o:f' two or 

more at closely spaced temperature intervals; 

J) in general the spikes are quite asynwetric, the 

damping often rising abruptly on· one side and :Calling off . 

more gradually on the other, contrary to the observations of 

Filmer et a1. 89 , however, the sense o:f' the asymmetry is not 

apparently related to the direction o:f' the change in temp-

erature. 

4) these spikes do not seem to represent discontin-

uous changes in the damping since up to 15 measurements per 

1 °K have been obtained on some spikes for which the decrerc.ent 

varied smoothly with temperature. Somewhat similar obser-

vations have been reported by other investigators in alumi-

50 89 . 53 88 
num ' and copper ' The nature o:f' these spikes is 
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I 

stil1 in doubt. They may be due to transient changes 

ei~her in the dislocation structure, or in the dis-

tribution of pinning points along the dislocations. 
I 
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IV. DISCUSSION 

Before considering the results of the measurements 

in more detail, a few general remarks may help in providing 

some overall perspective. The primary objective of these 

experiments was to establish the effectiveness of oxygen in 

pinning down dislocations in silver. From the results of 

measurements described above it is apparent that the pres
; 

once of oxygen does indeed lead to a marked reduction in the 

internal friction of silver even at high temperatures. The 

interpretation of this observation, however, depends to a 

large extent on the manner in which dislocations contribute 

to the observed damping in the oxygen-free material. Tho 

discussion, therefore, is primarily concerned with inte·r-

prating the behavior of the oxygen-free material consistent 

with the fact that oxygen effectively eliminates dislocation 

contributions to the damping~ 

For this reason we have· separated the discussion 

into sections based on the phenomena exhibited by 6-9's 

silver, i.e., recovery after mounting or transfer, dependence 

on strain amplitude, and the tamperature dependence of Lji' 

while the final section is concerned with the kinetics of 

oXY;sen saturation and desorption. 

A brief description of the internal friction pheno-

mena associated with dislocation motion and the theories 

proposed to account for these phenomena has been given in the 
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introduction. As we shall see, a number of these models 

appear to account satisfactorily :for the various contribu-

tiona to the internal :friction in 6-9's silver. However, 

in view of th.e absence of any previous work on silver single 

crystals, the interpretation of some of the observed phe-

nomerta in terms of a particular model is di:f:fi6ult since 

additional information (i.e., the effect of deformation or 

:frequency on the observed behavior) which was not obtained 

:from the present study would be required. The application 

of these models which treat dislocations as simple line do-

:facts to silver can be questioned since in silver dislo-

cations are extended. The relatively low stacking :fault 

. 2 101 4 energy of sJ.lver (""'30 ergs/em ) would lead us to expect 

an equilibrium separation of partials of o4.. 20 Angstroms. 

How~ver, most treatments make tha rea$onable assumption 

that both partials behave as, if they were rigidly bound 

together and move as a unit. 

At this point it will be convenient to consider a 

:few general ~elations pertaining to dislocations in silver 

which will be needed in any comparison of theory and ox-

periment. 

In the :r.c.c. silver lattice dislocations lie in 

<111;;> planes and slip occurs in the [ 110] direction so 

that the magnitude of the Burgers vector, b, is a /~whore 

a is the lattice constant. The value of the shear modulus, 

.~ .. 
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G, appropriate to the {111} planes is then Y,(c11-c12+c 11 l
1

}
8 

The effective line tension of a dislocation, C, is 

2 usually taken as ,..,. }2Gb • However, Stern and Granato 90 have 

shown from the work of de Wit and Koehler 91 that to a good 

approximation the line energy (energy per unit length) of a 

dislocation can be written 

(IV-1) 

where R and r are the usual cut-off radii of the clastic 

stress field, and ~ is angle between the dislocation and its 

Burgers vector. The constants K1 and K2 can then be lv.rittcn 

in terms of the elastic constants by equating IV-1 with ex

pressions developed by Foreman92 for the line energy of a 

pure screw dislocation (~ = 0) and a mixed dislocation 

( ~ =lT/.3). For silver at room temperature we obtain 

Kl = .3.55 X 1011 dynes/em 2 and K2 1:1 0.897 X 1011 dynes/em 2 

. 
constants 93 using the values of the elastic given below. The 

line tension, which is formally identified with EL(</>)+EL/L.<4> 

is then given by 

(IV-2) 

The values of the dislocation line tension appropriate for 

pure screw (C ) and pure edge (C ) dislocations are given s ~ e 
4 below using R/r = 10 • 

Since longitudinal stresses and strains are employed 

experimentally while theory is developed in terms of shear 
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stresses and strains on the slip plane, an orientation fac-

tor relating the longitudinal quantities to those in slip 

plane is required. The :factor fi appearing in Eqs. I-2 and 

I-J can be shown36 to be 

E E(S,$) 
= G (IV-J) 

&. 

where E ( e , cp ) is the modulus appropriate to the experimental 

mode employed, G t.he shear modulus appropriate to the slip 

plane, Ri the resolved shear stress factor, cosE>sin0cos~, 

of the i th slip system, e the angle between the specimen 

axis and the normal to the slip plane, and <? the angle in · 

the slip plane between the projection o:f the specimen axis 

and the slip direction. I:f we assume, all slip systems are 

equally populated, liThich is not unreasonable for undeformed 

crystals, ~ turns out to be nearly independent of orien-

tation for extensional modes in f.c.c. crystals, the vari-
' 

ation in E (Young's modulus) compensating for the variation 

of the sum. Values of ../)... for <111) and <100> crystals 

are listed below, as well as the corresponding values of E 

and R {for these orientations R. is either zero or R for 
~ 

each slip systed. 

For convenien.;:e then, we list numerical values for 

the :following qua~tities which will be used throughout the 

paper: 
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a = 4.08 X 10-8 em b a 2.88 X 10 ... 8 em 

ell = 12.5 X 1011 dynes/cm2 
Elll = 12.1 1011 dynes/em 2 

X 

= 9. 1.1:5 1011 dynes/em 2 
ElOO 111 4.36 1011 dynes/em 2 

cl2 X X 

4.64 1011 dynes/em 2 G = 2.54 1011 dynes/em 2 
cl.~:4 = X X 

RlOO = WI 6 .!1100 • 0.189 

Rlll = [6'1 9 A111 = 0.177 

4 -4 dynes c = .3• 77 X 
-4 c = 0.5 X 10 10 dynes 

e S 

In carefully prepared undeformed silver singlo 

crystals dislocations appear to be arranged in a random 

three dimensional network. In specimens which have dimon-

sions comparable to those used here and which were prepared 

by essentially the same techniques described in section II 

dislocation densities are of the order of 5xlo6 to 2x107 
as 

measured by-etch pit counts 94
o The average length, LN' of 

dislocations in such a network is related to the total dis-

location density,~ • For an f.c.c. lattice this relatio~ 

is5 

.AL2 
Q: 1 

N 
(IV-1!) 

The mean free path of dislocations measured94 in crystals 

with as-grown densities of 2x107 is ...... 5xlo-4 em. Since the 

network length is of the order of one-half the mean free 

path, we obtain ..A.L~ ~ 1.3 in good agreement with IV-4 • 
• 

The value of the d~mping constant B, which is presumed to 
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arise from the scattering of thermal phonons by the stress 

field of the dislocation, has been given by Leibfriea 95 as 

, 
B = 3 kTZ/10 a~ V s 

(IV-5) 

where Y is the effective shear wave velocity and Z is the 
s 

number of atoms per unit cell. For silver at 300°K we ob-

tain 1~9 x 10-4. There is some evidence (see Stern and 

. 90 
Granato for a discussion of this point) that IV-5 under-

estimates the phonon scattering by about a factor of five. 

For the sake of definiteness we will take the calculated 

value of 

We will now consider the results of section III in more 

detail. 

A. RECOVERY AFTER MOUNTING OR TRru~SFER 

As pointed out, esp~cially by Nowick96 and Van 

Bueren9 , two different types of recovery of the damping and 

modulus have been observed after small deformation; i.e., 

a strongly amplitude-dependent form of recovery seen at low 

and intermediate frequ~ncies ( lcps-50kcps) and an:.amplitude 

independent type which is mani~~st at intermediate and high 

frequencies (10 kc- 100 me). These effects and those 

occurring ~t larger deformations have all been loosely 

termed the :r•KBster effect" after K8ster97 , who first made 

. j 

•• 
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such studies in 1940. 
a· 

Granato et al. 5 have attompteu to 

explain both types o£ recovery observed after small de-

formations in terms o£ the vibrating string model, on the 

assumption that the recovery is associated with the migra-

tion to and subsequent pinning o£ dislocations by defor-

mat_ion produced point defects. By further assuming that the 

rat~ o£ arrival of point defects at dislocations is governed 

by the Cottrell-Bilby relation98 they derive relations for 

the change in .1H' ~I' and ( ~E/E) 1 as a function of tho 

time, t, after deformatio~. The relationships given by 

Granato et al. £or the change in the damping and modulus are 

(IV-6) 

where 

L\ R = ill ( O) - /jl ( ~ ) ' 

(IV-8} 
( AE/E)R = ( ~E/E) 1 (o)- ( llE/E) (ou), 

and the quantities 6 1 , ( AE/E) 1 are as previously defined 

(Eqs. I-2, I-J). The recovery parameter ? is given by 

(IV-9) 

where W = binding energy of the defect to the dislocation, 

D = diffusion constant £or the pinning defect, and c 
0 
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atomic fraction of pinning defects in the lattice. The 

subscript zero on the loop length L denotes the value 

immediately after de:f'ormation. Granato et al. have been 

able to account satisf-actorily :f'or·a number of previous 

observations using these relations, and other investiga

tors65,67•74•99 have also observed the predicted time de-

pendence o:f' one or more o:f' the quanti ties JJ I, ( l!E/E) I 

and 6H. 

Only tJ I and ( /J.E/E) I have been measured in this 

investigation and then only under rather limited condi-

tions. The present measurements are not ideally sui ted fo.r 

comparison with the theory since 1) measurements could not 

be ,made immediately a:f'ter mounting or trans:f'er, and 2) the 

de:f'ormation itself is not necessarily uni:f'orm from specimen 

to specimen. Nevertheless, we have attempted to analyse 

the measurements reported he,re using the Granato-Hikata 

model, and a summary o:f' the results is given in Table II. 

As can be seen in Figs. 20 and 21, the fits are 

reasonably good. A variety of other :f'unctional forms were 

tried in an attempt to characterize the time dependence of 

6r• These included e-·e
1

, (1+ ~ tn)-m and simpler power 

laws, with n = 1/2, 2/3, 1 9 2 and m = 2, 3, 4, 5. Neither 

the power law nor the exponential forms gave a satisfactory 

:f'i t to the experimental data. The :Corm (1 + fj tn) -m was 

considerably better, and the best :f'its were obtained for 

-------~-

/.,.. _ _,.\ 
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n = 2/), m = 4. 

By determining ~R' ( LJE/E)R' I) and c 0 at various 

temperatures it should be possible to derive values of tho 

dif'f'usion coefficient, D, f'or tho pinning defect and hence 

to estimate the activation energy for migration of thi~ do-

f'ect. Granato et al. have analysed the modulus data of 

S "thlOO d bt i 1 0 V f' h . . m~ on copper an o a ned • e or t c m1gratJ..on 

energy, which they associate with that of' a monovacancy in 

copper. We cannot, however, dotcrmino an activation onorgy 

from the present measurements since ~ is proportional to 

c 0 , the bulk defect concentration and c 0 , in turn, is rela

ted to the amount of def'ormation received which is not no-

cessarily the same in each case. The migration energy of 

monovacancies in silver, 0.82 eV, as determined by quench-

ing measurements 87 , would requi~e that the ratio 

~333 •K I I} 293 oK be "'13, whereas the observed ratio is of· 

the order of' 2. Thus, c 0 in tho two cases would have to 

vary by a f'actor of' 7 1 which seems somewhat unreasonable, 

considering the small range of' ? for all measurements. An 

activation energy of 0.2 - 0.4 eV would appear to be much 

more in line with the observed temperature dependence of J?· 
The values of ..A. and L0 required in Eqs. I-2 and 

I-3 to account for the observed magnitude of ,£1 R and 

( ~E/E)R are reasonable when we realize that only a rela-
··'· ... 

tively small fraction of the volume of' the 'crystal near the 
•• ... j 

' '.,' I;' ~· 

._ 
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knife edges is involved. This is apparent :froin the fact 

that the magnitude o:f the recovery is nearly as large after 

transfer as after mounting. From Table II we see that L0 

is of the order ( -4 ) 3 x 10 em of the expected network length 

LN. This is to be expected since no matter how larg~ a loop 

is generated by the d~formation, the mean length between 

jogs produced by intersection with th~ existing network will 

determine L0 . The loop length would not b~ expected to be 

appreciably reduced by a random distribution of available 

pinning points. The impurity concentration is .... lo-6 and for 

an estimated 1-2% deformation the point defect concentration 

introducect9 ' 87 is not expected to be much larger. Even if 

the total concentration i~ as high as 10-5, the loop lengU1 

determined by a random distribution is an ord~r of magni-

tude larger than L0 • 

If we assume only 2%, of the total volume of the 

crystal is affected by deformation at the knife edges, then 

the density of fresh dislocations near the knife edges would 

be approximately fifty times the value (""'6 x 105) given in 

Table II, or 3 x 107 I cm2 • An increase in dislocation 

density.o£ this order is about that expected94 for the 

estimated 1-2% deformation at the knife edges. 

-6 I£ we talte c 0 as 10 , \v as o. 2 eV, and assume 

D b 2 ,...._ e -E,., h.~ ,, = v~ ~• , where ~D is the Debye frequency 

13 . 
<~10 I ~ec), then, using the values of? nnd L

0 
given in 

\_ 
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Table II, solving IV-9 for E}
1 

yields values of EM ranging 

from 1.0 - 1.2 eV, while for c 0 = 10-7 we obtain EH = 

0.9 - 1.1 eV. Thus the magnitude of J is clearly not con

sistent with an energy of migration for tho pinning do.foct 

of 0.2 - 0.4 eV. The results here arc inconclusive. Al-

though the temperature dependence would indicate that, in 

silver, faster moving defects, such as interstitials or di-

vacancies• may be involved in the pinling, the magnitude off 

is not in agreement with this view. Before any interpret-

ation can be made measurements would have to be made immedc-

ately after deformation (to provide a more stringent test of 

the model) over this same temperature range. In addition, 

the deformation shotild be of a reasonabfy reproducible nature. 

No changes are observed in .61 or fm after mounting 

specimens containing liO ppm 0,) j and, o:f more significance, 
""' 

nb change is observed on tran~fer. This would then indicate 

that no changes in the dislocation structure are introduced 

by mounting or transfer or, alternatively, that the damping 

associated with any changes is recovered quite rapidly 

(<lO min.). In either case the observations provide fairly 

direct evidence that oxygen is effective in restricting the 

motion of dislocations. 

•The migration energy of divacancies in silver is estimated 
to be 0.57 eV from quenching experiments~7 , while inter
stitials are presumed to migrate with a somewhat lower 
(0.1- 0.3 eV) 9

•
17 .energy. 
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B. INTERNAL FRICTION AT LOW TEMPERATURES 

Although our intended purpose was to measure the 

internal friction of anne'aled single crystals of silver be-

tween 4.2° and 300°K, the results definitely show that 

despite great care in handling, permanent changes in the 

dislocation structure of the annealed specimens could not 

be avoided. This is apparent from the observation that the 

decrement increases on transfer and does not fully recover. 

Moreover, as will be seen, the damping behavior at low tern-

peratures shows a much greater similarity to that of lightJ.y 

deformed f. c. c. metals than to the behavior. of well annealed 

crystals. Although a certain amount of handling damage \vas 

expected during mounting, the magnitude of the increase in ( ; 

~ on transfer was somewhat surprising and points out the 

difficulty in malting measurements on well-annealed crystals 
'· 

of high purity at low temper.atures. 

No measurements at low temperatures on annealed or 

lightly deformed Ag single crystals have been reported •'li th 

which the present results can be compared. All previous 

'~ork has been carried out on fairly heavily deformed silver 

of substantially lower purity, mostly on polycrystalline 

specimens. However, pertinent measurements have been made 

on copper, for which quite extensive low temperature data 

are available, and the results obtained on copper will, thoro-

fore, be used as a basis of comparison. 

The experimental observations reported here (Figs. 
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16-21) indicate that the internal friction of 6-9's Ag at 

low temperatures can be characterized by: 1) A spectrum of 

discrete relaxation processes below 120°K (the evidence for 

this is based mainly on the modulus data--see Fig. 20); 
. . ' 

2) a series of broad peaks between l20°K and J00°K, and 

J) a relatively high 'background' internal friction on 

which 1) and 2) are superimposed. This 'background' rises 

fairly rapidly between 4o•K and 100°K, reaches a broad 

maximum and decreases with temperature from 100°-J00°K. 

In the discussion to follow we will consider first 

the structure observed in the modulus and decrement o£ sil-

ver, which we believe to be associated with the various de-

' 
£ormation produced peaks reported by other investigators. 

The discussion is limited primarily to a comparison with the 

results of other experiments, si~ce neither the effect of 

varying amounts of deformation on the 'peaks' nor their 

frequency dependence was investigated. 

The 'background' which accounts for the majority of 

the observed internal friction will. be considered next. As 

will be seen, it appears that this contribution to the in-

tarnal friction can be explained in terms of the lateral 

displacement of built-in dislocation kinks as treated by 

102 Southgate and Attard • In the third section the results 

of the measurements of the amplitude dependence of the in-

ternal friction are discussed in terms of the interpretations 

..... , ....... 
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made for the low amplitude behavior. 

In the fourth and final section we will discuss the 

ef:fect of' interstitial oxygen on the internal friction o.f' 

6-9's silver and in addition consider the possible mecha-

nisms by which oxygen gives rise to those additional f'ea-

tures observed in the internal friction which are not 

present in oxygen-free silver. 

1. Structure at Low Temperatures. Deformation-

produced relaxation pealts in the temperature range bet>~een 

12 4:°K and room temperature were f'irst observed by Bordoni 

in copper, silver, lead and aluminum. A great many experi-

mental investigations have since been carried out on those 

peaks, mainly in Cu. No attempt will be made here to de-

scribe the experimental detail relating to these peaks. For 

these details the reader is ref'er.red to comprehensive re-

. 10 24 views by Niblett and i.YJ.lks , and Sack and to a number of' 

papers presented at the recent International Conference on 

Lattice Def'ects in Tokyo. 

However, the principal experimental observations 

may be summarized as follows: The Bordoni peak is observed 

in'both deformed polycrystals and single crystals and does 

not anneal out until relatively high temperatures (700°K in 

copper). In addition to the main peak at- Bo•K in copper, 

a subsidiary peak (the Niblett-Wilks peak) is observed at 

-40°K at a frequency of 4:0KC. Both peaks are about f'our 

.• . - ~· .. _ . ..:_ ___ ...;_/· __ ...,_,........:..:............_ - ---___,.........--------. ---
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times as wide as. would be expected for a single relaxation 

process. For relatively large deformations (10%) the back-

ground is very low from 4• to 300°K. However, observations 

l03, 104 . d' t th t . l' htl d ~ d t . 1 on copper 1n 1ca e a 1n 1g y eLorme rna er1a 

these peaks are nearly obscured because they are superim-

posed on a relatively larger background damping. This back-

ground increases rapidly with temperature in the vicinity 

of the peaks, reaches a plateau, and then, in some ca·sos, 

continues to increase and, in others, decrease with temper-

ature up to 300°K. In annealed specimens, on the other 

hand, the damping is usually considerably lower and rises 

monotonically with temperature, the general trend being 

concave upwards. The peaks are reduced by the addition of 

impurities but not nearly to as large an extent as the 

background. 

Relatively f'ew measu;rements, all corresponding to 

fairly large def'ormations and all on material of nominal 

99.99% purity, have been made on silver. Bordoni and co

workers72 have investigated the damping in deformed poly-

crystals at frequencies between 10 KC and 1 MC. The meas

urements of Okucta73 were made at about 1 cps on polycrystal-

line wires deformed at liquid helium temperatures~ while 

those of Stern74 were made at 15 MC and 65 MC ort single 

crystals. Bordoni et al. and Stern observed only a single 

peak, somewhat wider than the corresponding Bordoni peak in 
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copper, while Okuda observed two peaks after deformation at 

4.2°K which, however, were not resolvable after a prolonged 

room temperature anneal.. The results of all these mea.::;uro
r 

ments, from l'ihich an activation energy of 0. 098 ov, and a 

frequency factor of 6x1011 have been derived73 , would load 

us to expect the Bordoni peru{ at 25 kc at about 75"K. Sov-

oral i.rregulari.ti.os in the damping and corresponding modulus 

defects have actual.ly been observed near this tomporaturo in 

6-9's Ag. In addition, a rather broad peak at about 75"K 

is :found in the o
2 

saturated specimen which may correspond 

to the main Bordoni peako 

The present results on silver below 120"K exhibit 

many :features in common with the observations made by 

Thompson and Holmes104 on single crystals of copper 

( 99. 999%). Thompson and Holmes have :found four distinc·t 

steps in_ the modulus-tempera.ture curve for an 11 anncalod 11 

sample and seven such steps in a lightly (.3. 25%) dofo:cmod 

sample: corresponding irregularities or peaks supcrimpo~od 

on a sharply rising background were also observed. They an-

alysed their results in some detail by assuming that each 

1nodulus step corresponds to a single relaxation process. By 

making the further assumption that the same attempt fro-

quency applies for each process, Thompson and Holmes 'vera 

able to calculate a relaxation spectrwn :from the usual 

relation (Zener1 ). 
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(IV-10) 

The resulting sum of the individual relaxations was found 

to give a reasonable fit to the observed shape of the 

Bordoni peak in deformed polycrystalline coppor. Thompson 

and Holmes have suggested that the separate relaxations may 

each correspond to a different possible dislocation config

uration, i.e., to pure edge, purescrew, and the various 

mixed dislocations possible in an f.c.c. lattice. They have 

made tentative assignments based on arguments concerning the 

relative strength of the various components. Although ,.,e 

do not feel that the present measurements are precise enough 

to justify such a detailed analys~s, the existence of at 

least five separate relaxations at 22°, lJ:2°, 62•, 72°, 92°K 

(see Table III) seems to be'indicated. These may correspond 

to heretofore unobserved structure of the Bordoni peak in 

silver, although this cannot be concluded with certainty on 

the basis of the present measurements. Further measurements 

of ~ , including closely spaced modulus measurements, on 

samples which have been deliberately deformed in a controlled 

manner might resolve this question. 

Although the 'relaxations' appear grouped near 75°K, 

where at the measurement frequency we would expect to find 

the Bordoni peak, the component at about 42°K is a much more 
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persistent feature of the internal friction of silver. In 

the measurements on 6-9's silver containing -40 ppm 0">, the 
.:;.., 

peak at 42°K is much more prominent than the broad peak 

observed at 75°K, while in the 1% Mg alloy this peak is 

clearly r~solved on a well defined backgrourid (see Fig. 41), 

whereas no peak is evident near 75°K. This behavior is just 

opposite to that observed in copper, in which low tempera-

t 1 .. lOJ th dd"t" ~ . "t" 88 d . ure annea ~ng , e a ~ ~on 0.1. ~mpur~ ~es , an ~rra-

diation104 all reduce the height of Niblett-\Vilks peak with 

respect to the main Bordoni peal{. 

If we assume that the peak at 42°K arises from a 

single relaxation process, the activation energy can be 

estimated from the peak width, W9 at half maximum using the 

relation1 

(IV-l:l) 

l..rhere H is the activiltion energy and 1{ is Boltzmann's con-

stant. The value of the activation energy obtained ·is 

0.05 eV ~ 0.01 eV, which is of the same order (0.045 eV) as 

that quotect73 for the Niblett-\vilks peak (at about l.~;0°K) in 

copper. 

As mentioned previously,· Okuda73 has observed t>..ro 

peaks in deformed polycrystalline silver at about 0.8 cps. 

We would expect to find the 42°K peak observed here at 2J°K 

- .. 
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at 0.8 cps, i:f H = 0.05 eV, and Okuda's data do indeed 

show an indication o:f a bulge at /about this temperature. 

Immediately after deformation (16%) at 4.2°K, Okuda :found a 

single peak at J7°K which decreased initially in height on 

room temperature annealing (40 hours) '~hile a second peru< 

appeared at 50°K. On prolonged (112 days) annealing at 

room temperature both peaks are observed to grow. Neither 

peak is shi:fted in temperature during annealing. In similar 
/ 

experiments on copper deformed at 4.2°K by 01~da73 and also 

Bruner and Hecs105, the Niblett-\Vilks peal< ( 21 °1\.) decreases 

continuously without shi:fting while the Dordoni peal<: (/!6°K) 

:first decreases and then increases and shi:fts to higher 

temperatures. This di:f:ference in annealing behavior might 

be explained i:f we assume that the main Bordoni peak in 

copper actually consists o:f two unresolved peaks which ex-

hibit an annealing behavior similar to the two peaks observed 

by Okuda in silver. 

From the present observation o:f a peak at 42°K and 

the results o:f Okuda's measurements, the existence of' at 

least three separate relaxation peaks in silver in the te1n-

perature range o:f the Bordoni peak seems well established. 

The results obtained here also indicate that an even larger 

number o:f discrete relaxations might be involved. The ob-

servations o:f Thompson and Holmes and the observed annealing 

behavior o:f the main Bordoni peak in copper would indicate 
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that the same is also true of copper. It would appear 

then that attempts to explain.the width of the Bordoni peak 

and shifts of peak temperature with annealing or alloying 

solely in terms of a broadened or changing distribution of 

relaxation times is not justified. It would also appear 
' 

hasty at the present time to exclude the possibility that 

the observed multiplicity arises from two or more dissimilar 

mechanisms involving intrinsic dislocation properties. 

Although the resolution is somel'fhat poorer at higher 

temperatures because of the observed (±3%) irregularity in 

the damping measurements, the existence of three or possibly 

four relatively broad peaks seems to be indicated at 130°, 

somewhat similar set of peaks has been observed at 144°, 

153°, and 204°K by Papazian5 9 at about 2 cps in 6-9's silv~r 

single crystals strained 2% at room temperature. Hasiguti 27 

has also reported a set of peaks at 1 KC in cold-rolled 

polyc~ystalline silver (99.99%) at 173•, 200°, and 245°K, 

with activation energies of 0.22 :0.02, 0.37 ±.0.04, and 

0.46± 0.05 eV, respectively, which he has attributed to 

point defect dislocation interactions 28 • Because of un-

certainties in·the activation energies and peak temperatures 

it is not possible to decide whether there is any correspon-

dence between the peaks found in the present experiments and 

those seen by/J>apazian or Hasiguti. However, the pealts 

... -- ··-• .<r.··.ff..': --·--- ----- -=-~-----· --
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observed here as well as those reported by Papazian seem to 

be relatively stable with respect to room temperature an-

nealing, while those observed by Hasiguti disappeared after 

one day at room temperature; this behavior could possibly 

be related to differences in the purity of' the silver 

employed in the various experiments. 

2. 'Background' Internal Friction., The 'background' 

in 6-9's silver repr~sents the majority of the damping ob-

served below 200°K. Estimates based on the magnitude or tho 

observed modulus steps (see Table III) indicate that the 

more or less discrete relaxations observe~ between 4.2°K 

and 120°K can account for at most 10-15% of the damping. 

10/i 
Thompson and Holmes have attributed the 'background' 

which in most of their specimens continues to increase with 

temperature above 120°K to the Ll I of the Granato-LUcke 

theory. In their treatment ~he temperature dependence of' 

AI arises from the increase of dislocation loop length 

with temperature. But, as they point out, this explanation 

would not seem to be valid f'or specimens for which ~ de-

creases with increasing temperatureo At present this de-

creasing type of 'background' has not been satisfactorily 

explained. In the discussion to follow we will attempt to 

show that the 'background' contribution to the internal 

friction ar~ses from th~ motion of dislocations, and in 

particular from the lateral motion of built-in kinks • 

. . r 
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.The' 1earld:est model.-·used' to' 1·describe tli'e' m'oti:dn·· of 

dislocations under very small' osc·iJ:-latin~f ~stre~ss'e:a• involved 
·I 

treating. a· disl:ocation as an ·extensibl:e·' string. This analo-

gy was :first propos:ed- by Koehler3?. and· subsequently devel-

-·oped by· Granato and LUcke}~, •. ·. The; equati'on o:f mot .ion of a 

= trb (IV-12) 

where: .A is· the effective mass per .unit length of' dislocation, 

B is1 a,damping coefficient, and Cis -the line tensiort. 

Granat:o. and LUcke show that for. a re-asonable range of' 

values .. o:f:.B. the. ·dislocat.·ion motion .is.' overdamped, and the 

_ iner.t.ial. _term in Eq.: IV-l:2 can .be neglected. 

· ....... F·o.r the boundary- conditions appropriate to a dis-

location ~:f length L, the KGL modal l•ads to 

(IV-1.3) 

and 
' 

(IV-15) 

and the other symbols are as previously· defined- (se-e Page ?) • 

For w<< 1/1" Eqs •. IV-1.3 and IV-14 are identical with the pre-

vi9us expressions (Eqs. I-2 and I·-.3) when the factors 51 

..... _ 

·:-.= ·~ ' '.-.:. 
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and Jl resulting from an exponential distribution of loop 

lengths are taken into account. 

While the extensible string analogy might be ox-

pected to provide a reasonable model of the actual motion 

of dislocations at high temperatures, the periodic nature 

of the lattice in which dislocations exist must be till~on into 

account at low temperatures. If we then consider that dis-

locations lio preferentially in potential wells defined by 

the close-packed directions in the glide plano, ·then their 

motion in the glide plane will consist of the lateral 

motion of l{inl{S which pass over the Peierls barrier i'rom 

one potential trough to the next. As mentioned in the in-

troduction, the relation between kink motion and internal 

friction has been considered by a number of authors. In 

20 particular Seeger, Donth, and Pfaff have proposed that 

the thermal generation of ki,nk pairs in loops lying ert:irely 

in the close-packed direction is responsible for the Bordoni 

peak, while Seeger and Schiller22 and Brailsford25 have 

treated the motion of intrinsic or built-in kinl{s in loops 

which lie at an angle to the close-pacl{ed direction. In 

,.,..hat follows l-te will consider only dislocations which contain 

intrinsic kinks and will not expressly consider the thermal 

generation of kinks. 

Although it is not obvious that a treatment of the 

motion of dislocations in terms of the lateral motion of 
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intrinsic kinks will lead to the same form for the internal 

friction as the KGL model, Southgate and Attnrd102 have 

shown that both the theory of Seeger and Schiller and that 

of Brailsford can lead to an equation of motion for the 

dislocation of the same form as Eq. IV-12. In both cases 

the inertial term can be neglected for frequencies in the 

kilocycle range, and we are thus led to Eqs. IV-13 and 

IV-14 for the internal friction and associated modulus de

fect. Thus the motion of a dislocation by the lateral dis

placement of intrinsic kinks can be described at least 

formally, in terms of the motion of an extensibl~ string. 

The actual physical interpretations given the damping co

efficient B and the effective line tension C in the three 

models are considerably different. As we shall see below, 

these differences result in a considrable change in the pre

dicted temperature dependen~e of the internal friction and 

modulus .defect. 

In the KGL model the line tension arises from the 

stress-field energy per unit length of the straight dis

location, while the damping coefficient, which in Eq. IV-12 

is the damping per unit length of dislocation, arises from 

the scattering of thermal phonons by the moving dislocation 

line. In the model of Seeger and Schiller the line tension 

arises solely from the mutual inverse-square law rQpulsion 

of the kinks. The effective damping, which is again assumed 

't.'' ~· ~··· 
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to arise from the scattering of thermal phonons, is larger 

than in the KGL model due to the higher velocity attained 

by the kinks for the same overall motion of tlle lin6. In 

contrast to Seeger and Schiller, Brailsford considers kinks 

to be abrup~ and their lateral motion us thermally activated~ 

The ldnks have a mobility )"- and a diffusion constant D. In 

the original treatment Brailsford did not consider the 

changes in the total elastic energy of the dislocation witl1 

kink redistribution. However, the model leads to an erfect

ive line tension arising from pressure on the kinks due to 

concentration gradients {or 1nore precisely due to gradients 

in chemical potential). The damping coefficient ror the 

dislocation is simply inversely proportional to the kink 

mobility. 

In the table below the appropri~te values of B and C 

in Eq. IV-12 for each of the models is given in terms of the 

lattice plane spacing a, the kink density p 0 , the diffusion 

constant D, the mobility ~ , the damping coefficient per 

unit length of dislocation arising from phonon scattering 

BT' the line tension arising from the stress field energy of 

a straight dislocation c 0 , and the line tension arising from 

the interaction of the stress fields of the kinks cl. 

KGL Seea$er and Schiller Dr ail~· 1 ord 

B BT BT I 1 /f'a 
2 

apo Po 

c co cl D /f'-a 
2 

Po 



The stress field of' a ldnl~ed dislocation is quite 

complicated but as a rough approximation to its energy we 

may take the sum of' the energy of a straight dislocation 

passing through the end points and add to this the ~nter-

action energy of' the ldnks. The effective line tension is 

then C = c 0 + c 1 , which is probably somewhat o:f an over

estimate. From Foreman92 for an isotropic crystal 

c
0 

= (Gb 2 I 4rr) (1--- 2)))1 (1 -)) ) ln(Riv-) :for an edge dis

location and {Gb 2 I 41T) (1 +))) {1 -)l) ln.('Rir-) t'or a ~crovr 
102 2 while from Southgate and Attard cl = { Gb I tnr) ( 1 - 2 \)) 

(1 -~) (lnp0 L + t) for screw kinks on an edge dislocation 

and (Gb2 I 4rr) (1 +l.)) (1 -'))) (lnp
0

L + ¥) for edge kinli:s on 

a screw dislocation. Thus 

c1 1 c0 = 
ln(p0 L) + '{ 

ln(R IY) 
IV-16 

for both edges and screws lofh'ere ¥ is Eulers constant and 

the other symbols are as previously defined. For R lr= 104 , 

ap0 = Jxl0-
2 

and L = 3xlo3a the ratio c 1 I c 0 = 112. For a 

kinked dislocation in silver then we need to multiply the 

values quoted previously (p. 93) for the line tension by a 

factor of about 1.5. 

For frequencies in the kilocycle range and loop 

-4 lengths of ~10 em both the KGL theory and the theory o:f 

Seeger and Schiller as presented here will lead to values o:f 

1"' (Eq. IV-15) at room temperature, \ofhich are small compared 

·">=-~· .. "". • ·-::. 

'I 
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to 1 lw , so that the internal friction would be expected to 

increase monotonically with temperature from 4°K to J00°K. 

If we assume then that the lateral motion of' kinl..:s is 

thermally activated with a diffusion coefficient of the form 

e -H I kT (IV-17) 

and assume the validity of the Einstein relation D= t' h:T 

then at temperatures below the maximum for which w'l'- >> 1 

we would expect an internal friction from Eq. IV-13 of' 

2 2 -H I kT 1:1= (8 !l...A.Gb D0 a p 0 I rr w kT) e (IV-18) 

This is independent of both the loop length L and the 

effective line tension C. From Eq. IV-18 we see that a plot 

of ln(T·A) vs. liT should yield a straight line whose slope 

is equal to Hilt. Such plots have been made for the avail-

able low temperature data (Fig. 19) for which the results 

are shown in Fig. 36. 

From about 40°K up to the maximum or shoulder ex-

hibited by the internal friction the data fits a straight 

line with a slope ~orresponding to an activation energy of 

H = 0.020 eV for each of the runs of Fig. 19. 

the internal friction decreases much less rapidly than 

Eq. IV-18 would indicate and remains substantially above 

apparatus background even at temperatures as low as 4°K. 

How·ever, if the activation energy for kinl( motion is as small 
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as 0.02 eV, the zero point oscillations of the kinks them-

selves could give rise to an appreciable mobility indopon-

dent of-temperature. Tl1e classical result (Eq. IV-18) 

should apply to a temperature of approximately h'Vk / k 

where ~k is the kirut vibrational frequency. Although 

fairly localiz&U, a kink would be expected to have a vibra-

tional frequency somewhat lower than the Debye frequency, 

so that a departure at,~4o•K (which for silver is about one 

fifth of the Debye temperature)~is not at all unreasonable. 

The shift of the position of the maximum with room 

temperature anneal:irg is considerable. A two-month anneal 

resulted in a shift of the maximum from l04•K to 68•K. We 

can make use of this large temperature shift to obtain an 

independent check on the activation energy through appli-

cation of the model to the data of Fig. )6. 

While we would normally expect room temperature 

' annealing to result only in a reduction of the loop lergth, 

L, through pinning, in silver of the purity used here some 

rearrangement can take place in times of the order of months. 

'\Vhile we do not expect any appreciable change in ..A.. , the 

aver~ge value of <~Po> might change considerably. 

From Eq. IV-18 the internal friction at low tempe

ratures (below the maximum) is ALT- (.:iip0> while the in

ternal friction at the maximum is ..1M-(ap
0
> · L 2 • At tho:l 

temperature of the maximum internal friction, TM' we have 
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H/kTM 
e • Using the indices (1) and {2) to 

denote the runs corres~onding respectively to one day and 

two months annealing at room te;npcrature, we obtain the 

following relation 

l.n[ LJM(l.) Ll~(2) TM(l) I [\M(2) ~~T(l) TM(28 = 

(H I k) [1 I TM(2) _ 1 I TN(lu 
(IV-19) 

Substituting the appropriate values from Fig. 36 wzy obtain 

H = 0.018 eV. This is in very good agreement with the value 

0.020 eV derived from the low temperature slopes. 

We can now consider the magnitude of the internal 

friction and the relaxation time to see if these lead to 

' reasonable values of the parameters involved, namely A, L, 

ap
0

, and D
0

• For the lower curve of Figs. 19 and 36, setting 

a = Y.z{J' b w using the values given on P. 93 for the l{llO\-.rn 

parameters and the value II :: 0. 02 eV, ·Eq. IV-18 yields 

An0<aPc?:: 
-1 95 ::.;ec , 

where all quantities are in cgs units. 

(IV-20) 

For the concept of a kink density to make sense, we 

must have ap0 >)a / L, while the approximations made in ob

taining the above expressions (neglect of second order terms 

in p} require ap0<<Y.z~ which is the maximum for an f.c.c. 

. -'!: lattice. Thus for typical values (10 c1n) of L encountered 

we require Y.z>)ap0>>Jxl0~4 • Eq. IV-20 assumes.all dislocations 

contribute to the relaxation with ap0 = sinG= constant. 
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The only reasonable assumption we can make concerning G is 

that it is random. Thus <ap0 ) = 4f<l 
If kinks are not strictly abrupt but have a width w, then 

presumably dislocations for which sin a > alw will behave 

as strings rather than kink h . 114 c a~ns • Thus the integra-

tion should be terminated at eM = alw, and IV-20 becomes 

If we talte JL c 107 and estimate D0c~, b 2
, ,,c 

wher~ (alw)'J0< )) 1t< VD' we :find 19a > ,., )7a. Thus we sec that 

only-10 per cent of the total dislocation density is effect-

. i.ve :in contributing to the internd. friction, if wo talco el·.i:::lQ-1 • 

From Eq. IV-lJ the magnitude of the internal :friction 

at the peak is, again integrating over e 

L).MAX = '! ~Gb2 • .AE L2 I rr3 c' (IY-21) 

where ..A.E = 8 .A. <ap0 > • 

Before making numerical estimates from E'l• IV-21, wo 

need to consider to what extE~nt the line tension C arising 

from the stress field is increased by the kink gradient 

2 pressure term D I)' a p 0 in silver. Taking < ...... -- 10-2 , apo.r 

a = ¥-!{J"l b, and making use of: the Einstein relation D =)A leT, 

we f:ind D I )A a 2p 0 ::a 4. 78 x 10-7 T( •K) ergs I em. For th,; 

lower curve of Figs. 19 and 36, the contribution at the peak 

temperature (68•K) would be O.JJ X 10-4 erg I em, compared 

-'! to a contributi~n of 2.2 x 10 erg I em arising from the 

stress field of a kiru<ed 6o• dislocation. Using the value 

~-5 x lo-
4

_erg I em for the total effective line tension at 

., ~ . . -· ~· ;;_; ,.;· 

,., . 
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68•K, ~HAX = 3.95 x 10-J, __/\_= 107, and the values given on 

p. 93 for the other constants, Eq. IV-21 yields a value 1or 

6 -4 the loop length of L = 1. x 10 c.n1. This is about one-half" 

the network length, LN' expected for these specimens and 

seems consistent with the known purity and tho fact that tho 

specimen has been held for a considerable time (-two months) 

at room temperature. 

Thus far we have assumed a delta function distribution 

of loop lengths. I£ instead we ;assume the loop lengths arc 

distributed cxpon~ntially, the only modification to tl1c dis-

cussion so far will be that the average loop length derived 

from IV-21 will be a factor of 2.1 smaller90 • The internal 

friction is independent of the loop length distribution bo-

low the maximum. A distributj_o;l o1 loop lengths '~ill, hO\<~ever, 

lead to a considerable broaden:i_''··': of the maximum. 

f'or the lower curve of' Fig. 19, the model predicts an int\~rnal 

friction of' loO x 10-J f'or a d~lta function distribution and 

a value 6.0 x 10-2 for an exponential distribution. A direct 

comparison with the measured value (2.7 x 10-J) of the inter-

nal friction (Fig. 18) is not meaningful f'or a number of'reasons. 

First of' all, the peak at about 250°K will make an 

unknown contribution to the internal friction at J00°K. Sec-

ondly, we expect a contribution to the internal friction from 

the scattering of thermal phonons. Using the values of' the 

parameters derived above for an exponential loop length dis-

tribution and the value B = BT I (ap0) , this contribution 
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to the internal friction is 8.6 x 10-5 at JOO•K. 

A third objection to using this model at higher 

temperatures is the fact that we have not considered the 

effect of thermally generated ldnk pairs on the motion of 

the d~slocation line. If we assume the losses associated 

with the thermal generation of kink pairs reach a maximum 

20 at the temperature of the Bordoni peak , then at J00°K 

thermal kirucs can be generated in phase. with tho applied 

stress~ We can roughly take this into a~count £ormally by 

replacing the average kink density, p0 , ,.,i th. an ef'fec ti ve 

density, which incre.ases with temperature. Finally, if' tho 

barrier to kinlt motion is as small as 0.02 oV, then at 

room temperature it is comparable to kT, and it is no longer 

clear how to calculate the kink mobility11 9~ 

In determinations of B in the KGL model from internal 

.:e- • t . . t lO' 90 t t t I l ~r1c 1on measuremen s a room empera ure, t1e va ue 

of B is invariably substantially larger than Leibfriedvs 

formula (E'i• IV-5) would indicate. Since at sufficiently 

high temperatures we expect the mobility to be determined 

primarily by phonon scattering, and an effective value of 

' I - -1 < ap0 r ~ a w - 10 9 this may be due to the effect of' 

kinlts. However, the fact that the internal friction is 

found to decrease up to 500°K in the present experiments 

would indicate that at room''temperature the roobili ty is 

determined primarily by the presence of' a finite Peierls 
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barrier for kink motion. 

In summary, then, we see that the thermally activa-

ted motion of intrinsic kiru{s can account very satisfacto-

rily for the magnitude and temperature dependence of the 

observed 'background' ~nternal ~riction. The model leads 

to an activation energy ~or J\in1c motion of 0.02±0.002 eV, 

and accounts satisfactorily ~or the breadth of the maximum 

as well as the large shift in the temperature of tho maxi-

mum with room temperature annealing. 

J. Strain Amplitude Dependence. \ve would now like 

to discuss the observed amplitude dependence (see Fig. 25) 

at low temperatures (T<JOO•K). Three features o~ the amp-

litude dependence should bo noted: 1) All the curves show· 

a rise at low strain amplitudes, or, alternately, a mini-

mum in b. as a function of strain amplitude; 2) ~ begin8 

to increase with increasing strain amplitude at very low 

(-3 x 10-
8 ) strain amplitudes even at 4.2°K; J) an inflcc-

tion is observed in some of thE~ curves of A vs.. €.
0 

at 

about -7 €0 = 1 x 10 .. 

The rise in !.J. at lo1v strain amplitudes '\vhich is 

accompanied by an increase in r:~odulus may possibly be evi-

dence for the exhaustion of l{ink motion on dislocations 

lying at small angles to close-paCI{ed directions115, llG. 

This same effect has been observed over the entire tempe-

rature range (4.2°K - 1000°K) on all 6-9's silver specimens 
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studied. A similar rise has been reported in other metals 

by several investigators5.J, 106 • 107 at or above room 

tempelli;ure. At the present time any attempt at a quant.ita-

tive discussion would not seem justified. 

The first detailed treatment o£ the amplitude depend-

en't internal friction is that of Granato and LUcke given .in 

the introduction. As can be seen from Eq. I-4, a plot of 

ln(<S-0 ~ ,dH)vs. 1/~0 should yield .a straight line having a 

slope c
1 

and an intercept c 2 e Such plots are generally re

ferred to as Granato-LUcke plots. It is often observed that 

in high purity materials curved plots of this typo are ob-

t . dlO 
a~ne , especially at tho lower strain amplitudes. How-

ever, the G-L plots which have been prepared from the strain 

amplitude data: given in Fig. 25 (talting the amplitude inde-

pendent component Ll 1 equal to the minimum observed value 

of· the decrement in each case) are indeed good straight 

lines up to strain amplitudes. of about 10-7 at all tempera-

(See Fig • .37.) 

At approximately this same strain amplitude, some 

of the curves in Fig. 25 exhibit an inflection indicating a 

marked change in the amplitude dependence.. Further evidence 

t:or this change in L\H is appartti:. when we consider the ratio 
;~- ' 1(~:"~-"~·,_, 

of the amplitude dependefi . .f' mo~$il;\ls defect (LlE/E)H to AH. 

Acco~ding to the Granato~Lfrc;Ke· ..... theory this ratio t r I should 
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be a constant of the order of unity. A plot of (~E/E) 11 
vs. flH is shown in Fig. 38 for the data at L1:.2"K given 

in Fig. 25. As can be seen in Fig. 38, (CE/E)H = 0.6'1: LlH 

initially. However, at higher values of .QH an almost dis-

continuous departure from this linear relationship is ob-

served, which corresponds to the strain amplitude at \vhich 

~H departs from the G-L relationship (Eq. I-4). A similar 

re~ult holds for the data at other temperatures. The valuo 

of r determined at each temperature is listed in Table V. 

This suggests that there are two separate contri-

butions to the observed strain amplitude dependence at low 

temperatures. One of these contributions, i.e., that ob-

served at the lower strain amplitudes, appears to be ado-

quately described by Eq. I-4 up to amplitudes of the order 

of 10-7 • Eq. I-4 would indicate that the internal friction 

will reach a maximum at 6.0 := c2 and decrease at higher 

amplitudes as l/ e 0 • Experimentally it.would appear that 

the internal friction reaches an amplitude-independent 

plateau at which 

imum value of Eq. I-4. This component, lvhich has been 

designated ~H , has been subtracted from the total observed 
I 

amplitude-dependent decrement A8 , and the difference, de-

noted by Lla~, has been replotted in Fig. 39 as ln € 0 LiH.2.. 

vs. 1/ € 0 • Again the data fall on a reasonably straight 

line, although the fit is some>vhat poorer than that obtainoJ 
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at lower strain amplitudes. It thus appears that both 

contributions initially obey the Granato-LUcke relation 

(I-4). 

The presence of tw·o components can be interpreted 

in terms of two separate systems of dislocations, each being 

characterized by different values of L , LN' and F • 
c· m 

St d . 90 t 108 f . d. t. . . . . l u ~es o ~rra ~a ~on p~nn~ng ~n copper s~ng c 

crystals also indicate that the irradiation data can best 

be accounted for by assuming two independent dislocation 

systems are contributing to ~I' although in the present 

case the possibility of a single system with both strong 

and weak pins cannot be ruled out. 

\·ll'lile t.he experimental data appears to exhibit the 

predicted dependence on strain amplitude, the magnitude of 

the constant c2 determined from the experimental data is two 

orders of magnitude smaller than one would expect for rea-

sonable values of the parameters involved (Eq. I-6). Thus 

mechanical breakaway from pinning points cannot account for 

the observed amplitude dependence. In addition, from 

Table V in which the values of- c··
1 

and c 
2 

corresponding to 

both amplitude dependent components are listed for each of 

the temperat.ures at which measurements were Il1~de, it is 

apparent that both LlH 
I 

and 

function of the temperature. 

L\H exhibit -~axima as a 
2. 

The Granato-LUcke theory as 

outlined in the introduction docs not take into account tho 

~ .. 1 
.. ·% ·::;.·-:· '1•~·-:-::- -
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fact that thermal energy may assist dislocations in break-

ing away :from pinning points, nor does it allov;r for the 

possibility that L may also be a function o:f the tempcrac 

ture, i.e., that the number o:f pinning points may change 

with temperature. lfuile we do not expect the pinning point 

distribution on the.dislocations to change appreciably be-

low ;, 200°K, the e:ff'ect of' thermal forces on the depinning 

process is expected to be large55, 56 The values of c1 

and c
2 

determined may then only represent curve fitting. 

In this case c 2 represents the strain amplitude at \vhich 

the internal friction reaches a maximum ,.,.hile the quantity 

"' o.J68 c1 I c
2 

gives the magnitude at the plateau. 

The thermal oscillations of a pinned dislocation 

have been considered by Leib:fried5 5 to a limited extent, 

while Friedel57 has considered the effect of thermal break-

away on the amplitude depen~ent internal friction. Leib-

fried's treatment is concerned primarily with the oscilla-

tions of the line at zero applied stress, while Friedel's 

treatment is only valid over a severely limited range of 

both temperature and strain amplitude. Recently an attempt 

r.6 
has been made by Teutonico, Granato and LUcke~ (TGL) to 

include the effects of' thermal activation in detail, but the 

* The separation of ~H into two components l-rould still seem 
justified, however, since the shape of some of the curves 
as well as the relation between LlH and (l)E/E),-1 indicate 
two components are contributing. ! 
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problem is quite complicated and has not yet been sati;;;-

factorily resolved to the extent that a direct quantita-

tive comparison with experiment can be made. Their results 

do, however, predict that a stress threshold for dcpirming 

will still exist iri the presence of thermal fluctuations. 

In addition, the results of Teutonico et al. indicate that 

~H should go through a maximum as a function temperature 

:for a given strain amplitude. 

For a dislocation loop with a single pinning point 

TGL calculate the potential energy of the configuration as 

a function of the pin-dislocation separation using a 

linearized form o:f the Cottrell interaction109 • They find 

.that below a critical stress,\JT' only a single energy min

imum corresponding to the pinned state exists, while above 

a second critical stress, cr B, again only a single energy 

minimum corresponding to the unpinned state exists. At 

intermediate stresses both minimums exist separated by an 

energy maximum. For a loop of length 2L wit-h a single pin-

ning point at the center, the mechanical breakaway stress, 

which is the same as in the original G-L treatment, is 

(IV-22) 

where U0 is the magnitude of the pin•dislocation interac

tion energy, and r is the distance of closest approach of 
0 

• ·~·· l> 
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the pinning point to the dislocation. The lowest stress at 

I 

which thermal breakaway is possible is given by 

2 
~T = 6 cr0 I bL • (IV-2J) 

For typical values ox L ,.,e see that this leads to a critical 

strain amplitude eT = a:.l' I RE. of the order ox magni tudo 

of the observed minimum. 

The TGL treatment may also account :for tho observed 

minimum, since at stresses lo,.,er than \)T the displacoJ;lont 

of the dislocation line near tho pin is determined pri1uarily 

by the line tension, and the pinning point is loss effect-

ive in restricting the motion of the dislocation. Although 

we expect that kinks will modify thoilirm of the inter-

action between the pinning point and the dislocation, tho 

results of TGL will not be approciab~Ly changed as lon~ 

as the range and magnitude of the interaction is not groat-
. 

ly different than that gi V(ln by the linearized Cot ·troll 

interaction .. 

The fact that appreciable amplitude dependonco is 

observed at I*• 2°K would, however, require that the lcinlc.s be 

considered expressly in any rate calculationso This docs 

not completely rule out the'interpretation placed on tl1c 

'background' internal friction, since the majority of dis-

locations will make appreciable angles w·ith the closo-paclced 

direction. From the discussion in Section 2, tho value of 
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I -1 . a w -10 der~ved :from the 1 bacl\.ground 1 insures that oven 

at low temperatures "-90 per cent of the disloca.tions aro 

mobile. 

Let us assume then that dislocations which nrc mo-

bile at low temperatures give rise to tho observed nmpli·tude 

dependence through depinning. Since we have ruled olt: the 

possibility of mechanical breakaway, ~he tempo~aturc, 

amplitude, and :frequency depcndenc e '~ill all be <lot ermined 

by the rates at which thermal. dcpinning and. repinning occur. 

110 In a subsequent paper Granato et al. calculato 

th . ., v. I 111 c rate at wh~ch thermal depinning occurs using 1noyard s 

treatment of absolute rate theory. They derive n rate c.on..-

stant for depinning of" 

- llU/kT 
l)ef:f e 

where AtJ1:r.U0 :for stresses well below the mechanical break-

away stress, 
~ H 

and the e:f:fective attack :frequency ).) is 
eff 

(IV-25) 

I 
where the V . oct- \). 

~ ~ 
are the eigenfrequencies of" the crystal 

; .• .;f./i~ 
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'~ith the dislocation in the pinned and saddle point con-

figurations, respectively. Granato et al. treat th~ dis-

location as a continuum string and cut the number of' raodcs 

off at N = 2L/b. (It is assumed that tho vibrational 1:10des 

associated with the lattice cancel out in tho ratio t~kon 

in IV-25.) By assuming the pin exerts a force on the dis-

location at only one point, they are able to calculate the 

I 
i>. and '\>. 

l. l. 
directly and evaluate \) eff. They find 

is independent of L and depends only on the magnitude and 

form of the interaction force. For the linearized Cottrell 

interaction they find 

\ 
) (IY-26) 

Contributions to the internal friction can ari~c in 

a number of ways with depinr,Ling: 1) A dynamic hysteresis 

loss resulting from the phase lag between the dislocation 

strain and the applied stress; 2) an enhancement of other 

loss processes through an increase in the effective loop 

length at high strain amplitudes, and J) a static hysteresis 

loss. The third case can only arise if we exclude tho pos-

sibility of simultaneous breakaway from two or more pinning 

points and assume that breakal-ray from a single pinning point 

results in the breakaway of the whole netl-rork length. ifhilc 

we cannot make quantitative comparison \"lith experiment even 
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in the relatively simple case of brcakav.ray froia a .sL1glo 

pinning point, we would expect a contribution of' type l) 

to reach a maxirnum at a temperature for \vhich £).) ~ r' . 'tho 

observation of a maximum in the amplitude dependence at 

about 75°K and 105°K would imply {from Eqs. IV-25, 26) th.:lt 

u
9 

was of the expected (O.lcV) order of magnitude f'or a 

. d . '1 t . . t t . 10 9 
p~n- ~s oca ~on ~n erac ~on • 

Thus we see that the TGL theory can account .::;c:mi-

quantitatively for a number of features of the ob:>crvcd 

amplitude dependence, in particular: The appearance of 

amplitude dependence at very low amplitude; the relatively 

small temperature dependence of the amplitude at which the 

internal friction increases appreciably, and the fact that ' 

the magnitude of L1H passes through a peak at relatively lov 

temperatures. On the other hand, the temperatures at which 

the two amplitude dependent components appear to reach a 

maximum coincide closely with temperatures at \'lhich tl:.ere is 

evidence of structure at low amplitudes. The possibility 

that the observed amplitude dependence is indeed related to 

processes responsible for the structure can not be ruled out. 

4. Influence of Oxygen. lfuen we co~pare tho in-

tarnal friction of a crystal in the oxygen-free condition 

to that observed in the same crystal containing 4:0 ppm of 

.oxygen (Fig. 16), it is apparent that the 'background' 

decrement has been reduced by nearly two orders of ma~nitudc 
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to values less than 10-5. 'Vhile this reduction is substun-

tially greater than that observed for considerably higher 

concentrations of s~bstitutional impurities, it can bo un-

derstood simply on the basis of the higher mobility of 

oxygen as compared to substitutional impurities. 

On the basis of thermodynamic equilibrium, Cottrell 
1! 

has shown that the atomic :fraction of' impurities at a di.s-

location is given by 

where c
0 

is the atomic fraction of' impurities in the lattice 

far from the dislocation, and u0 is the impurity-dislocation 

binding energyg This equation should apply5 for values of 

cd up to saturation for which cd = l/2. In order to roach 

equilibrium with respect to the dislocation, the impurity 

must diffuse distances of the order of the splcing botween 

dislocations in times of the ?rder of days. At low tem-

peratures, then, the atomic fraction of impurities at a dislo-

cation will be characteristic of the temperature for which 

the diffusion coefficient 

is of 

D D -H/kT 
= 0 e (IV--28) 

the order LN2 / 105 = 1.0-1.3 cm2/sec. For oxygen 

3.66xl0-3, H = 0.50eV) this will be 240°K, while for 

typical substitutional impurities in silver112 (D
0 

= ~1, 
·.l = 2.0eV) this will be "'-"720°K. I1~ we take u0 :c O.leV in 

Bq. IV-27 for both oxygen and l:Hlb::>li.tutional impur.i.tio:J, 
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,then, at low t~mperatures oxygen would result in 25 times 

as many pinning points as an equal amount of substitutional 

impurity. Taking u
0 

= 0.2eV (which we believe to be the 

magnitude of the oxygen dislocation interaction) and assum-

ing equilibrium is reached at r-250°K, Eq. IY-27 yields 
' 4 

cd I co= 10 .• Thus, at low temperatures 40 ppm 02 will 

-7 reduce -t;:he average loop length to values less than 10 em. 

On the basis of any of the models considered for the inter-

nal friction this will be suffici~nt to account for the 

observed reduction. 

The amplitude dependent internal friction for the 

oxygen-saturated specimen (Fig. 28) is similarly reduced in 

magnitude, while the strain amplitude at which amplitu~e 

dependence appears is a factor of 50 higher. The magnitude 

of AH (taken at the highest strain amplitude of 10-5) 

appears to reach a maximum between 120°K and 166°K. No 

amplitude dependence is observed above about 220°K. There 

does not appear to be any evidence for two amplitude depen-

dent components. Th~ observed behavior is qualitatively 

what we would expect, on the basis of the TGL theory dis-

cussed· above, for a ten-fold reduction in loop length if u
0 

is 0.2 eV~ However, for a binding energy of 0.2 eV, .we 

expect that the dislocations are nearly saturated with 

oxygen so that the origin of this amplitude dependence is 

not at all clear. The lack of amplitude dependence above 
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220•Heliminates the possibility of obtaining information 

on the oxygen-dislocation binding energy through the study 

of amplitude dependence. 

The structure observed in the internal friction of 

the oxygen-saturated specimen occurs generally in same tern-

perature ranges in which structure was apparent in the un-

saturated condition. It would appear that the structural 

features are less sensitive to a reduction in the loop 

length than the 'background' internal friction. This would 

indicate that oxygen may prove of value in revealing struc-

tural features obscured by a high 'background.' 

Papazian59 has observed in measurements on s:iq;le 

crystals at 2 cps three peaks which are definitely associ-

ated with the presence of oxygen in silver. These peaks are 

The corresponding activa-

tion energies, derived from a lvert and Marx plot are 0. J7± 

o.o4eV, 0.50±0.04eV, and 0.74±o.o4eV respectively. Con-

sequently, these peaks, if present, should be observed at 

kc. The two iower temperature peaks which both depend on 

the square of the oxygen concentration, Papazian assigns to 

the stress induced reorientation of oxygen-pairsv 

From Papazian's data ~e can estimate the peak heights 

expected in a <lll> crystal containing Lto ppm 0 2 • l"or the 

1)0° and 18o•K peaks we would only expect heights of 5xlo-6 

and 2xlo-5 respectively. Thus, they may represent part o.C 



the structure.observed here (Fig. 24) in this tcmpc:mturo 

range. The upper peak which was :found to be nearly indo

pendent o:f the oxygen concentration may very well correspond 

to the peak seen at 365•K in the present experiment. This 

peak is c1ear1y absent in the oxygen-free silver and consti

tutes the major :feature o:f the damping observed in specimen 

J4E (Fig. 16) containing 40 ppm. o2 • From the shift in peal( 

temperature with :frequency, making use o:f Papazian's data, 

and assuming a simp1e relaxation, we obtain a value of 

0.75±0.04eV :for the activation energy associated with this 

peak. We can also estimat•) tl.c activation energy from the 

half-width o:f the peak (Eq. IV-11) since it exhibits a 

modulus defect compatible with a single relaxation o:f the 

observed strength ( fjMAX = 2.6xl0-3). From Eq. IV-11 lve 

obtain an activation energy o:f 0.7l~0.06eV :from the half

width l\"hich agrees closely with the value o:f 0. 75±0. 04eV 

obtained :from the temperature shift. Papazian's observation 

that the peak near1ydisappears with deformation at 77°K and 

reappears following room temperature annealing lWuld indicate 

that the relaxation arises from the presence o:f oxygen at 

the dislocations and that this peak is due to an oxygen dis

location interaction~ 

A model which leads to an internal :friction peale of 

the relaxation type arising :from the motion o:f dislocations 

with impurity atmospheres has been proposed by ~oeckJO to 

'(": :.-;, ..... ~, .. 
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explain the cold-work peak observed in most b.c.c. metals 

containing interstitial impurities. Briefly, the model 

assumes that dislocations are pinned along their length at 

fixed points, (i.e., nodes or substitutional impurities) 

with an average spacing L0 , and that interstitial impurities, 

with an average separation ~L<<L0 , further pin down the dis-· 

location to the extent that it can move only if the inter-

stitials along its length diffuse with it. As we shall .a~c 

below, the application of this model with some modification 

to silver containing oxygen can explain tho experimental ob-

servations on the peak occurring here at J65•K and loads to a 

value for the binding energy between oxygen and a dislocation 

in silver of 0.25~0.06eV. 

lve will consider a length of dislocation L0 pinned 

at the points x = O, L0 and designate displacement normal 

to the dislocation line by y~ Each segment of this disloc-. 
ation of length SL will contain by definition one oxygen 

atom. The force acting on such a segment SL, and thus on 

the oxygen atom, under an applied stress will be 

F&L = (IV-29) 

The term C(- ~J-a. ) arises :from the fact that tho dislocation 

is pinned at x = 0, L0 and thus must bow between those point::> 

resulting in a reaction force due to the curvature, i.e., in-

creased length, o:f the dislocation. The velocity, v, o£ the 



oxygen atoms, and, therefore, of the dislocation, is de-

termined by the mobility of the oxygen. Since the mobili-

ty, f , is defined as the velocity per unit force, we have 

(IV-JO) 

Thus, the equation of motion of the dislocation is 

(IV-Jl) 

ive can rewrite Eq. IV-Jl as 

= 'il"'b (IV-J2) 

which is the familiar string equation (Eq. IV-12) with 

'B = 1/~~L. Assuming only one lowest energy site per 

atomic plane threaded by the dislocation, ,L, is related 

to the atomic fraction of oxygen at the dislocation by 

(IV-JJ) 

where a-b is the atomic spacing along the dislocation line. 

Making use of the Einstein relation, j( = D/kT, we have 

B = kTcd I aD~ 

The solution to Eq. IV-32 is given by Eqs- IV-lJ, 14. 

We can now characterize the relaxation by the parameters 

(IV-JLJ:) . 

and .. 
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(IV-.J5) 

where cd is the atomic fraction of oxygen at the dislocations, 

D is the diffusion coefficient of the bound oxygen, and tho 

other symbols are as previously defined. The atomic fraction 

o£ oxygen at the dislocations, cd, is rolated to the ato~ic 

fraction in the lattice far from the dislocations, c 0 , by 

Cottrell's relation 

(IV-.JG) 

where u0 is the binding energy between oxygen and the dis-

location. Eq. IV-36 should apply as long as c d < l/2, and 

equilibrium betl'feen dislocations and the .surrounding lattice 

can be maintained 9 and should thus apply in the present casco 

Before we can apply the theory, we need to know the 

appropriate value of D for an oxygen atom bound to a dis-

location. If we write 

(IV-.J7) 

This requires specifying n0 and EM~ 

In applying this theory to the CWP in b.c.c~ metals, 

Schoeck and Mondino 30 take EM as the sum of the activation 

energy for diffusion in the bulk and the binding energy of 

the interstitial to the dislocation~ Accoxdi..ng to Schoeck 

and Mondino, this is due to geometry of the b.c.c. lattice, 

which requires the interstitial to move out of' the slip plane 
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of the dislocation line in order to follow its motion113 . 

In the f.c.c. silver lattice the interstitial cnn: move 

parallel to the slip plane, so that E}
1 

can be tnlccn equnl 

to the activation energy for tl1e migration of oxygen in tho 

bulk, since we have no a priori reason for assuming otl1or-

wise as long as the oxygen remains bound to the dislocntion. 

As regards n
0

, Schoeck and Mondino take D0 appropri

ate to hulk ditfusion of the interstitial without conm1cnt. 

In the case where the interstitial remains bound to the 

dislocation, Freidel5 has pointed out
1
in considering a 

similar problem in relation to microcreep) the effective 

frequency at wh_ich the diffusion ba1~rier is attach:cd is thnt 

appropriate to the dislocation rather than the intersti t:i.al. 

He takes the lowest frequency mode of dislocation, 

(IV-J8) 

as the effective frequency for which n0 = D0 (interstitial)Cd. 

This would eliminate the factor Cd in Eq. IV-35, giving a 

relaxation time independent of Cd. The dragging of an inter

stitial is essentially the same problem as the breakaway .of 

the dislocation from its pinning point as treated by Granato 

t 1
110 e a • The difference is in the for~ of the potential at 

the pinning pointQ In the treatment of Granato et al. 

is independent of the loop length, and depends only on thoilircc 

constants, 'd2u I ~ ~y., at the saddle and equilibrium 

configurations. 
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The expression derived by Granato et al. for ' 1 
Veff 

(Eq. 34, P• 2738) is 

·\\ = (s}!z b '( I 10.8C) 'V 0 Yeff 
(IY-39) 

where d' = - 'f U I dy
2 -at y = 0 (equilibrium configuration), 

and s = ratio of ¥ / ¥: The subscripts e, s refor to tho 
e s 

equilibrium and saddle point configurations. Use of IY-39 

with U = ~12,(1 + cos3.7T'flb), as a simple approximation to the 

diffusion barrier, yields )) eff ~ ))0 .. Since this form un

doubtedly underestimates ~eff we will use D0 = D0 (oxygen). 

Inserting Eqsv IV-36 and IV-J? into Eq. IV-35 we see that 

the activation energy associated with the relaxation is 

assuming saturation does not take place. 

Fpr u0 = 0.25 eV saturation will occur at 2G0°K for 

40 ppm o
2

• u0 can be found assuming saturation at 260°K with 

cd = ~. This is in agreement with Papazian's observation 

that the peak temperature is independent of the oxygen con-

centration for 45 - 600 ppm o2 v 

From Eqsa IV-35, 36 we havev assuming A 1 = ..A.2 , 

(IV -'H) 

-.... t.'' '· ·;: .' , -.. . ~· ·r.:: ,• 
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where the subscripts 1 and 2 refer to 26o•K and J65•K res-

pectively. Eq. IV-41 then yields u0 = 0.21 eV for tho 

binding energy of oxygen to a disloc~tion. 

However, there is a serious objection to tho usc of 

the model at such high intersti-tial concentrations, slnce 

it does not take into account the effect of ~ine tension on 

the diffusion of a single interstiti~l. Considor the .fi,0;uce 

below. 

~L b d 

' .... 
:~-· .. 

·-
. -

0 ·o ------,o ~ 
c 

The circles r~present interstitials along a dislocation 

with an average spacing In an f.c.c. lattice 

the closest packing of interstitials is along <110> 

The presence of a high concentration of interstitials will 

then lead to a situation somewhat analagous to a high 

Peierls stress. If we treat th·~ se~mcnts bet\veen pinning 

points as a string, then the l<~ot:i.on of the line can be de-

scribed in terms of the lateral diffusion of l<inlcs correspond-

ing to a jump a~b. A jump of the type c-=)d, co1~responding 

to kink pair generationv will not lead to a relaxation ex-

cept in the presence of relatively large internal or applied 

2J 114, 115 stresses. ' Since above room temperature we are 

dealing with well-annealed single crystals» we do not expect 
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any appreciable internal stresses. Therefore, the applied 

stress would have to be large .:·r,ough to compensate t'or tho 

difference in energy between :.>tates c and d arising .frorn 

the increase in line lengtl1. From the figure above, the 

energy diff~rence between c and d due to the line longth 

change is 

2~k=2c[VSL2 + 2 I 
a (J. 2 1 2 I .,L C::: Ca c)L = Ca cd b. 

In order to have any appreciable relaxation, this must be 

balanced by the work done by tl1e applied stress during tho 

transition, \v .. (;Jab bL ::a Thus, tho applied 

stress must be at least 

If we compare ~H with the minimum stress for thermal 

breakaway in the TGL theory, Eq. IV-23, we see they aro com-

p~rablo. Thus we do not need to consider either breakaway 

or jumps of the type c-d if cd) 5 x 103, since the maximum 

applied stress in all the present experiments was less than 

We can describe the motion of the line then in terms 

of transitions of the type a~b (below 4oo•K, at least). 

The line tension will also cause the motional energy EM to be 

lowered in a jump a-.,.b, since the line wil.l be shorter in tho 

intermediate positionv From the figure this amounts to a 

2 
lowering of EM by a C cd / lib. A slightly more dctni.lod 

- .;. - .. 



calculation (taking into account the discrete geometry) 

gives nearly the same result so that EM becomes 

(IV-'.~:J) 

I£ we choose to describe the motion of tho 1ine in torma 

of the 1atera1 diffusion of 'kinlts' , the diffusion coeffi-

cient of the 'kinks' is 

where D
0 

= D
0 

(oxygen). 

I 
-EM /I<r e 

From our previous discussion (pp 110 ff) the relax-

• ation time and peak height are given by 

and 

·, 

'"here pk is the density of a-b type configurations or 'kinks. 1 

A little care is needed in re1ating apk to cd and e , the 

angle between the dis1ocation and the closc-pacl<ed c(llO)-

direction. For sine~ cd the dislocation will be able to 

accomodate all the interstitials without deviating from a 

straight line so that apk = 0. For c d ~sinS~ c d I 2 ,.,c ;'/ill 

have one 'kink' for each excess interstitial, so that 

apk = cd - sine • For 0' sine '- cd I 2 we will havo one 

... 
A more detailed treatment :follo·;.rin:; tho approach of Nino1:1iya 
et al. 117 yields identical results. 
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'kink' for each interstitial, so that apk = sin 9. Since 

in the f.c.c. lattice sin$'- Y.a, we will approximate 

sin€> ~e. Thus, if we write ../l( e) dG as the dislocation 

density for which e lies between e and e + de , we have 

for /1 , 
''2. . 

b. = LINAX I .A ~J\.(6) [~'l"'k ( & ) I < G >] de ( IV- 117) 

0 

since aplt = 0 for e~cd and cd is limited to a I<~axir.mm 

value of ~. the upper limit in IV-47 becomes cd. Tho integ

ral will be split in two parts, 0 - cd I 2 and cd I 2 - cd 

using the appropriate values of apk. With a chango oC 

variable in the second integral and a little algebra, we 

find C.Jh., 

b. = w'ILIMAX /..A.)f:'L< s l +lL<cct - e.le• +ew''l"'ctEl 

0 

where 1- is defined in IV-45 • 
. 

Before we can continue, l'fe must make an assumption 

concerning the angular distribution ..A. ( e ) . Since ,.,e aro 

dealing with a material with a low Peierls potential which 

was annealed at high temperatures, the only reasonable 

assumption is that e> is random. Thus .Jl ( a) = constant = 
2 JL • Thus IV-48 becomes 

(IV-'19) 

whore X m 2w1"' / c d. The Cunct ion in brackets is s imiln.r ·to 
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the ralaxation function with a maximum value of o.B at 

x = ~. We can then approximate IV-49 by a single relaxation 

function 

1\E ,... 2 " 11 = 2 oM Ax w t. E ; < 1 + w r £ > 

fi 
where ,1MAX = 0.4 cd /JNAX. an<i w'rE = '1w'r/ 

~ 
that both the relaxation stren,~?;th, LlHAX' 

(IV-50) 

Thus wo soc 

and the relax-

at ion time, 't'E, are proportional to c d. Assuming as bof'oro 

that cd = Y.z at 260°K and -IL<2 cps) = ..A.(28.1~c)', we find 

that our information on cd at J65~K is included only in tho 

. El . change ~n 'M w~th cd. Thus the value derived for U0 will 

be quite sensitive to the value tal~en for C in Eq. IV -l.i:J. 

Since our knowledge of C is somewhat limited, we have taken 

tho value appropriate to an·edge dislocation as a lower 

limit and twice this value as an upper limit. For those 

values of C we find u0 = 0.22 eV and 0.28 eV respectively. 

We conclude the model leads ~o a value for the binding en-

orgy, u0 , of oxygen to an edge dislocation of 0.25±0..o'J: eV. 

Using this value for u0 , we are in a position to 

compare the model with the experimental observations. In 

Fig. 40 the experimentally measured peak is compared with 

both Eqs. IV-49, 50. As can ·be seen, the approxiniate rela-

tion IV-50 fits the data quite well, while IV-49 leads to a 

somewhat broader peak. This may indicate that a slightly 

larger value of u0 might be more appropriate. Substituting 

the observed values of LlMAX and 't"(J65°K) into IV-50, ,,.c 
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can solve for the quantities Jl. and L0
2 /C. The other 

parameters entering are all knoWn and are listed on p. 9J. 

ive obtain 

and 

The value obtained for the dislocation density J\.. is very 

reasonable, although it is a factor of J higher than that 

expected for these crystals (see PP• 93-94). For a valuo 

of C appropriate to an edge dislocation, we obtain 

-4 L
0 

= 1.5 x 10 em. The v~lue of L 0 would appear reason-

able since it is of the order of the expected network length 

-4 
LN~1.9 X 10 em. 

Although the experimental observations on this peak 

are rather meager, the present model appears to ~ccount 

quite satisfactorily for the available data. The model, 

suitably modified for a b.c.c. lattice, might also account 

quite directly for a characteristic feature of the C\~ in 

b.c.c. metals, namely that the peru( temperature and peruc 

height both depend on the initial interstitial content for 

low concentrations. At ngher concentrations the peak tom-

perature and peak height are independent of the interstitial 

content in agreement with IV-50. 

As regards alternate explanations for the present 
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pealtl we can not rule out the possibility that ordered. 

~n~crstitial clusters at dislocations give rise to the 

rel.axation. J5 \'Thile this theory 1 due to Boo no arl ~lcr c , 

is necessaril.y only qualitativo 1 the present experimental 

observations are not in disagrcc1nent with such an interpret-

at ion. In fact 1 Papazian's o 11!> crva tion of '\'lhat «:i)poar to 

bo oxygen pair peaks would suggest th«t tho po.ssiuility o.C 

the formation of larger clusters definitely exists. Tho 

possibility that the relaxation arisos from tho alternate 

precipitation and solution of Ag
2

0 1 after Hura ct JJ al. , 

can be rul.ed out due. to the very l.argc changes in volume 

required for Ag
2
o precipitation internall.y in tho silver 

lattice. 

~ve woul.d now like to proceed to a: discussion of tho 

data obtained at higher temperatures. 

C. INTElli~AL FRICTION AT HIGH TEMPERATURES 

The most obvious fc«tur" of,the damping in well-

annealed 6-9's sil.ver specimens (Figs. 16 and 18) is tho 

pronounced minimum in ?r at about 550°K. It is further 

apparent (F~g;, lJ) that above this minimum the damping can 

be characterized as exponential in l/T°K with an apparent 

activa:tio~ energy of about 0.22 eV. In general, the mag-

nitude of the damping at higher tempe~atures could be re-

duced by an order of magnitude by cyclic annealing without 

,/ 



appreciably changing the apparent activation energy, wl~cro-

as the damping at room temperature was only slightly ru-

duced by this annealing treatment. From observations oi· 

the annealing behaviour at low ("'4:00°K) temperatures, \ve 

conclude that the major effect of' annealing is to shift tho 

position of' the minimum to higher temperatures. It thus 

appears that two processes are contributing to tho damping 

in 6-9's silver above room temperature, one process which 

gives rise to the decrease in damping at lower temperatures 

and a second for which the damping increases exponentially 

with temperature. 

We will first consider the lower temperature region, 

in which the damping is decreasing. The only previous Jncas

urements on pure silver above J00°K are those of KHster69 , 

Pearson and Rotherham71 , and Nowick70 • None of' these 

investigations exhibited a minimum in IJ... All \-terc made at 

relatively low frequencies on polycrystalline material and 

were concerned primarily with grain boundary relaxation 

phenomena. However, other investigators have found a 

minimum in the damping in this temperature range in copper 

single crystals. Pittenger115 and Beshers67 have both ob-

served a.minimum in the damping in high purity annealed copper 

crystals at about 500°K. Stevens
116 

has observed similar 

minimums in impurity-doped copper crystals (0.05-0.5% Cu or 

Ni) :for which a broad peak is observed just belo,., room tem-
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perature. lfuile ,.,e feel this decreasing contribution to 

the internal friction is related to the d~creasing 'bnck-

ground' observed here at lower temperatures, it i~ also 

conceivable that the observed decrease corresponds to tho 

high temperature side of' a peak just below room tempera-ture. 

Since we were not able to make measurements below room te:.-.-

perature without the intervening transfer, we cannot decide 

between these. However, the fact that we do observe a druup-

ing which is decreasing with temperature for all specimens 

in both apparatus at JOO•K, and considering that all of the 

peaks reported in pure f.c.c. metals in the range below 

J00°K are observed to anneal out well below the ternporatu-

res used here, we feel that the first possibility is the 

more lil<ely. The observed decrease cannot be considered a 

hysteresis effect due to annealing, as suggested by Desl1ors, 

since the damping is reproducible on heating and cooling in 

' this range. The possibili~y that the observed decrease in 

~ is the result of' a decrease in the average loop length, 

LJ.:l 
for example by the disassociation of pinning point clusters 

into a larger number of individual pinning points, can be 

eliminated since the modulus defect increases over the on-

tire temperature range. 

At high temperatures the internal friction of most 

metals exhibits an exponential rise with temperature. From 

the discussion in the introduction it would appear that the 
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present results fall into the·second category, i.e., the 

phenomena Mason8 has named "temperature-activated hysteresis" 

resulting £rom the thermal depinning o£ dislocations. 

In Mason's model the energy loss associated with the 

internal friction arises when two adjacent vibrating dis-

location loops are momentarily freed from their common 

pinning point by thermal fluctuations. The resulting energy 

transfer between the two loops takes place irreversably and 

gives rise to the observed damping. Mason obtains 

(IV-51) 

where b=Burger' s vector of the dislocation8, Y is the she~1r 
s 

wave velocity, N
0 

is the total number of pinning points, and 

u
0 

is the binding energy of tho pinning point to the dis

location. Although IV-51 indicates a damping independent of 

frequency, Mason's model lea.ds to an inverse frequency de

pendence. At one point in the derivation8 • 17 of IV-51, the 

logarithmic decrement is associated with - ( 1/U) d~v/dt, '"hero 

W is the stored energy. Since -(1/',.J')dlv/dt is twice the 

attenuation, o( = f /:j , IV-51 should be corrected by a factor 

l/2f. 

The same frequency.and temperature dependence can 

also be obtained from models 43 • 5G, 57 ~hich include the 

effect o£ temperature on the static hysteresis models of 

J6 44 Granato and Liicke or lveertman • , . 
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\ve do not :feel that any of the above models arc 

appropriate to the pres~nt case. From our attempts to 

measure the :frequency dependence by exciting higher hanao-

nics o:f the specimen, we concluded the damping is indepen-

dent o:f :frequency at best and more likely increases \vi th 

increasing :frequency. Secondly, all o£ the above models 

assume the concentration o:f pinning points is independent 

o:f the temperature. Even :for tho relatively high diffusion 

energies (1.5-2.0 eV) observed for substitutional impurities 

in silver1 l 2 , we expect that equilibrium between dislocations 

and the surrounding lattice could be maintained at tempera-

tures as low as 550°K. 

As we shall see, the present results can be satis-

factorily explained from a consideration o:f the effect of 

a change in the average loop length, arisin~~ ei thor i'rom 

an increase in temperature or strain amplitude, on the 

damping arising :from the scattering of thermal phonons. 

The KGL (string) model predicts 

(IV-52) 

and 

(IV-5J) 

where /1 0 = 8Gb
2 /rr 2c and N(L) is the loop length distrib

ution :function, i.e., ~N{L) L .dL =.A.. The average loop 

length L0 will be determined first by tho notwork ltmr; th 
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~ and second by the additional pinning arising from a 

random distribution of point dcf'ects on the network. 

the average number of point defects per network length, n, 

is large (n > 5), N (L) can be ~·~)proxima ted by a Poisson 

distribution, independent of the distribution of network 

lengths. Integration over the loop length then gives 

Eqs. I-2 and I-J. In this case the average loop length is 

inversely proportional to the point defect concentration, 

cd, at the dislocation. If equilibrium is maintained, cd 

•dll be given by Eq. IV-27. Thus ~I \iill increase expo-

nentially with temperature with an apparent activation 

energy of l.rU 
0

, while the modulus defect will rise wi e. an 

apparent activation energy of 2U
0

, provided the applied 

stress is less than the minimum stress, <J' T (Eq. IV -23) , 

required for thermal brealcm.,ay. 

In the present case, the total impurity concentrition, 

is 
-6 . 

less than 10 , so that .::<t the lowest temperatures, 

550°K, at \'lhich equilibrium is 

-L.r 
cd is of the order of 10 for 

feasible, the concentration 

u0 = 0.2 eV. This concon-

tration corresponds to about one pinning point per network 

length. Since we expect the distribution of network lengths 

to be relatively narrow, N(L) will change considerably as 

pinning points evaporate. The simple interpretation given 

above for the apparent activation energy will then be in-

correct. 
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As an approximation to the present case, let us t.:.li.:c 

a delt~-function distribution for the network lengths, 

and assume each network length has either one or no pinnin~ 

points. In this case the distribution function N(L) will 

be 

N(L) :: ..A.ILN ((2f I LN) H(LN - L) + (1-f) 8 (L - LNU 

(IV -5 11) 

where &Cx) = Dirac delta function, H(x) is tho Heavisido 

unit function, and f = cd LN I b is the fraction of not\vork 

lengths which are pinned. \vi t·h this :Corm :Cor N(L), integ-

ration of IV-52 and IV-53 yields 

(IV-55) 

and 

(IV-56) 

Since we believe that the observed amplitude depend-

ence arises :Crom the e:C:Cect on 6I and (6EIE)I of an in

crease in loop length at high amplitudes, then :Cor high 

amplitudes at 1000°K we expect :C::O. Information on tho 

total modultis defect is available :Cor specimens J~C and 

J4E from oxygen saturation. In the table below the maximum 

measured modulus defect. ( ~'EIE)N = .0..~ 0JLL~/Tf.=(LlEIE)I+(l:IE/B)I{ 

j 

and the total decrement, /JN =.0..10.A.L~ • ())BL~ I Tf 2 . C, a1~e ', 
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listed for both specimens in the annealed stato as well aa 

the derived quanti ties' W 1:' N = WB L~ 1Tr 2 
C, .A.IB and 

..A.L~ I c. Since n~o is proport.ional to Elll I c the value 

of E 111 determined from the measu;..~ernents at 1000°K was used 

in calculating the values of ~/B and ~L! I C. 

Specimen (LlEIE) 
N f1N wl:N A/B .JLL~/C 

J4C 8 -2 1.5 xlO 4.2xl0-J o. 26 1.2xl0 8 ?.l;xlOJ 

J4E 2.10xl0 -2 6.2xl0-J O.JO 1.5x10 
8 9. '-'"xlOJ 

If we assume the value of B lies somewhere between 

the theoretical value at 1000°K (6.Jxlo-4 ) and 5 times this 

value 90 , then ..A. f'or these specimens must be bcbveen 8x105 

6 and 5xl0 • These values are about an order of magnitude 

less than the estimated as-grmm densities, and \voul'd appear 
. 

reasonable in light of' the expected effect of cyclic anneal-

ing. The significance oJ: the Ja.st column depends on the 

value taken for C at 1000°K. lfuile we might expect C to 

exhibit the temperature dependence of' G, this turns out to 

be true only for Cs; CE decreases considerably faster with 

temperature than G. The values calcuiated at 1000°K are 

-4 -4 I 2.72xl0 and 0.25xl0 ergs em for C s and Cv respectively. 
~ 

') 

To be consistent with the model, we should assume...A.LN = 1. 

. . ( /, -4 The result1ng values of Cfrom the table l.~xlO and 
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S 

Since the model appea~s to account satisfactorily 

for tho high temperature limit of the decrement ~nd mod~lus 

defect, we can nolY' consider the tempe~ure dependence. 'Ju 

expect the model to p~ovide a reasonable approxim~tion to 

the actual situation at higher temperatures. 

temperatures the increased probability of: more than ~ ~.iJ~;;le 

pinning point per network length or t,he f:act th~t 0quiJii..-

riurn may no longer be reached can load to l~rgc devia t_i._,);,:;. 

Unfortunately, due to the presence of the peak obse1·voci ,_, t. 

-950°K, lY'e can not hope to gain any quantitative in~·orm<ltl.un 

on the temperature dependence of f from the measurements o~ 

A. However, the modulus· d.efect data on J4E (Fig. 18) doo::; 

not suffer from this objection, since repeated attempts h~:.vo. 

failed to reveal any modulu~ irregularities as~ociated with 

this peal<:. 

From Eq. IV-56 and the' relation f = ( c L / b) o U.o/kT 
0 N 

we see that a plot of log[(Il.Act\L~ /rr 2
)- ( flZ/E) 1lvs. 1/T 

~hould yield a straight line with a slope of u0 I lc and an 

intercept at 1/T = 0 of Illlo../u ... ~cOLN I 2 rr 2 
b. Assuming :first 

that the quantity 1lf1
0 

is independent of temperature (i.e., 

E111 / C is independent of: T), the data of Fig. 18 docs indcod s 

yield a straighi lirie from 1000°K to -600°K~ 

the measured modulus defect is larger than IV-56 prcdiets, 

possibly indicating multiple pinning or lack of equilibrium. 
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From the slope of the plo-c we .find u0 = 0.17 eV, .:inC. .fro•a 

the intercept c 0 LN 

\-re assume . that JlLl 0 

I .. l _,' -2 2b = ..._. lx~.u • I.f, on the o"d~cr 

exhibi~s a ~cmperature dependence 

appropriate to E 111 ICE '"'e again find a good fit over the 

~emperature range 600°K to 1000°K with u0 = b.lJ eV and 

I -2 c 0 LN 2b c 1.9xl0 • Thus in either case c 0 is certainly 

-6 loss than 10 , so that the impurities present can cas:i.l:,r 

account for the observed ~ffects. 

Since the specimen will contain both odgo ~nJ Mcruw 

dislocations as well as the )0° and 60° mixed dislocations 

and several different impurities, we cannot attach any ~~-

rect significance to the value of u
0 

obtained. Ilowover, the 

values (0.13 - 0.17 eV) do appear to be of t~e right order 

of magnitude for an impurity-dislocation binding. For sub-

stitutional impurities in silver the only significant con-

tribution to the binding energy arises from the size 

for which 

u0 = [ (l +'\}) 1 Jn.CJ. - u )] · Gb' tJ.V' IR
0 

(IV-57) 

1rl1ere R0 is the distance of closest approach of the impurity 

to the dislocation with an edge component of the Burgers 
I A 1 . 

vector o:f b • ""V is related to the difference in atomic 

volumes ~V of the solvent and solute by5 ~V' = J(l - j)) • 

'Xs b.V /[2(1 - 2\)) X.~ + (l +))) ~sJ where ~s and X'- aro the 

,;:.· 
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compressibilities of the solvent and solute respectively. 

If we talte b 
1 = R0 = 6 b I 3 for a Schockley par-

tial, then for the known impurities Cu, Bi, Pb Eq. IV-';7 

yields u0 = 0.20, 0.42, and 0.35 cV respectively at roow 

temperature. Since the interaction energy is ela~tic in 

origin, the measured values of U 
0 

l'lill exhibit the tempera-

ture dependence 5 of E111V, where V is the atomic volume. Thus 

the values calculated from IV-56 should be compared to 1.33 

times the experimental value (0.13 - 0.17 eV). 

The strain amplitude dependence observed at high 

temperatures (Fig. 27)· would also seem to be in quantitative 

agreement with this model. From our previous discussion of 

the TGL model we associate the strain runplitude, €M, ~t 

which the minimum decrement occurs with the stress at which 

thermal breakaway is first possible, i.e., HE, 11 E:.N = \TT. 

From the data of Fig. 27 arid Eq. IY-23 we find LN 2 I C = 

2.6x10-J, l'i'ith L = LN I 2 and y 0 = %{Y b. For this same 

specimen (J4C) the high temperature low amplitude data 

yielded JlLN2 I C = 7.lxlOJ and ~ID = 1.2x108 • Thus we ob-

A 6 -J · 
tain~~= 2.7xl0 and B = 2.2xl0 at 1000°K. 

1ve can also obtain information on the temperature 

dependence of f from the data of Fig. 27. \ve expect the 

internal friction on the high amplitude plateau, 6 , to be 
p 

given by Eq.· IV-55 with f = O, while the internal friction 

€ 0 = 6M will correspond to the equilibrium value of f -at 
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the temperature at which the strain amplitude measurements 

were made. 

~PJ. A log f vs. liT plot as before indicates u0 = 0. 20 cV 

I -2 . d "tl 1 and 2 c
0

LN 3b = 3 .lxlO l.n very goo agreement \vl. 1 va uos 

ol:tained from the temperature dependence o£ the modulus de-

foe t at low amplitudes, under tho assumption that E 111 I C is 

independent of temperature. This latter assumption is con-

sistent with the observation that E.M' which is proportional 

to C I EIJ1 is very nearly independent of temp(~I~ature. 

The lacl( of any evidence fur a pronounced tcmpor<.lturc 

dependence of E 111 I C would seem to indicate that relatively 

few dislocations lie along (112) directions, since wo 

would expect approximately a third of such dislocations to 

be edge dislocations. This would seem to reenforce our 

conclusion, based on the small modulus defect at 4.2°, that 

in the cyclic annealed specimens nearly all the dislocations 

lie near <110> directions. 

The fact that a net decrease of a factor of 3 in 

( AE/ £.)I and more than an order of magnitude in ~l has o c

curred during cyclic annealing (Fig. 13) could be explained 

solely on the basis of a narrowing of the distribution of 

network lengths, LN. The total :dislocation density, ..A.. , 

and the average network length need not necessarily have 

changed. On the other hand, there is evidence from etch 

. t t d . . 86 th t . . 1 . 1 pl. s u 1es l.n copper a s1m1 ar cycl1ng resu ts in a 
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greater reduction in the dislocation density than that ob-

tained solely by an anneal at a fixed high temperature. 

Ho\~ever, the time-depenc;cnt ei'f'ects, which l1avc been. 

observed during cyclic annealing, appear to be extremely 

complex and are difficult to interpret. The migra~ion of' 

excess vacancies introduced during coolingcto dislocation~ 

might be expected to aid in dislocation rearrangement and 

annihilation, ultimately resulting in a lol'lcr dislocation 

density. If this is indeed the case, the fact that chang~s 

in £:::.I do not occur until the temperature is again raised 

above 900°K might be explained by a very high (-J eV) 

activation energy for the rearrangement process. This, 

however 1 is highly speculative 1 since rearrangemen:t processes 

ar~ only poorly understood, particularly in the case of 

materials with low stacking fault energies, in which tho 

climb of extended· dislocations is involved. 

The annealing behavior aside, it appears that the 

KGL model can quite successfully account for the temperature 

and strain amplitude dependence observed at high tempera-

tures, and, as we shall see below, further evidence in 

support of our interpretation of the observations in terms 
· ... 

of this model can be d~rived from the oxygen desorption 

s'tudies. 

H'e have not been able to es·tablish the origin of the 

peak observed at 950°K. The details of our observations on 
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this peak were given in Section III, Part C-11. 4\. carc . .Cul 

study of the data on t'he resonant :frequencies in this ·te1a-

perature range has failed to rc·veal a modulus cle:foct a.::;~.;oc-

iated with this peak. Tole, thercforo, feel that this peak 

may not correspond to a relaxation process. On the other 

hand, its appearance at a single well-defined temperature 

and the fact that it is observed on heating as well as 

cooling, provided sufficient time is allowed for equilib-

ration, indicate that this peak cannot be attributed to a 

simple hysteresis effect. 
67 53 116 A number of investigators ' , 

have reported a peak at about this temperature in.coppor, 

although no details have been given. 

D. INTERNAL FRICTION AND HODULUS CHANGES DURING 

OXYGEN SATURATION AND VACUUi'-1 DESORPTION 

Although it was not possible to make measurements 

while the crystal was being exposed to oxygen, A is observed 

to decrease to very low values (-2xl0-5) in times comparable 

to those required for oxygen to diffuse through the specimen. 

These low values are observed after saturation at tempera-

It is apparent that even at 

these relatively high temperatures the addition of as little 

as 20 ppm 0 2 is effective in eliminating the majority of 

any dislocation contribution to internal :friction. This 

conclusion is reinforced by the fact that a linear extra-

. ' ... ·. ~-~ 
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polation of the modulU!:I data 011. an oxygon-sutur.:tted c.cy:.; L~-~1 

at temperatures between 100°K and JL10°K agrees to ''itllin l 

part in 104 with the modulus measured at 715°K immediately 

following saturation. 

The series of standard desorption runs carried out 

on Specimen J4E are sum..•1arizcd in Table IV. Previous r;1e a.s-

urements on specimen J4C had assured us that the process of 

oxygen saturation and subsequent removal was completely re-

vorsible with respect to measurements of the damping, and 

that 24 hours at l000°K in vacuum following saturation would 

assure this reproducibility. 

The recovery of fl. during vacuum desorption >vas ob-

served to occur by a multi-stage process, as is clearly 

seen in Fig. JO for the run at 872°K, To allow for the 

possibility that a recovery sta~e mny have been present 

which was completed before the :Cirst measurement was m<Acle 1 

the initial level portions ob~erved in the runs at 872~K, 

898°K and 92J°K were designated Stage I. This ·stage may, in 

fact, correspond to the damping level of fully saturated 

specimens. At these same three temperatures, A begins ·to 

rise at a relatively rapid rate soon after the measurements 

are started and eventually reaches a t-emporary plateau. 

This rise is designated stage II. At 975°K and 1000°K only 

the very end of stage II is observed. The remainder of the 

recovery has been designated stage III. The magnitude of 

the recovery in each stage was observed to be a function of 4lt 
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temperature, and is designated as ~n· In order to analyze 

the recovery curves we have followed the procedure described 

by Damask and Dienes87 • If the swne recovery stages aro 

being observed at various temperatures, atid it each separate 

stage does indeed corr'espond to a singly activated procC!::>H 1 

then a plot of Ll I Ll R vs. ln ( L) !'or e;1ch t cmpcrat: u._-e :_;Lould 

yield a series of parallel cu . .cvcs. Furthermore 1 "the t i;::e s 

required to recover some fixed fraction ( b. I /1 R) o.f the 

damping in a given stage should be proportional to cxp(li/kT) 1 

where H is the activation energy of the process. Tho data 

for both stage II and stage III have been analyzed in this 

fashion and are shown in Figs. 31 and 32 respectively. As 

can be seen, the curves at the various temperatures arc 

reasonably parallel. The values of log(tY.l) vs. liT for a 

cross-cut at IJ.I ~ rt = 112, shOlm in Figs. L.l:l ariel 112, yield 

good straight lines corresponding to activation energies 

of 0.67!0.06 eV for stage rr' and 2.63±0.4 cV for stage III. 

A similar analysis of the modulus data (Figs. 33 and 3h) 

yields essentially identical activation energies for tl1c two 

stages. The errors quoted corrC!spond to the range of activ-

ation energies obtained by talcing cross-cuts at various 

values of /:).1 6. R. 

ive expect oxygen to interact strongly with any met-

allic impurities present in our samples to form internal 

oxide particles63• For the present low impurity concentrations 

···-.:~·. 



and relatively low saturation temperature (825°K) we expect 

the particles formed to be of atomic dimensions, i.e. oxygon 

impurity pairs. Since the strains associated '"i th such 

pairs are large, their interaction with dislocations will bo 

substantially greater than tho interaction of ei~l1cr oxygen 

or the substitutional impurity alone. Since the pair must 

dissociate in order to di.f'fuse,its mobility will be quite 

low, thus reducing its effectiveness in pinning dislocatioas. 

The increased magnitude of the interaction witll dislocations 

can, however, lead to a larger number of pinning points 

than an equivalent substitutional impurity distribution, 

since the dislocations can gain more in binding energy than 

they lose in line energy by bowing out to include a larger ~ 

number of pinning points46 • In light of the model developed 

in the previous section we believe that pinning by such 

impurity-oxygen pairs accounts for the reduction in the 

decrement and modulus which is recovered in stage III. 

From the solution to the diffusion equation for tho 

specimen geometry we have found that the times required for 

the completion of stage II should correspond to the reduct.i:n 

of the average bulk oxygen concentration to less than-1 ppm. 

~ve therefore propose that the recovery of f:l in stage II 

corresponds to the removal of free oxygen from dislocations. 

As we saw. from our discussion of the peal~ observed at 365 °K 

(p.lJ4ff), at intermediate concentrations individual oxygen 
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atoms can be expected to pin dislocations. At the highest 

temperatures at l~hich stage II is observed (92.J°K), our 

criterion (Eq. IV-42) for pinning rather than brcal-=a,'f"ay 

from or diffusion with the dislocation is just satisfied 

at the highest strain amplitude (2xl0-6 ) utilized, assum-

ing an oxygen dislocation binding energy of 0.25 eV. On 

the basis of this model we can no,.,. attempt to interpret tho 

observed activation en·ergics. 

We will assume then that the initial level portion 

of the recovery curves (stage I) corresponds to those dis-

locations which are not effectively pinned by oxygen. l~e, 

therefore, subtracted this value from the values measured 

during stage II. In general we can write ~or ~IE as the 

product of a function of temperature times a function of 

the number of variable pinning points, i.e. A= A(T).f(np). 

If we define L\R = A(T) [f(o) - f(n
0

}] where n 0 is the 

initial number of variable pins, then fJ.I LlR = f ( np) I [f ( o) 

-f (n0 >] • In the case of oxygen pinning we will have 

f(o))>fCn0 ), thus A/ AR is independent of n 0 • Since 

stage II is complete well before stage III begins, and ,.,.e 

do not expect the oxygen-impurity pairs to be mobile, f(o) 

should be independent of temperature. Thus a cross-cut. 

made at a particular value of .6 I D. R should correspond to 

a constant value of n • 
p 

Since the times required for oxygen to diffuse out of 



the specimen are long compared to those required to reacll 

local equilibrium, the problem will be that of migration 

to the surface in the presence of traps. In this case, we 

expect that the activation energy determined will lie sotno

where botween87 EM (oxygen) and EM (oxygen) + u0 , where u 0 

is the binding energy of oxygen to a dislocation. Since 

EM (oxygen) is 0.50 eV, the observed activation energy of 

0.67±0.06 eV leads us to a lower limit of 0.17±.06 eV for 

the binding energy of oxygen to a dislocation. At room tet~-

perature we expect this lo,.,rcr limit to be 0. 22:1.:.08 oV, which 

is within our estimate. o1 0.25:1.:0.06 eV based on tho inter-

pretation of the peak observed at J65°K. 

Stage III will correspo1lll to the dissociation o:f 

oxygen-impurity pairs. For tho expected large oxygen-

impurity binding the observed activation energy should be 

equal to the sum of the binding energy and the migration 

energy of oxygen. Thus the observed activation energy 

(2.63±0.4 eV) indicates an oxygen-impurity binding energy 

of 2.1J:t0.~ cV. Since we have several impurities present, 

we might expect a number of such stages. In fact, the data 

would seem to indicate this is the case but that the spread 

in energies is fairly small. For Cu, however, additional 

experimental data on the dissociation is available. 

Podgurski and Davies 62 have recently measured the 

equilibripm dissociation pressures of CuO in silver ((0~2wt~~). 
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They found in particular that the reaction 

CuO (s)~ Cu + ~ 0 2 

proceeds to equilibrium in silver in the temperuturo range 

of the present experiments with a heat of reaction of 

1.86±0.01. oV. Within the present estimated error this 

agrees quite well with our estimate of 2.1J±O.~ cV. 

At high temperatures, then, we conclude tl~ the in-

ternal friction and modulus defect due to dislocations uro 

reduced by two mechanisms when oxygen is introduced. The 

initial reduction, which can amount to an order of magni-

tude, is due to the pinning of the dislocation network by 

internally oxidized trace impurities. A further reduction 

occurs from additional pinning by individual oxygen • 

. , 
·!. ~. ... 
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V. S~~ARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

A. DISLOCATION CONTRIBUTIONS TO THE :t-!ODULUS AND 

INTZRNAL FRICTION OF 6-9'S SILVER. 

~fuile our intended purpose \'las to measure tho in-

tarnal :friction and modulus o:f \'l'oll-annealcd specimens at 

low as well as high temperatures, the relatively Sliiall 

amounts o:f handling involved in mounting or transfer were 

found to cause a transient, order of magnitude, increase in 

the internal friction, tho majority of which is recovered 

in 24 hours at room temperature. We believe this increase 

and its subsequent recovery arise from deformation occurring 

near the kni:fe edges on which the specimens are mounted. 

\fuile the analysis8 5 indicates the pinning of qislocations 

by the diffusion of point defects is responsible for tho 

observed time dependence, we were not able, on the basis of 

our somel'l'hat J.imited observatl.ons, to derive a value for tho 

migration energy o:f the pir1ning defect. The a4ditional do-

crease observed (in times of th~ order o:f several weeks at 

room temperature) wouJ.d appear to be associated with Sl:-1-:?.ll 

changes in the dislocation (and/or pinning point) configur-

ation in the bulk of the specimen. 

The uncertainties resulting from the room temperature 

trans:fer notwithstanding, it would appear that the dislocation 

contribution to the internal friction of weJ.l-annealed 6-9 1 s 
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silver initially increases with temperature roaching a broad 

maximum ncar lOO•K 1 decreases to temperatures of I.~:00-500°K, 

and thon increases up to the maximum temperature of the ob-

scrvations (l.000°K). Superimposed on this overall behavior 

a number of sma~l. peaks are observed, primari~y bolol.,r J00°K. 

On tho other hand, the modulus defect increases ,.,.ith in-

creasing temperature over the entire temperature range 

At high temperatures (i.e., above tho observed mini-

mum) the observed temperature and strain amplitude depcn~-

once of both the internal friction. and modulus defect arc 

very satisfactorily explained on the basis of the vibrating 

string (KGL) model, \'lhen the purity of the present material 

is taken into account. The scattering of thermal phonons 

\'lould appear to provide enough drag on moving dislocatiOH!.i 

to account for the magnitude o£ the observ~d drunping. The 

application of the KGL model leu.ds to a value of tho da;;rp-

ing constant, B, about three times larger than Leibfried's 

theoretical estimate95, and a dislocation density for the 

A -6 cyclic annealed specimens of ....1\- = J-5 x 10 • In addition, 

the measurements indicate that the binding energy of traco 

impurities (Cu, Bi, or Pb) to d~slocations is 0.17-0.20 oV. 

Although \'le are not able to explain the somewhat complex 

behavior observed during cyclic annealing, it appears such 

treatment reduces the dislocation density by a factor of 

,=·:\• 
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from three to six. There is also some indication that this 

treatment results ~n lavger fraction of dislocations \~lich 

lie ncar the close-packed <110/' directions. 

At low temperatures it docs not appear pos.siblo to 

come to any definite conclusion as to tho r.1ochanism or 

mechanisms responsible for the observed internal friction 

and modulus defect. This is particularly true as regards 

the origin of the observed structural features (peaks). We 

wish, however, to emphasize the following observations: 

1) In the temperature range normally associ~tod with tho 

so-called Bordoni peak, at least three and as many as five 

separate pe~cs ~ccur; 2) the peak observed here at 42°K 

does not appear to correspond to any previously reported 

peaks in this temperature range, and J) at higher tempera

tures (T">l20°K) at least three additional pealcs occur l'lhich 

are not ~ppreciably affected by room temperature annealing. 

Although the magnitude 'of the modulus steps associa

ted ,.,ith the peaks would indicate that they contribute o:d .. y 

10-20 per cent of the observed internal friction and modulus 

defect, we crumot rule out the possibility that ,.,hat we have 

termed the 'background' internal friction is juat the sum of 

a large number of discrete peaks. \{e have shol'll1., however, 

that the temperature dependence of the • baclcground 1 , the ob

served effect of room temperature annealing, and the differ

ences between the as-grown and cyclic annealed specimens at 
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low temperatures could arise as result of a finite :)cierl.s 

barrier to the motion o~ intrin~ic kiclcs. The application 

10 ') lll! 
of the ldnlt-diffusion modc.l ~, to the present resul-ts 

would require that the activation energy for kink diffu~ion 

be 0.020~0.002 eV. 

The amplitude dependence of the internal friction 

and modulus does not appear to be the r.esul t of a static 

hysteresis mechanism, although. the results at low tempera-

. 36 
tures can be fitted by two Granato-LUclce components. The 

observed behavior would seem to arise from an increase in 

the affective loop length at higher amplitudes duo to 

thermal depinning56 of dislocations. 

D. THE INFLUENCE OF OXYGEN. 

The addition of as little as ~0 ppm of oxygon reduces 

the internal friction of 6-9's silver by two orders of mag-

nitude below 800°K and by at l~ast an order of magnitude 

above 800°K. \lhile we can understand that the effectiveness 

of oxygen in pinning dislocations at low temperatures arises 

from its high room temperature mobility, this same high 

mobility would be expected to drastically'reduce its effect-

iveness at high temperatures, since one would expect oxygen 

to be able to follow the motion of the dislocation by 

diffusion. 

We have developed a model for the dragging of inter-

stitial impurities by dislocations which is essentially an 

·'~ 
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extension of the 1~odel proposed by SchoeckJO to expla.in tho 

cold worlt pealt observed in b.c.c. metals containing intal.~

stitial i~purites to relatively high interstitial concen

trations along the dislocation. The model leads to a 

relaxation loss in \vhich the strength of the relaxation as 

,.,ell as the relaxation time depend on the interstitial con

centration along the dislocations. We believe the peak 

observed here at J65°K is the result of tho proposed mcch-

ani sm. Application of the model to the present observa-

tiona and those of Papazian59 on this peak leads to a value 

for the binding energy of oxygen to a dislocation of 

0.25±0.0~ eV. Furthermore, with this value for the oxygen

dislocation binding energy we expect on the basis of the 

model that L.~;O ppm of oxygen will be effective in pinning 

the majority of dislocations up to temperatures of tho order 

of 800°K. 

A study of the rates at .which the modulus and in

ternal friction return to the pre-oxygen saturation levels 

during vacuum desorption indicated the recovery occurred in 

two stages, characterized by activation energies of 0.67~0.06 

eV and 2.6~0.4 eV. We believe the initial recovery stage 

corresponds to the elimination of oxygen pinning points froQ 

the dislocations. The observed activati~n energy would then 

indicate that a 16wer limit to the oxygen dislocation bind

ing energy at ro6m temperature is 0.22~0.07 eV. Tho slower 
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recovery stage we believe corresponds to tho elimination 

of pinning points resulting from the internal oxidation o~ 

trace impurities present in these specimens. The o bs er·vc: d 

activation energy would indicate that the dissociation o~ 

oxygen-impurity pairs requires 2.1:!:~. 11 eV in reasonable 

agreement with the observed dissociation energy o:C CuO in. 

silver62 of 1.86±0.02 oV. 

\vhile we havo been able to arrive at a value 1~or 

the binding energy of oxygen to dislocations of 0. 25:!:0. Oll 

eV, the precision with wh:.iC.1. \ve lcn.o\v this energy loaves mucl--. 

to be desired. On the other hand, it .:ippoars that the in.-

traduction of oxygen to silver can he of considerable value 

in a study of dislocation contributions to the internal 

friction, since its elimination of such contributions 

allows us to determine a base against lvhich. the moduJ.us 

changes associated with dislocations can be measured. 

:( _,_· _, ...... : --~-
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Specimen 

12A <100) 

< 0.2 ppm 
Cu, Ph, Bi 

< o. 2 ppm 
Cu, Ph, Bi 

2JA4"'1 <100/ 

Ag - 1% Mg 

J4D (111/ 

< 0.2 ppm 
Cu, Ph, Bi 

Table I. Summary of Measurements. 

Measurement Temperatura l"ig. 

Recovery after mounting J77°K 1l 

Recovery a:f'tor transfer J40°K, J72~K 

~ vs. temperature 
one week after mounting 19 

Lli vs. temperature 12 

Lli vs. temperature 23 

Lli vs. temperature 
one day a~ter mounting 4°-J00°K 19 

4r vs. temperature q,o_JOOOI( 17, 19 
two mos. after mounting 

Avs. strain amplitude 4o-J00oK 25' 29 

Recovery after transfer 294°K 

~I vs. temperature J00°-l000°K l.2 

Continued on next page 



Specimen 

JL.I:C <'~~~) 

~0.2 ppm 
Cu, Pb, Bi 

40 ppm 
oxygen 

<.0.2 ppm 
Cu, Pb, Bi 

30 ppm 
oxygen 

< 0.2 ppm 
Cu, Pb, Bi 

Table I. (Cont'd.) 

Measurement 

Recovery a£ter mounting 

~I vs. temperature 

Cyclic annealing 

~I vs. temperature 

A vs. strain amplitude 

Oxygen saturation and 
desorption 

Tcmperaturo 

500°-l000°K 

Fig. 

10 

12 

13 

17 

26, 27 

Specimen J4C was relabeled J4E £ollowing 
oxygen saturation and rapid cooling to room 
temperature • 

.11 vs. temperature 

A vs. strain amplitude 

~ vs. temperature 

oxygen desorbed 

Cyclic annealing 

A1 vs. temperature 

Desorption kinetics 

A1 vs. temperature 
one week ~£ter trans£er 

50•-Joo•K 

~ ... -
3oo•-1ooo•K 16 

875•-1ooo•K 30-35 

4•-Joo•K 16, 21 



Table II. 

Specimen T°K ARx103 

)4Ca 29.3 10.7 

12Aa .377 6.5 

12Ab 372 7.85 

12Ab )40 6.7 

)4Dc 294 11.9 

aRecovery after mounting. 

b Recovery after transfer. 

Recovery after mounting or transfer. 

?x10.3 (~llO) :ro :foo ~10x103 

.).75e 10.4 26754 26895 5.60 

11.2 ----- ----- .).00 

10.5 18.0 15925 16072 2.00 

7.8 ----- ----- ------ 4.40 

.).50 -16.5 26561 26782 J.tio· 

cRecovery after transfer :following 8 weeks at room temperature. 

d 

..A.xl05 L xlo+4 
0 

Fig. 

.).2 ,).1 10 

11 

6.8 2.6 

6.7 2.6 

dThe values of Jl and L
0 

appearing in the table are calculated from Eqs. I-2 and 

I-J using the ineasured values of !J.R and ( ~E/E)R. 

e;,9 is in units of (minutcs)- 2/3. 
a-XLe:: ~; ~~s:::ms;:s:;t:;I:O::: ... :0? •xr:=rr_,.,....,.., .a~....-.:!'!' t '*. s::: ., ;...,$.rm ~~.:::=:::;z-~..-""ir-:~-:Tn7'0T'S')·~~.., :...~~"::""~::JO-:::::::::::o- ~.,;~ 

/ 

I ..... 
co 
~ 
I 



Table III. StructurG at low temperatures. (T < )00°10 

Specimen 

Annealing a 

Composi. tion 

'Background' 

41°K 

·54"K 

72"K 

75"K 

23C 
1 week 

6-9'sAg 
""'lo-3 

------

t -4 lxlO p 
-4 2xl0 m 

------

------

------

............... 

23AM 
1 week 

Ag-1%Mg 

-1o-5 

------

------
------
------

------
------
------
------

3'iD 

1 day 

6-9'sAg 
-1o-3 

-4 7x10 rn 

. 1· 

r2xl.O- "'p 
-4 5xl0 · m 

-4 3xl0 m 

------
-4 5x10 p 

3xlo-4m 

2 mos. 

6-9 1 sAg 
....... lo-3 

-4 lxlO p 

..... .,. ....... 

------ ------

------ ........... .. 

6 -4 
xlO p ------

Continued on next page 

·- ~· 

-4 2xl0 m 

{

1. -4 "i"XlO p 
-4 3xl0 m 

------
-4 3x10 m 

------
.. .......... 

1 day 

l.tOppm 0
0 

-lo-5 -

. 5 b 
2x1o-: p 

lxl0-5p 

•. j" 
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Table III. (Continued) 

Specimen 23C 2.3AM J4D J4D J4E Jl.l:E 

{ -4 rxl.0-4p 4xl0-4m JxlO p ------ ------ ------. -4 
2xl0-3m 2xl0 m 

------- ------ { 4xJ.o-''p ------ ______ .. ------. -4 2xl0 m 

peak ------ ------ poalt pealt ------
specimen ------ ------ ------ ------- 2xl.0-5p 
~ost 

------ ------ ------ ------ Jxl0-5p 

-G ------ ------ ------ ------. 5xl0 p 

.------ ------ peal< peak -------
peak --- ... -- -------------- pealt ------

broad· . 5 c ------ ------ l.~:x.lO- p 
peak 

pealt ·------ ------------ peak 
_____ .. 

------ ------ peal(: peal< ------
& Recovery time at room temperature a£tor mounting or tran~fer~ 

bP1ateau extending to lowest temperature o£ measurement. 

cAdditional structure at both higher and lower temperatures. 
(See Fig. ·24) 

m· Indicates the observed valuo of the modulus defect 6E/E. 

~Pindicates the height o£ peak or irregularity above 'backgrou::.1.d. 1 



Table IV. Sununary of results obtained during oxygen desorption. 

872°K 898°K 923°K 975°K 1000°K 

~ ~ ~ ~ ~ Stage H(eV) IJ.a tb 
/jR t~ . R t* L\R tY.! £\R t* R ~ 

I 1.3 2.8 5·3 

{ 15.0 t~~ 115.51 ·_1 

I 

II 0.67 254 6.0 196 18.0 
r-

0.7 151 ():) 
-..J 
I 

III 2.63 4o.o 15800 15.0 cont'd 18.0 2480 3LJ:, 0 379 41.5 195 
at 

1000°K 
., After 

24 hrs 
53-5 53-5 52.0 52.0 57-0 at 

lOOOcoK 

a/j_ magnitude of: damping recovered in units of: 
_IJ: 

= 10 • 
':"i R 

~1~ b t 
¥.! = time in minutes required to recover 1/2 LIR. 
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Table v. Analysis of amplitude dependent 

internal :friction a (specimen 3LJ:D) • 

~~ 
.b 

/.j,H 
1 . 2 

/ 
~ -.. ~ To)K ~ .£1xlo10 C x107 c r C xlO C xlO 

-2 -1 -2 

4.2 o. 21.1: l..O l. .,ll:l o.6L.1: 22 5.75 

49 1.74 6.4 1.73 O.,LJ:O LJ:8 6.15 

77 4.05 7.7 1.54 0.32 56 5.7 

l.04 3.88 11.0 J. .. 4l. 0.51 lJ:9 5 • L.J: 

1.55 3-57 4.6 l.ll. 0.65 19 5.1 

210 3 .. 59 2.2 0.92 o.87 12 ll:. 6 

265 3.09 6.o 1.55 1.35 33 7-5 

299 1..56 4.2 1.52 1.08 10 5.6 

aThc internal. :friction has been separated into three components, 
viz.' A= ~0 + ~H + f.H 

' a. 
b 

, .. 

..~, 

/ 
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Fig. 1. Specimen Holder 

.·. . 

ring 

Al ignn1ent 
surface 

MU-34065 
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,-

ZN-5979 

Fig. 2. Photograph of Mounted Specimen 
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Micrometer · ·l· 

head ~· 

0-ring 
seals 

Fig. J • 

t 
·' 

Ring and collar 
assembly 

·---Electrode holder 

Electrode Assembly and Support Tubo 
MU-34066 

...... -~~.:;. .; 



Furnace 
tube 

core 

Insulation 

Fig. ~. 

-:J-92-

ecimen 
holder 

Vacuum 
connection 

MU-3.4067 

High Temperature Apparatus 

/ 
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Styrofoom---; 
plug 

Liquid helium 

Thermocouple 
junction 

'J.-1-1----Low- heat -leak 
neck 

~-1-m----Support tube 

--1-1---Li quid 
nitrogen 

Nichrome 
heater 

wires 

Fig. 5· Low Temperature Apparatus 
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I . I I H1gh-poss FM 
1 filter r oscillator I 

~---41~ I 
I 
I 

Specimen 

rms 
val tmeter 

Power 
amplifier 

I 
I Low-pass l f i Iter 

'----

I Counter 1· 
i 

.l 
I • 

I ______ ..J 

Decoy I gate 

Amplifier 

I . I Bond-pass ! 
t i 1 tor 1 

I 
1 

VTVM ~ 

Amplifier 
( 1/2-dB stop i ____ J r-- -----, 

I I 
1 Phase 1 

I detector I 

r-
1 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

I I 
I I 

--- ---, I I 
I I 

Drive H-H de I Balance 
oscillator 1 amplifier I meter 

I I I 
I L-------..J 

I ,--------------, I I I 

Sweep I I Recorder. Recorder I 

unit I I X axis Y axis I 

I I I 
'------J L--------------J 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

Rectifier 
fi Iter 

MU-34069 

Fig. 6. Bl.oek Diagram of the El.eetronie 

Measuring System 
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Fig. 

(All 
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+IOV 

·lOY MU·34070 

7• Circuit Diagram of tho Transistorized Dec~y Gate 

resistors are 1/2 ivf!Ltt, and all capacitors are 

silver mica unless otherwise specified.) 

' ~ ,; " ,. '··~" .:: ,: .,., .. 
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lk 

MU -34071 

Fig. 8. Circuit Diagram o'£ the Phase Detector Used to 

Maintain Resonance 
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ZN-5977 

Fig. 9. Photograph of the Specimen Mounting Jig (two views) 
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Cooli:a[:; 

Fi~. 13.. The Decre,.-.en't clu:~in.:; Cyclic A:1.:..:.0;.~li:nr_:; ol: 
Cyclic J..:..u1.on.ling of Spcci.r:lc:;.:. 3'.:.C. (Succe:~;;sivc cycle:.:; 
~~e labeled in sequence following tho i:niti~l 
va:..-mup ( l) • ) 
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Figo 16. The Decrc:ncnt and Resonant FreoucncY :for Spcci:c1en Jl±E ( 8) and J'll~ 
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Fig~ 25. The Decrement as a Function of Strain 
Amplitude t:or )4D at Various Temperatures betl'leen 
4.2°K and 294°K. 
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This report was prepared as an account of Government 
sponsored work. Neither the United States, nor the Com
mission, nor any person acting on behalf of the Commission: 

A. Makes any warranty or representation, expressed or 
implied, with respect to the accuracy, completeness, 
or usefulness of the information containe,d in this 
report, or that the use of any information, appa
ratus, method, or process disclosed in this report 
may not infringe privately owned rights; or 

B. Assumes any liabilities with respect to the use of, 
or for damages resulting from the use of any infor
mation, apparatus, method, or process disclosed in 
this report. 

As used in the above, "person acting on behalf of the 
Commission'' includes any employee or contractor of the Com
mission, or employee of such contractor, to the extent that 
such employee or contractor of the Commission, or employee 
of such contractor prepares, disseminates, or provides access 
to, any information pursuant to his employment or contract 
~ith the Commission, or his employment with such contractor. 






